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Abstract

Lilian GARRATT-SMITHSON

Stellar Feedback in Giant Molecular Clouds and Dwarf
Galaxies

The primary aim of this thesis is to investigate the interplay between time re-
solved ’gradual’ feedback processes, such as line-driven stellar winds and HMXBs
(High Mass X-ray Binaries), with ’instantaneous’ SNe (supernovae). I do this
through high resolution SPH (smoothed particle hydrodynamical) simulations of
isolated GMCs (Giant Molecular Clouds) and dSphs (Dwarf Spheroidal Galax-
ies). These systems are of particular interest since their shallow potential wells
mean they are susceptible to stellar feedback processes. By modelling HMXBs
and SNe in GMCs across a range of parameters, I find that SNe feedback can
carve low density chimneys in the gas, offering a path of least resistance for the
energy to escape. Once this occurs the more stable, but less energetic, gradual
feedback is able to keep the chimneys open. By funneling the hot destructive gas
away from the centre of the cloud, chimneys can have a positive effect on both
the efficiency and duration of star formation.

Furthermore, I included both stellar winds and HMXB feedback on top of
SNe in high redshift dwarf galaxies, finding the mass of gas unbound by stellar
feedback across a 1 Gyr starburst is uniformly lowered if gradual feedback mech-
anisms are included, independent of metallicity, galaxy mass, halo concentration
and the duration of the starburst. Furthermore, I find including gradual feed-
back in the smallest galaxies (of halo mass ∼ 107 M�) delays the unbinding of
the gas and facilitates the production of chimneys in the dense shell surrounding
feedback-generated hot, pressurised ’superbubbles’. These chimneys vent hot
gas from the galaxy interior, lowering the temperature of the central 10 kpc of
the gaseous halo. Intriguingly, the underlying dark matter halo of the smallest
galaxy is less effected by the gaseous outflows generated by the stellar feedback
than the larger halo.
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1

Chapter 1

An introduction to stellar feedback

1.1 The importance of stellar feedback in galaxy evo-

lution

The focus of this thesis is on how various different types of stellar feedback can
affect their environments. Stellar feedback is the injection of energy into the sur-
rounding ISM (Interstellar Medium) via a variety of stellar processes. One of the
most compelling pieces of evidence for stellar feedback is the low (1 − 3%) ef-
ficiency of the conversion of gas mass to stellar mass observed in both galaxies
and MCs (molecular clouds) that are star-forming (Myers et al., 1986; Evans et al.,
2009; Murray, Quataert, and Thompson, 2010; Dale and Bonnell, 2011; Walch et
al., 2012; Krumholz, 2014; Skinner and Ostriker, 2015; Rahner et al., 2017). This is
known as ’negative’ feedback since it suppresses further star formation by heat-
ing the surrounding gas and preventing the collapse of cold (∼ 10K) molecular
gas into stars. There have also been near-ubiquitous observations of gaseous out-
flows associated with star forming galaxies, both at low and high redshift and
with outflow velocities ranging from 100-1000kms−1 (e.g. Frye, Broadhurst, and
Benítez, 2002; Kornei et al., 2012; Tang et al., 2014; Arribas et al., 2014). Moreover,
these outflows, along with the subsequent removal of metals, are considered in-
tegral to the evolution of galaxy metallicity (Z), as evidenced by the correlation
between Z and stellar mass (this is known as the MZ relation - Lequeux et al.,
1979), which is itself dependent on both SFR (star formation rate - Andrews and
Martini, 2013) and stellar age (e.g. Lian et al., 2015).

Furthermore, stellar feedback is likely to have played a fundamental role in
the re-ionisation of the universe between redshifts z ∼ 20− 6. The Epoch of Re-
ionisation (EoR) is the transition of the neutral IGM (Intergalactic Medium) to
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ionised and its signature can be observed using absorption lines in the spectra of
high redshift QSOs (Quasars - McGreer, Mesinger, and D’Odorico, 2015), GRBs
(Gamma Ray Bursts - Chornock et al., 2013) and galaxies (e.g. Tilvi et al., 2014).
The absorption lines indicate the presence of neutral gas, since they arise due
to the electron Ly-α transition in neutral Hydrogen. The ’Ly-α forest’ can be ob-
served as a series of absorption lines in the spectra of sources between z = 6− 0,
however beyond this redshift there is such an excess of neutral Hydrogen the
spectrum flattens into the ’Gunn - Peterson trough’ (Gunn and Peterson, 1965).
This indicates the IGM underwent a rapid phase transition at z ∼ 6. The relative
impact of the contribution of stellar feedback processes on cosmic re-ionisation is
a matter of debate (for a review see McQuinn, 2016), however there is a consensus
that star forming galaxies drove the ionisation of the IGM (e.g. Faucher-Giguère
et al., 2008; Becker and Bolton, 2013). This is due to both observational and theo-
retical evidence that star forming galaxies were a significant source of ionisation
between z = 12− 6 (e.g. Robertson et al., 2013; Finkelstein et al., 2015; Robertson
et al., 2015).

Stars can impact their environment through a number of processes; photo-
ionisation (e.g. Dale et al., 2014; Geen et al., 2015; Walch et al., 2015), radiation
pressure (e.g. Murray, Quataert, and Thompson, 2010; Krumholz and Thompson,
2012; Kim, Kim, and Ostriker, 2016), stellar winds (e.g. Rogers and Pittard, 2013;
Mackey et al., 2015; Fierlinger et al., 2015) and SNe (Supernovae) explosions (e.g.
Martizzi, Faucher-Giguère, and Quataert, 2015; Walch and Naab, 2015a; Haid
et al., 2016). For a review on the numerical implementation of stellar feedback
processes see (Dale, 2015). This thesis focuses on feedback from massive stars,
motivated by the fact it is these stars that dominate the energy input from a stellar
population (e.g. Agertz et al., 2013). The efficiency of each feedback process at
coupling to the ISM and ultimately suppressing star formation (on galactic and
local scales) is highly dependent on environment, in particular the ISM density/
inhomogeneity (e.g. Dwarkadas and Gruszko, 2012; Martizzi, Faucher-Giguère,
and Quataert, 2015; Li et al., 2015; Kim and Ostriker, 2015; Iffrig and Hennebelle,
2015; Gatto et al., 2015), which is altered by the action of prior feedback events
(e.g. Rogers and Pittard, 2013; Walch et al., 2015).

There have been numerous numerical simulations modelling stellar feedback
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and its effects on galaxy evolution. The numerical implementation of stellar feed-
back is resolution dependent (e.g. see section 1.2.1.2 for a description of the over-
cooling problem). Difficulties arise due to the large dynamic range involved; for
example, locally, stellar feedback drives supersonic turbulence in the ISM, which
inhibits the gravitational collapse of the cold molecular gas in MCs (for a review
of the processes driving interstellar turbulence see Klessen and Glover, 2016). On
the other hand, stellar feedback also drives the kpc-scale galactic outflows men-
tioned above. Additionally, to investigate the effect of stellar feedback on galaxy
evolution the timescales involved need to be Gyr, however the lifetime of a main
sequence star with mass greater than 8 M� is of the order of 10 Myr (for example
Table 45 of Schaller et al., 1992, lists lifetimes ranging between 3 Myr and 29 Myr,
corresponding to 120 M� and 9 M� respectively and a metallicity of Z = 0.02),
making stellar feedback impossible to resolve temporally (as well as spatially) in
cosmological-scale simulations. In this case simulators employ sub-grid models
for the net momentum/energy input of entire stellar populations, often tuned
to match present day galaxy properties such as SFRs, metallicities and baryon-
dark matter mass ratios (e.g. Vogelsberger et al., 2014; Schaye et al., 2015; Davé,
Thompson, and Hopkins, 2016).

One of the main benefits of cosmological hydrodynamical simulations is that
they can evolve tens of thousands of galaxies in a wide range of environments,
producing statistical catalogs of galaxies in order to investigate global trends such
as galaxy luminosity functions, cosmic star formation densities and global star
formation efficiencies. Furthermore, a popular option to increase the dynamic
range of cosmological simulations is to undertake zoom-in simulations of indi-
vidual haloes/ galaxies (e.g. Stinson et al., 2013; Naab et al., 2014; Hopkins et al.,
2014; Wetzel et al., 2016). These simulations identify and isolate individual galax-
ies in cosmological simulations and re-simulate them at a higher resolution. This
allows these simulations to better resolve the multi-phase ISM and the impact
of feedback processes on a smaller scale. However, the typical gas particle/ star
particle mass in these simulations is between 100-105 M�, hence feedback events
from individual massive stars can still not be spatially/ temporarily resolved. In
order to investigate stellar feedback mechanisms in detail, particularly how indi-
vidual feedback events interplay, it becomes necessary to simulate either individ-
ual galaxies, molecular clouds, or even galactic regions such as spiral arms and
isolated regions of gas (e.g Rogers and Pittard, 2013; Martizzi, Faucher-Giguère,
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and Quataert, 2015; Walch and Naab, 2015a; Girichidis et al., 2016; Martizzi et al.,
2016; Cashmore et al., 2017). For a recent review on the current status of simula-
tions investigating stellar feedback see Dale (2015).

This work is primarily interested the interplay between ’gradual’ types of stel-
lar feedback and ’instantaneous’ feedback. The term ’gradual’ is used throughout
this thesis to refer to individual stellar feedback events which are continuous over
a set period; for example the energy input from stellar winds. Whereas ’instan-
taneous’ feedback refers to an instant explosive event, in other words a SNe. In
this thesis I investigate the gradual heating of the ISM via the jets associated with
High Mass X-ray Binaries (HMXBs) along with the shock-heating of the ISM by
line-driven stellar winds from massive OB-type stars. How these ’gradual’ types
of feedback interplay with ’instantaneous’ feedback is explored in later chapters.
The next section gives a brief introduction into each of these three feedback pro-
cesses.

1.2 SNe, HMXBs and Stellar Winds

1.2.1 SNe

In August 1885, at Dorpat observatory, E. Hartwig detected a SNe located in the
Andromeda Nebula. This represented the first detection of a SNe outside our
own galaxy. However, it was only recognized as such beyond 1933, when a SNe
was posited as an end point of stellar evolution (Baade and Zwicky, 1934a; Baade
and Zwicky, 1934b). Since then researchers have observed over 9000 SNe (Barbon
et al., 1999), increasing our understanding of the mechanisms that drive these
massive explosions and also of the contribution they make to galactic evolution.

There are now considered to be two main drivers of SNe explosions. Firstly,
if the main sequence mass of a star is greater than 8 M�, it will undergo a super-
nova explosion at the end of its life. This is known as a core-collapse SNe and the
mechanism is still poorly understood (for recent reviews see Vink, 2012; Janka,
2012). Secondly, the thermonuclear explosion of degenerate nuclear material in-
side a stellar core (Hoyle and Fowler, 1960). The progenitors of thermonuclear
SNe are generally considered to be white dwarfs in a binary system that are ap-
proaching the Chandrasekhar limit due to accreting matter from a companion
star (for a review see Maoz, Mannucci, and Nelemans, 2014).
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In 1941, SNe were further categorised into two broad spectral types; Type
II and Type I (Minkowski, 1941). These categories are defined by the elemental
absorption lines seen in their spectra. A supernova is classified as either Type II or
Type I based on whether Hydrogen absorption is (or is not) present in its spectra.
Both Type I and Type II can be further categorised based on their spectra. In
particular, if Hydrogen is not present, however a large amount of Si+ absorption
is, the supernova is classed as Type Ia (Elias et al., 1985). Type Ia supernovae
are associated with thermonuclear explosions, while Type II SNe are invariably
core-collapse SNe.

SNe inject ∼ 1051 erg of kinetic energy into the ISM, contained in ∼ 10 M�
of ejecta, moving at velocities of 103−4kms−1. When this ejecta collides with the
surrounding ISM, it shock heats the gas. This creates a shock wave consisting of
ejecta and swept-up ISM. There exists an analytic solution for the expansion of
the resulting SNR (Supernova Remnant) into a homogeneous ISM. This will be
presented in the next section.

1.2.1.1 The Evolution of Supernova Remnants (SNRs)

SNRs undergo four phases; free expansion, the Sedov-Taylor phase (Taylor, 1950;
Sedov, 1959), the ’snowplough’ phase (Ostriker and McKee, 1988; Cioffi, McKee,
and Bertschinger, 1988) and the final mixing phase (Woltjer, 1972). In order to un-
dergo free expansion, the mass ejected during the SNe should be much less than
the mass swept up in the expansion. As soon as the two values become compa-
rable the SNR enters the Sedov-Taylor phase. For this thesis, it is of particular
interest to focus on the Sedov-Taylor phase, since the simulations presented do
not have the resolution to capture the free expansion phase, however they can
capture the Sedov-Taylor phase.

At the beginning of the Sedov-Taylor phase the reverse shock has reached the
centre of the expanding remnant and the pressure inside the remnant is greater
than that of the surrounding medium. If it can be approximated that the source
of the remnant is a point and that it is expanding into a homogeneous ISM with
density ρ0, the remnant’s expansion can be tracked using the Sedov-Taylor solu-
tion;

Rs = 1.15
(

ESN

ρ0

) 1
5

t
2
5
SN, (1.1)
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where Rs is the shock radius, tSN is the age of the SNR and ESN is the energy
input from the SNe, typically 1051 erg. The pressure inside the bubble, Pb, during
the phase can be found using the equation for the pressure of a bubble of ideal
gas;

Pb = (γ− 1)
ESN

V
, (1.2)

which in the case of the expanding supernova remnant can be re-written;

Pb =
ESN

2πRs
3 , (1.3)

assuming the volume, V, of the hot bubble is 4
3 πR3

s and γ = 5
3 (in other words

the gas is monatomic). The final snowplough stage of the remnant occurs when
radiative cooling becomes significant and the expansion is no longer adiabatic.
The expansion of the bubble then starts to decelerate. The swept up mass is much
greater than the ejected mass during this phase. Eventually, the remnant will
break up and mix with the ISM.

In reality, SNe are likely to be expanding into a multi-phase ISM with a com-
plicated density profile due to pre-processing by other types of stellar feedback,
for example; stellar winds, photo-ionising radiation, stellar radiation pressure
(e.g. Hopkins, Quataert, and Murray, 2012; Rogers and Pittard, 2013; Martizzi,
Faucher-Giguère, and Quataert, 2015; Walch et al., 2015; Geen et al., 2015). This
can lead to the formation of ’chimneys’, which are hot, low density, collimated
regions in the gas (e.g. Rogers and Pittard, 2013). The idea of chimneys will
be returned to regularly in this thesis. Prior massive stellar feedback processes
can also act to enhance the work done on the ISM by SNe feedback by lowering
the density of the surrounding ISM, leading to inefficient cooling, enhancing any
SNe-generated winds (e.g. Agertz et al., 2013).

1.2.1.2 Computational modelling of SNe and the ’over-cooling’ problem

Hydrodynamical simulations of SNe are limited by gas particle resolution. Often
the∼ 10 M� of ejecta generated in the explosion is far below the gas particle mass
of the simulation. It was therefore initially preferred to model SNe as a thermal
energy injection into the surrounding gas (e.g. Katz, Weinberg, and Hernquist,
1996), representing the hot, pressurised bubble of the Sedov-Taylor phase.
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Moreover, this prescription is only valid so long as the simulation has the
mass resolution to resolve the SNR prior to the onset of the cooling enhancement.
However, if the particle mass is too high, the thermal energy will be radiated
efficiently and the SNe feedback will artificially stall. As a consequence, the mo-
mentum injection of the Sedov-Taylor phase is severely underestimated since the
SNe energy is radiated prior to performing a significant amount of work on the
ISM. This result is called ’numerical over-cooling’ and is particularly prevalent in
cosmological simulations (e.g. Dalla Vecchia and Schaye, 2012).

One proposed solution to this problem is to artificially switch-off radiative
cooling in order to follow the adiabatic Sedov-Taylor expansion, turning it on
once the analytical lifetime of the Sedov-Taylor phase is exhausted (e.g. Stinson
et al., 2006; Governato et al., 2010; Agertz et al., 2013; Teyssier et al., 2013). This
method has the clear limitation that it makes the same assumption as the Sedov-
Taylor solution; that the ISM is homogeneous on local scales. This can lead to an
overestimation of the SNR lifetime; for example Martizzi, Faucher-Giguère, and
Quataert (2015) investigate the effects of an inhomogeneous ISM and find the
timescale during which cooling is shut off in Stinson et al. (2006) is between 2-30
times longer than the lifetime of a typical SNR in their simulations. Moreover,
by delaying the cooling of certain regions of gas, some gas particles inevitably
end up with unphysical temperature/densities; for example, hot, high density
regions that would otherwise have cooled.

Another solution is to inject momentum, mimicking the SNR resolution be-
yond the Sedov-Taylor phase. This method is reliant on the momentum-boosting
factor used, which can be calculated either analytically (e.g. Hopkins et al., 2014;
Kim and Ostriker, 2015; Smith, Sijacki, and Shen, 2017) or based on the output
from higher resolution simulations (e.g. Martizzi et al., 2016). In their recent pa-
per, Smith, Sijacki, and Shen, 2017 compare both the delayed cooling and momen-
tum injection schemes, finding delayed cooling overestimates the work done on
the ISM, while momentum feedback is able to reproduce the Kennicutt-Schmidt
(Kennicutt, 1998) relation in isolated disc galaxies. Despite this, since the mo-
mentum injection method resolves the SNR at a later time in its evolution, its
predictive power is limited compared with models that directly resolve the hot,
pressurised bubble associated with the Sedov-Taylor phase.

Simulations investigating galaxy evolution have determined the importance
of SNe feedback. SNe have been linked to turbulence in the ISM, along with
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galactic-scale outflows and galactic winds (e.g. Oppenheimer et al., 2010; Creasey,
Theuns, and Bower, 2013; Hopkins et al., 2014; Peters et al., 2015). Multiple spa-
tially/temporally coherent SNe events can lead to ’superbubbles’ (Sharma et al.,
2014), such as those observed in dwarf galaxies (e.g. Ott, Walter, and Brinks,
2005). Moreover, SNe feedback is also thought to drive the cusp-core transfor-
mation (Flores and Primack, 1994; Moore, 1994) of the underlying dark matter
halo in small-scale galaxies (e.g. Trujillo-Gomez et al., 2015; Pontzen and Gover-
nato, 2014). For a recent review of the cusp-core problem see Bullock and Boylan-
Kolchin (2017). Furthermore, SNe play a significant role in the metallicity evolu-
tion of both the ISM and IGM (see Borgani et al., 2008, for a review). They are
also the primary source of CRs (Cosmic Rays - see Bykov et al., 2018, along with
associated references), which are created via the acceleration of ions to relativistic
velocities (Krymskii, 1977; Bell, 1978; Blandford and Ostriker, 1978). CRs provide
a separate energy source coupled to the galactic magnetic field, leading to pres-
sure gradients which can drive galactic outflows (e.g. Dorfi and Breitschwerdt,
2012; Hanasz et al., 2013; Girichidis et al., 2016).

1.2.2 High Mass X-ray Binaries (HMXBs)

HMXBs consist of an OB-type stellar companion orbiting a neutron star or black
hole. Observations of HMXBs are rarer than their low mass counterparts (Low
Mass X-ray Binaries, or LMXBs) and they are typically associated with areas of
star formation (e.g. see Fabbiano, 2006; Mineo, Gilfanov, and Sunyaev, 2012, and
references therein) due to their relatively short formation time of approximately
1− 10 Myr (set by the main sequence lifetime of the massive primary star, which
is usually short). This association of HMXBs with star formation is also evidenced
by the positive correlation seen between the observed star formation rates (SFRs)
of galaxies and the X-ray luminosities of HMXBs (e.g. Lehmer et al., 2010; Mineo,
Gilfanov, and Sunyaev, 2012). The compact object (or primary star) in HMXBs
is fed either by winds or Roche lobe overflow from the companion star. The
winds associated with OB stars are such that, despite a very small capture frac-
tion (∼ 10−2 − 10−1 %), they still transfer mass at a high enough rate to produce
high luminosity from accretion on to the compact object. Ultra-Luminous X-ray
Sources (ULXs) are thought to be HMXBs in a high mass transfer rate phase. For
example, the HMXB SS433 is thought to be a ULX on its side (Begelman, King,
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and Pringle, 2006) and would look brighter if viewed along the outflow axis. Its
high luminosity is thought to be the result of the companion star filling its Roche
lobe and transferring mass to the primary on a thermal timescale (King, Taam,
and Begelman, 2000).

HMXBs are thought to play a particularly important role at high redshift since
there is an observed increase in HMXB mass with a corresponding decrease in
metallicity (e.g. Dray, 2006; Mirabel et al., 2011). Furthermore, using a large XRB
(X-ray Binary) population synthesis model, Fragos et al. (2013b) found the X-ray
emission of the XRB population is dominated by HMXBs (over LMXBs) beyond
z & 2.5 . As well as this, beyond z & 6− 8 HMXB X-ray emission is expected
to dominate over that of Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN - Fragos et al., 2013a). In
particular, both Power et al. (2009) and Mirabel et al. (2011) investigated the con-
tribution of HMXBs to cosmic re-ionisation, concluding HMXBs are a comparable
source of photo-ionisation to their progenitor massive stars. However, Knevitt et
al. (2014) found the high spectral energy distributions of the X-rays emitted by
HMXBs, along with their long mean free path lengths, limited their impact on
the ionisation of the IGM. Despite this, HMXBs can also affect their environment
via the kinetic energy input from relativistic jets and these are the focus of this
thesis.

Jets are common in HMXBs and recent work suggests there exists a univer-
sal relation between the radio luminosity and the kinetic power of jets, spanning
supermassive black holes down to stellar mass black holes (Fender and Muñoz-
Darias, 2015). The properties of jets in HMXBs are broadly split into two cate-
gories. Firstly, persistent jets in the low-luminosity state; where the X-ray spec-
trum is predominantly hard and the jet is prolonged with Lorentz factors ∼ 1.4
(Fender, Belloni, and Gallo, 2004). Secondly, powerful ballistic jets in the high-
luminosity high-variability state, which describes the transition from the X-ray
spectrum being dominated by hard to soft X-rays and is associated with Lorentz
factors of ∼ 2 (Fender, Belloni, and Gallo, 2004). An example of an HMXB that
shows transitions from a hard state to a soft state is Cygnus X-1. This is a highly
luminous system consisting of a 14.8± 1.0M� black hole accreting material via
stellar winds from a super-giant O-type companion of mass 19.2± 1.9M� (Orosz
et al., 2011). It has been extensively investigated in multiple wavelengths; for
example Gallo et al. (2005, radio), Sell et al. (2015, X-ray) and Russell, Fender,
and Jonker (2007, optical). Associated with Cygnus X-1 is an inflated radio lobe,
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which is surrounded by a ring-like shock approximately 5 pc in scale (Gallo et al.,
2005). This lobe is thought to have been inflated by a steady jet and Gallo et al.
(2005) used the lobe to conclude the kinetic power of Cygnus X-1 could be as high
as the total X-ray luminosity of the system. Additionally, recently Fender et al.
(2006) reported a transient, extended radio jet from Cygnus X-1.

Recent work on the relation between the mechanical power of relativistic com-
pact objects compared with their bolometric X-ray luminosities has concluded the
former could be equal to, if not greater than, the X-ray luminosity. For example,
observations of SS433 indicate relativistic jets (∼ 0.26 c) with a mechanical energy
of > 1039 erg/s (e.g. Blundell, 2001; Mirabel et al., 2011; Goodall, Alouani-Bibi,
and Blundell, 2011). These jets are thought to have interacted with the preceding
supernova remnant, inflating the surrounding W50 nebula (Lockman, Blundell,
and Goss, 2007; Goodall, Alouani-Bibi, and Blundell, 2011). Moreover, Pakull,
Soria, and Motch, 2010 reported a jet-inflated bubble, with a diameter of 300 pc,
surrounding the microquasar S26 in the galaxy NGC 7793. The authors also re-
ported S26 has a greater mechanical power output than SS433, while the jets were
found to be 104 times more energetic than its associated X-ray emission. Given
these rates of kinetic energy injection into the ISM, depending on the lifetime of
the HMXB and the mode of accretion, it is possible their jets release ten times the
amount of energy associated with a single SNe event across their lifetime (assum-
ing the canonical value of 1051 erg). This makes them energetically significant,
particularly in the context of GMCs (Giant Molecular Clouds) and dwarf galaxies
with shallow potential wells.

There has also been a great deal of interest in jets associated with ULXs; for ex-
ample Justham and Schawinski, 2012 investigated the potential impact of a ULX
population in models/simulations of galaxy formation. They argued the stochas-
ticity of ULX events, coupled with their significant energetic contribution to the
ISM, could result in a variety of different star formation histories, particularly in
dwarf galaxies. Moreover, the authors also discussed the intriguing possibilities
that may result from the interplay between SNe and XRB feedback. One such pos-
sibility is that the XRB feedback dominates initially, resulting in a warm, heated
but not unbound ISM, which stops star formation and decreases the efficiency of
SNe feedback at unbinding the gas in the galaxy.

Additionally, Artale, Tissera, and Pellizza, 2015 also focussed on the interplay
between SNe and BH-HMXB (HMXBs containing a black hole) feedback and their
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impact on the early evolution of a dwarf galaxy. They investigated this using SPH
(Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics) simulations and concluded that although
BH-HMXBs acted to reduce the star formation rate earlier on in their simulations,
the overall star formation efficiencies in their simulated galaxies were increased
(particularly in low mass galaxies).

1.2.2.1 A note on the importance of binary systems

Sana et al. (2013) used observations of the Tarantula Nebula in the LMC (Large
Magellanic Cloud) to conclude over over 50% of O stars in this region will un-
dergo mass transfer with a companion star. Furthermore, galaxy-wide surveys
of O-stars indicate a multiplicity fraction of at least 50% (e.g. Sana, James, and
Gosset, 2011; Sana et al., 2013). Existing as part of a binary system can alter the
evolutionary track of a massive star, particularly when the system is undergo-
ing mass transfer. Recent work has concluded interactions in close binary sys-
tems (such as Roche lobe overflow) can significantly affect the evolution of both
the primary star and its companion (e.g. Eldridge, Izzard, and Tout, 2008; Yoon,
Woosley, and Langer, 2010; Song et al., 2016). Moreover, the merging of black
hole binary pairs (or BH-BH mergers), along with pairs of neutron stars (NS-NS
mergers), have been of particular interest recently due to the detection of a gravi-
tational wave transient resulting from the merging of two black holes in a binary
system (Abbott et al., 2016). As a result, existing binary population synthesis
codes (e.g. Hurley, Tout, and Pols, 2002; Izzard, Ramirez-Ruiz, and Tout, 2004;
Eldridge and Stanway, 2009; Mennekens and Vanbeveren, 2016; Eldridge et al.,
2017) have particularly focused on predicting merger rates of binary BHs.

However, it is also important to take binary evolutionary pathways into ac-
count when inferring characteristics of an underlying stellar population (for ex-
ample stellar ages and metallicities) from its ionising spectra (e.g. Xiao, Stanway,
and Eldridge, 2018). Moreover, recent papers (Ma et al., 2016; Stanway, Eldridge,
and Becker, 2016) have argued including the altered evolutionary pathways due
to mass transfer within binary systems can increase the escape fraction of ionising
photons during Re-ionisation. As well as this, there is considerable interest in us-
ing XRBs to infer underlying galaxy properties, such as SFR, stellar mass, stellar
ages and metallicity, since both observations and models indicate the luminosity
of HMXBs and LMXBs is highly dependent on these properties (Lehmer et al.,
2010; Lehmer et al., 2014; Brorby et al., 2016; Aird, Coil, and Georgakakis, 2017).
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1.2.2.2 Computational modelling of HMXBs

This thesis is particularly focussed on the mechanical energy input from the jets
associated with HMXBs. This is not generally included in computational mod-
els of star-forming molecular clouds or galaxies. However, previous work has
focussed on proto-stellar jets in MCs/star clusters (e.g. Federrath et al., 2014),
which are considered ubiquitous in proto-stellar systems (for a recent review see
Bally, 2016). In Federrath et al. (2014), the authors model the jet as two spherical
cones of specified opening angle. Furthermore, the resolution in their simulations
is such that they can expel a fraction of the accreted mass into these cones, with
velocities related to the mass of the star forming region (represented by a sink
particle).

This inclusion of jet feedback in simulations as a bipolar outflow of specified
energy is also used to model large-scale jets associated with AGN. Here simu-
lations commonly inject a combination of momentum (or kinetic energy) along
with thermal energy into two lobes or cones (see Bourne and Sijacki, 2017, and
references therein).

However, in their recent paper, Artale, Tissera, and Pellizza (2015) included
a prescription for the kinetic feedback from HMXBs in simulations of galaxies
with halo masses between 109 M� and 1013 M�. Here the authors model stellar
populations as star particles and input the energy injected via BH-HMXB jets as a
fixed thermal energy injection into the cold gas phase surrounding a star particle
(it is assumed the kinetic energy has been efficiently thermalised).

1.2.3 Line-driven stellar winds

The primary mass loss mechanism during the main sequence lifetime of massive
stars is via line-driven stellar winds (see Puls, Vink, and Najarro, 2008; Smith,
2014, for reviews on this topic). Winds are the result of the transfer of momentum
via the absorption and re-emittance of photons by UV-metal ions in the stellar
photosphere (a process known as ’line-driving’). Lucy and Solomon (1970) and
Castor, McCray, and Weaver (1975) hypothesised that the metal ions which have
been radially accelerated via outward propagating radiation, could also transfer
radial momentum to both Hydrogen and Helium (which are in greater abun-
dance), leading to a non-negligible mass loss rate of 10−6 M� yr−1 in OB stars.
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This mass loss also has an effect on the evolution of the star (as we saw in sec-
tion 1.2.2.1). For an in-depth discussion of this mass loss mechanism see Puls,
Vink, and Najarro (2008). The production of line-driven winds is dependent on
the metal content of the star, along with its temperature (in other words its level
of ionisation) and fundamentally its luminosity (Puls, Vink, and Najarro, 2008).

1.2.3.1 Computational modelling of stellar winds

As with HMXBs and SNe, how stellar winds are implemented is highly depen-
dent on resolution. When modelling individual stars, the mass loss rates and
wind velocities (i.e. the two key parameters when evaluating stellar wind feed-
back) are commonly taken from Vink, de Koter, and Lamers (2001). However,
these relations are only known to hold down to Z = 0.2 Z�, making their applica-
tion to primordial metallicities uncertain.

Focusing on modelling the interplay between the stellar winds and the sur-
rounding ISM, which is the primary concern of this thesis; Castor, McCray, and
Weaver (1975) and Weaver et al. (1977) explored the interplay of a strong stellar
wind with the surrounding ISM. Here the stellar winds collided with the sur-
rounding gas and shocked, efficiently converting the kinetic energy to thermal
and producing hot (106 K) bubbles of gas surrounded by a shell of swept-up
mass. Furthermore, Harper-Clark and Murray (2009) also modified this model
to allow for a non-uniform ISM, finding leakage of hot gas through channels in
the swept-up shell. This also produced a better fit to the X-ray luminosity of the
Carina Nebula.

Moreover, recent papers modelled the interaction of multiple stellar wind
bubbles, which formed large-scale winds (e.g. Stevens and Hartwell, 2003), along
with low density cavities. This also resulted in leakage of the wind energy (e.g.
Rogers and Pittard, 2013; Rosen et al., 2014). This leakage is thought to be oc-
curring in 30 Doradus, also known as the Tarantula Nebula (Lopez et al., 2011).
In their simulations Rogers and Pittard (2013) have the mass resolution to model
the mass ejected via stellar winds directly. However, in larger-scale simulations
stellar winds are necessarily modelled as an injection of momentum into the sur-
rounding ISM (e.g. Dale, 2017; Rey-Raposo et al., 2017).
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1.3 Introducing Giant Molecular Clouds and Dwarf

Spheroidal Galaxies

In this section I will give a brief overview of the two star-forming systems this
thesis is concerned with; namely GMCs and dSphs (Dwarf Spheroidal Galaxies).

1.3.1 Giant Molecular Clouds (GMCs)

GMCs are cold, molecular gas reservoirs and are the main sites for star formation
in galaxies such as the Milky Way (for a review on the subject see Heyer and
Dame, 2015). GMCs are dynamic environments with gas exhibiting supersonic
motions which is commonly attributed to turbulence (Larson, 1981). The majority
of the molecular gas in the Milky Way is found in clouds with a mass greater than
105 M�, while there also exists an upper mass limit of∼ 6× 106 M� (Williams and
McKee, 1997; Rosolowsky, 2005). The lifetime of GMCs is a heavily debated topic;
predicted lifetimes range from very short (< 3 Myr) to 108 yrs (for a discussion
on this see Heyer and Dame, 2015). Arguments for smaller lifetimes include the
lack of old (> 3 Myr) stars associated with molecular gas in the Large Magellanic
Cloud (Elmegreen, 2000) as well as in clouds in the Milky Way (Heyer and Dame,
2015). However, there also exists observational evidence for longer/intermediate
cloud lifetimes (∼ tens of Myr; e.g. Kawamura et al., 2009; Murray, 2011).

1.3.1.1 Computational Modelling of Stellar Feedback Inside GMCs

Due to the large range of scales involved, there are several approaches to numer-
ical models in this context. For example, modelling the formation of GMCs in
galaxies (e.g. Dobbs, Burkert, and Pringle, 2011) where the mass of each reso-
lution element is much more than a single star but small enough to resolve the
GMC, to modelling the assembly of individual stars on smaller scales (e.g. Bate,
2009), where the properties of individual stars are robust but only a few hundred
solar masses of gas can be simulated. Dale, 2015 provides a coherent review of
the current methods for numerical modelling of stellar feedback processes inside
molecular clouds. Galactic-scale simulations of (spiral) disc galaxies are advan-
tageous as they allow the environmental effects of the host galaxy to be included
self-consistently. However, given the lower mass resolution of these simulations,
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it is harder to model the effects of stellar feedback on the ISM. For example, low
resolution can result in the over-cooling problem (see section 1.2.1.2).

Computational work that includes the large-scale environment of molecular
clouds ranges from modelling a shearing box, in order to mimic conditions in a
spiral arm (e.g. Kim, Ostriker, and Kim, 2013), to simulating whole galaxies (e.g.
Springel and Hernquist, 2003; Agertz, Teyssier, and Moore, 2011; Dobbs, Burkert,
and Pringle, 2011; Dobbs and Pringle, 2013; Renaud et al., 2013). These simula-
tions are able to investigate global trends, such as the offset between molecular
gas clouds and star formation, along with the effect of feedback on the overall
stellar population. There have also been numerous simulations of star formation
and feedback on GMC scales or lower. Often this involves applying a fractal-like
initial density field onto either a gas cloud or periodic box of gas, using either a
turbulent velocity spectrum (e.g. Dale, Ercolano, and Bonnell, 2012) or by design
(e.g. Walch et al., 2013). Furthermore, scales range from resolving individual stars
(e.g. Bate, 2009; Clark et al., 2011) to modelling stellar populations, often as sink
particles (e.g. Dale, Ercolano, and Bonnell, 2012).

GMCs are highly inefficient at forming stars (∼ 2 per cent of their mass is con-
verted into stars; Murray, 2011) and this is commonly attributed to stellar feed-
back effects. Recent papers have focused on the energy and momentum injection
by stellar winds from massive O-stars (e.g. Ntormousi et al., 2011; Ngoumou et
al., 2015), the radiation from low to high mass stars (e.g. Matzner, 2002; Gritschneder
et al., 2010), SNe explosions (e.g. Walch and Naab, 2015b; Iffrig and Hennebelle,
2015) and protostellar jets (e.g. Matzner, 2007; Federrath et al., 2014). Other works
investigate how these processes interplay (e.g Freyer, Hensler, and Yorke, 2003;
Krumholz and Thompson, 2012; Pelupessy and Portegies Zwart, 2012; Rogers
and Pittard, 2013; Fierlinger et al., 2015; Dale, 2017).

1.3.2 Dwarf Spheroidal Galaxies (dSphs)

Dwarf galaxies are traditionally recognized by their low halo masses (of . 109

M�), their large mass-to-light ratios (Mateo, 1998) and their low absolute mag-
nitude (e.g. Sandage and Binggeli, 1984). They are the most common type of
galaxy in the universe (Mateo, 1998) and offer an interesting area of study due to
their wide range of morphologies and other properties. For example, the dwarf
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galaxies of the Milky Way have an array of metallicities, luminosities, stellar pop-
ulations and hence star formation histories (e.g. McConnachie, 2012). For an
overview of the properties (metallicities, stellar kinematics, star formation his-
tories) of the dwarf galaxies of the local group see Tolstoy, Hill, and Tosi (2009)
and references therein.

Dwarf galaxies are typically split into sub-categories, based on metal and
baryon content, surface brightness and effective radii. The focus of this thesis
is on a subset of dwarf galaxies known as dSphs. These are high ellipticity (e.g.
Hodge, 1971), low luminosity (e.g. Koposov et al., 2008), metal-poor (e.g. Geisler
et al., 2007), dark matter dominated/ devoid of gas (e.g. Mateo, 1994; Olszewski,
1998; Gilmore et al., 2007) systems with old (>1 Gyr) stellar populations (e.g.
Grebel and Gallagher, 2004; Weisz et al., 2014) and velocity dispersions of 6-25
km/s (e.g. Aaronson, 1983; Mateo, 1998; Wilkinson et al., 2004; Tolstoy, Hill, and
Tosi, 2009). There are a large number of these systems surrounding the Milky
Way and M31.

There are a number of questions on the formation of dSphs, some of which are
still unanswered. For a review of these see Bullock and Boylan-Kolchin (2017).
For example, a key question is how dSphs are metal-poor yet have undergone
multiple bursts of star formation across the last ∼ 12 Gyr (Weisz et al., 2014).
A possible explanation is the expulsion of metal-rich gas via galactic winds (e.g
Madau, Ferrara, and Rees, 2001; Carigi, Hernandez, and Gilmore, 2002). These
winds are considered to be the result of SNe driving hot, metal-enriched gas from
dwarf galaxies. This process is evidenced by a high abundance of metals in the
IGM (Schaye et al., 2003), along with observations of ’superbubbles’ of hot, dif-
fuse gas in star forming dwarf galaxies (e.g. Ott, Walter, and Brinks, 2005). As
such, another key question in the formation of current day dSphs is how they re-
tained/accreted enough gas to undergo multiple starbursts, despite evidence of
these large feedback-generated outflows (e.g. Cashmore et al., 2017). Moreover,
the shallow potential wells of dwarf galaxies means they can also be significantly
influenced by a number of external factors, for example; ram pressure stripping,
cosmic re-ionisation and tidal effects (e.g Gatto et al., 2013; Emerick et al., 2016;
Sawala et al., 2016; Zhu et al., 2016; Simpson et al., 2017).

Another key problem in the formation of the dSphs is that cosmological sim-
ulations over-predict the number of smaller haloes by at least 2 orders of magni-
tude (e.g. Garrison-Kimmel et al., 2014; Griffen et al., 2016). Dubbed the ’Missing
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Satellite problem’ (Klypin et al., 1999; Moore et al., 1999), recent explanations for
this discrepancy include baryonic processes; for example dark matter haloes be-
low a mass threshold cannot support efficient atomic cooling in the early universe
(e.g. Glover, 2005; Moore et al., 2006), while the gas in the smallest galaxies could
have been lost via re-ionisation (e.g. Wheeler et al., 2015) and stellar feedback
processes (e.g. Sawala et al., 2010; Nickerson et al., 2011). Another issue is the
low velocity dispersions observed at the centre of dwarf satellite halos, indicat-
ing a lower density in the centre of the galactic halo (e.g. Kuzio de Naray, Mc-
Gaugh, and de Blok, 2008; Walker and Peñarrubia, 2011); in other words a ’cored’
rather than a ’cuspy’ dark matter density profile. Once again, stellar feedback
is considered to play a critical role here, driving this cusp-core transformation
(e.g. Governato et al., 2010; Trujillo-Gomez et al., 2015; Pontzen and Governato,
2014). Furthermore, SNe feedback is considered the primary cause of the ob-
served flattening of the Mhalo - M? relation seen with galaxies of mass < 109 M�
(Sawala et al., 2015). Additionally, recent work has focussed on the stochasticity
of SNe events and how this can drive the range of star formation histories seen
in the dwarf spheroidal satellite galaxies of the Milky Way today (e.g. Ricotti and
Gnedin, 2005; Weisz et al., 2014).

There have been a large number of hydrodynamical simulations modelling
stellar feedback in dwarf galaxies, however due to resolution constraints these
are often isolated galaxies (e.g. Sawala et al., 2010; Nickerson et al., 2011; Shen
et al., 2014; Wheeler et al., 2015; Cashmore et al., 2017), with parameters based
on observations and cosmological simulations. The key idea is the results from
these smaller scale simulations can then feed into the less-resolved cosmological
simulations.

1.4 This thesis

The aim of this thesis is to investigate the impact of stellar feedback on the multi-
phase ISM of individual GMCs and dwarf spheroidal galaxies. This will be done
using hydrodynamical simulations at a novel mass resolution, which is aimed
at bridging the gap between small-scale simulations that resolve the formation
of individual stars and cosmological-scale simulations. The following chapter
(Chapter 2) gives the details of the simulations to be run. The results of the sim-
ulations are then given in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. The focus of Chapters 3 and 4 is
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to investigate the interplay between HMXB and SNe feedback in GMCs, at solar
metallicity (Chapter 3) and at a lower metallicity (Chapter 4). Additionally, Chap-
ter 5 investigates the interplay between stellar winds, HMXB and SNe feedback
during a 1 Gyr starburst in isolated dwarf galaxies. Finally, the conclusions of the
thesis are presented in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Numerical Modelling

In order to achieve the science goals of this thesis, numerical simulations needed
to be run which could capture the small scale physics of the ISM, along with the
gravitational interactions between the gas, stars and dark matter. The inevitable
by-product of stellar feedback is gaseous shocks (i.e. the SNRs seen in section
1.2.1.1), along with gaseous outflows which transfer gas from high to low den-
sity regions. Any numerical models are therefore required to include thermal
conduction and (artificial) viscosity to capture shock thermodynamics, while bal-
ancing computational cost between high and low density regions. Moreover, on
GMC scales the simulations also needed to capture something of star formation
physics (although nowhere do I resolve the formation of individual stars). In or-
der to achieve this I undertook simulations using the code GADGET-3. This is
a hybrid N-body/SPH code that is a modified version of the publicly available
code GADGET-2 (Springel, 2005).

2.1 The non-baryonic components

GADGET-3 models dark matter and stars as self-gravitating collisionless fluids
(Springel, 2005) with a gravitational potential given by Poisson’s equation

∇2φ(r, t) = 4πG
∫

f (r, v, t)dv, (2.1)

given f (r, v, t) is the phase space mass density while v and r are particle velocity
and position. When taking the integral of f over a section of phase space, one is
effectively calculating the probability that a particle at a time t can be found in that
section. The evolution of f with time can be tracked using the CBE (Collisionless
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Boltzmann Equation)
δ f
δt

+ v · δ f
δx
− δΦ

δx
· δ f

δv
= 0, (2.2)

where Φ is the gravitational potential. The CBE represents the fact f does not
vary with time, or the probabilistic fluid representing the system in phase space
is incompressible (Binney and Tremaine, 2008).

2.1.1 The tree algorithm

Gravitational forces between particles (both SPH and N-body) in GADGET are
computed via a tree algorithm. Since the time to compute the gravitational forces
between particles is proportional to N2 (where N is the number of particles in the
simulation), directly summing the forces between particle pairs becomes inviable
for large N. Instead, when GADGET calculates the total gravitational force on a
single particle, it partitions all other particles according to their distance from the
particle and computes their lowest order multipole moment (Springel, Yoshida,
and White, 2001).

The division of space is commonly done using the method in Barnes and Hut
(1986), where the computational domain is split into a hierarchical structure of
cubes, beginning with a single cube which is then split into 8 daughter cubes of
half its side length (Springel, Yoshida, and White, 2001). This process is continued
until cubes contain single particles, known as ’leaf nodes’ (Springel, 2005). At
each level of the hierarchy, the gravitational force from the particles contained
in a cube can be approximated under the assumption all of the mass contained
in the cube is located at its centre. The forces on a single particle can then be
determined by ’walking’ this hierarchical tree. In this way, the accuracy of the
tree-walk can be set by a parameter θ, where the ’walk’ of the tree is discontinued
if r > l/θ, where r is the distance of the point of reference to the centre of the cube
being assessed and l is the side length of the cube (Springel, Yoshida, and White,
2001). This is known as an opening criterion (e.g. Springel, Yoshida, and White,
2001; Springel, 2005) and by decreasing θ the method becomes more accurate.
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2.2 SPH - Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics

On the other hand, the ISM gas was modelled using SPH. SPH was originally
conceived by Lucy and Solomon (1970) and Gingold and Monaghan (1977) as
a way of modelling 2 and 3 dimensional astrophysical fluids. Fundamentally,
SPH models fluids as a set of N particles of mass mN. The higher N is, the more
accurate the method. SPH is a Lagrangian, rather than Eulerian, method. This
means the coordinates are not fixed in space but move with the fluid.

The fluid dynamical properties of each particle are calculated as a weighted
sum over the properties of its neighbours. The weight given to specific neigh-
bours is determined using a symmetric smoothing kernel W(r, h). This is a func-
tion of both the distance between the particle and its neighbours (r) and a smooth-
ing length (h). In other words, the smoothing length h determines the spatial
extent over which fluid dynamical properties are averaged. Gingold and Mon-
aghan (1977) set h to a value that would adapt in time with respect to the region
with the densest packing of SPH particles. However, GADGET-3 uses a h which
adapts to the local SPH particle density, ensuring the same resolution in areas of
low and high density.

In this way, any field of the gas (A(r); for example, the velocity field) can be
approximated by

A(r) =
N

∑
i=1

mi
Ai

ρi
W(r - ri, h) (2.3)

where N represents the neighbour number, which I set as a free parameter in
these simulations (although in actuality this is a mean value, dependent on the
strength of the density gradient - Price, 2012), while r − ri is the separation be-
tween neighbours. It is clear the effectiveness of SPH at capturing fluid properties
is governed by the choice of kernel and neighbour number. I will discuss these
in further detail in the next two sections, beginning with my choice of neighbour
number.

2.2.1 Neighbour number

It would seem to increase resolution one would want to decrease the number of
neighbours. However, there is a balance between numerical convergence and
resolution. This is due to the fact the SPH particles are not evenly distributed but
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instead mostly in a glass-like configuration (Dehnen and Aly, 2012), therefore
at small scales the evaluation of fluid properties becomes noisy if the neighbour
number is too low.

On the other hand, the number of neighbours cannot be increased arbitrarily
for a particular kernel, otherwise this could lead to the pairing instability (see
Price, 2012, and references therein). This is an instability which causes particles
which are radially located at points where the kernel gradient is at a maximum
(or minimum) to experience zero repulsive force and form a pair which gradually
get closer together. In order to avoid this error the ratio of the smoothing length
to the mean particle spacing (η) needs to be > 1 (Price, 2012).

2.2.2 Choice of smoothing kernel

In this thesis I use a smoothing kernel given by

W(r, h) =
21
2π

(1− u)4(1 + 4u), (2.4)

(Wendland, 1995; Dehnen and Aly, 2012) where u is equal to r
h . This is known

as the Wendland-2 kernel (Wendland, 1995). The basic properties a smoothing
kernel needs to have in order to be a viable option for SPH are, following Price
(2012) and Dehnen and Aly (2012);

1. it needs to be a function that decreases (symmetrically) with radius and be
twice differentiable, with smooth first and second derivatives.

2. The kernel also needs to flatten towards the centre, so that small changes in
radii by closest neighbours will not drastically alter the evaluated proper-
ties.

The Wendland-2 kernel satisfies both these criteria. Moreover, it is advocated by
Dehnen and Aly (2012), over alternative B-spline (Schoenberg, 1946) functions
(which are generated as 1D Fourier transforms Monaghan, 1985) due to the fact
it is stable to the pairing instability to higher neighbour number (I use 100 neigh-
bours), achieving good convergence. It is also computationally inexpensive. At
this neighbour number it is also stable to the E0 error (Dehnen and Aly, 2012).
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2.2.3 The equations of motion of SPH particles

The gas in these simulations is modelled using an ideal equation of state, defined
by P = (γ− 1)ρu, where P is the gas pressure, γ is the adiabatic constant, set to
5/3 in my simulations, u is gas internal energy and ρ is gas density. The first law
of thermodynamics can therefore be used to describe the evolution of the internal
energy with time, although an additional term needs to be added to describe the
heating/cooling of the gas;

du
dt

= −P
ρ
∇ · v− Λ(u, ρ)

ρ
, (2.5)

(e.g. Springel, Yoshida, and White, 2001). Here Λ(u, ρ) represents the cooling rate
per unit volume minus the heating rate per unit volume (see section 2.4 for more
details). Furthermore, in SPH this is discretised to

dui

dt
=

1
2

N

∑
j=1

mj

(
Pi

ρ2
i
+

Pj

ρ2
j

)
vij · ∇iWij −

Λ
ρ

, (2.6)

(e.g. Mo, Bosch, and White, 2010). Additionally, the continuity equation applies
since the mass of the system conserved, and is written

δρ

δt
+ ρ∇ · (v) = 0, (2.7)

which, again, can be discretised to

δρi

δt
=

N

∑
j

mjvij∇iWij. (2.8)

Finally, the Euler equation can be derived from Newton’s second law and reads

ρ
dv
dt

= −∇P− ρ∇Φ, (2.9)

where Φ is the potential. In the absence of sinks or sources this then reads

ρ
dv
dt

= −∇P. (2.10)
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Inherent to this derivation is the assumption the fluid is dissipationless. How-
ever, in order to correctly model the shocks which are produced by stellar feed-
back, the gas needs to dissipate energy. In order to reconcile this, GADGET-3 uses
an ’artificial viscosity’ switch (Cullen and Dehnen, 2010), along with the SPHS
scheme described in Read and Hayfield (2012). This will be discussed in more
detail in section 2.2.4. Furthermore, when equation 2.10 is discretised, it becomes

dvi

dt
= −

N

∑
j

mj(
Pi

ρ2
i
+

Pj

ρ2
j
)∇iWij, (2.11)

while the SPHS higher order dissipation switch further modifies 2.11 to

dvi

dt
= −

N

∑
j

mj

ρiρj
(Pi + Pj)∇iW ij, (2.12)

(Read and Hayfield, 2012), where W ij = (1/2)[Wij(hi) + Wij(hj)].

2.2.4 Artificial viscosity and SPHS

As stated in section 2.2.3, an inevitable by-product of stellar feedback is the con-
vergence of hot, high velocity gas with cold, low velocity gas. In real gas this
would result in the loss of kinetic energy to thermal energy in shocks, resulting in
an increase in entropy of the gas. However, given the underlying SPH equations
of motion assume a constant entropy, in SPH this would instead result in multi-
ple values for the fluid properties (such as momentum and pressure) at the point
particles converge.

To avoid this, GADGET-3 has an artificial viscosity, which ensures converging
particles have a single-valued momentum. Additionally, GADGET-3 has SPHS
implemented (as described in Read and Hayfield, 2012), which ensures the other
fluid dynamical properties, such as internal energy and pressure, are not multi-
valued.

The artificial viscosity generates an additional acceleration term

dvdiss,i

dt
= −

N

∑
j

mjΠij∇iW ij, (2.13)
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where

Πij =


−αij

2
vsig,ijwij

ρij
i f vij · rij < 0

0 otherwise
(2.14)

(e.g. Springel, 2005; Read and Hayfield, 2012). Here ρij =
ρi+ρj

2 and wij is the
relative velocity of particles i and j projected onto their separation. The condition
vij · rij < 0 ensures the artificial viscosity is only switched on when the flow is
converging. Furthermore, αij is defined as the sum of the dissipation parameters
of particles i and j, αi and αj, divided by 2, while vsig,ij is defined as

vsig,ij = ci + cj − 3wij, (2.15)

where ci and cj are the mean sound speeds of the gas in particle i and its neigh-
bour j. In order to conserve energy, this deceleration by particles in a converging
flow results in an increase in entropy (Adiss,i) given by

Ȧdiss,i = −
1
2

γ− 1

ρ
γ−1
i

N

∑
j

mjαijΠijvij · ∇iW ij, (2.16)

(e.g. Springel, 2005; Read and Hayfield, 2012). Moreover, as in Read and Hayfield
(2012) and Cullen and Dehnen (2010), I use the Balsara (1989) shear viscosity lim-
iter, which helps ensure non-converging shear flows do not trigger artificial vis-
cosity, since this work is just interested in the bulk viscosity generated in shocks.
This limiter is directly applied to the dissipation parameter αi as a factor fBalsara

given by

fBalsara,i =
|∇ · v|i

|∇ · v|i + |∇ ∧ v|i + 0.0001 ci
hi

(2.17)

(Balsara, 1989; Read and Hayfield, 2012; Cullen and Dehnen, 2010).
The dissipation parameter itself (αi), which ranges from 0 to αmax = 1, is mod-

ified in GADGET-3 according to Read and Hayfield (2012), in a method similar to
Cullen and Dehnen (2010). In this scheme, αi is modified using the spatial deriva-
tive ∇ · v in order to not only detect converging flows (which can be found from
∇ · v), but also whether the particle is in a pre-shock region, or in other words
whether or not the flow will converge in the future (Read and Hayfield, 2012).
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This is done using

αloc,i =


h2

i |∇(∇·vi)|
h2

i |∇(∇·vi)|+hi|∇·vi|+nsci
αmax ∇ · vi < 0,

0 otherwise,
(2.18)

where ns is a noise parameter set to 0.05, which defines the magnitude of the ve-
locity perturbations required to trigger the viscosity switch (Read and Hayfield,
2012). If αloc,i is greater than αi, αi is immediately set to αloc,i. If, however, the
reverse is true, αi decays to 0 according to

˙αloc,i =


(

αloc,i−αi
τi

)
αmin < αloc,i < αi,(

αmin−αi
τi

)
αloc,i < αmin,

(2.19)

where αmin is 0.2 and τi represents the decay timescale; given by hi
vmax,sig,i

(where
vmax,sig,i is the maximum signal velocity).

Through SPHS, the dissipation of entropy is included as

Ȧdiss,ij =
N

∑
j

mj

ρij
αijvP

sig,ijLij

[
Ai − Aj

(
ρj

ρi

)γ−1
]

Kij, (2.20)

(Read and Hayfield, 2012) which ensures energy is conserved. Here Kij = r̂ ·
∇iWij and vP

sig,ij is the signal velocity if is is positive, however 0 if vsig is negative.
Additionally, the factor Lij is a pressure limiter of the form

Lij =
|Pi − Pj|
Pi + Pj

, (2.21)

which is included to avoid driving pressure waves caused by particles with large
differences in entropy inside a smoothing kernel.

2.3 The time integration scheme

Using the equations of motion described in sections 2.1 and 2.2.3, one can follow
the motion of both SPH and N-body particles over time. However, how accurate
this is depends on the time integration scheme. GADGET-3 uses a leapfrog time
integrator with a prediction step (Springel, 2005).
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Fundamentally the process of time-stepping in GADGET-3 can be split into
two operators; a ’drift’ operator D(∆ t) and a ’kick’ operator K(∆ t), which ad-
vance the positions and velocities of SPH particles respectively. Written in full,
these are

D(∆t)

pi 7−→ pi

xi 7−→ xi +
pi
mi

∫ t+∆ t
t

dt
a2

(2.22)

K(∆t)


xi 7−→ xi

pi 7−→ pi −∑
j

mimj
∂ φ(xij)

∂ xi

∫ t+∆ t
t

dt
a

(2.23)

(Quinn et al., 1997; Springel, 2005), where φ(xij) is the potential between particles
i and j. GADGET-3 uses a combination of these operators to dictate the time
evolution of both the velocity and position. Known as the ’Kick’-’Drift’-’Kick’ or
K-D-K configuration, the overall time evolution operator; U(∆ t), is defined as

U(∆t) = K
(

∆ t
2

)
D(∆ t)K

(
∆ t
2

)
(2.24)

(Springel, 2005). Here the particles are ’kicked’ by half of a set time interval and
the positions are updated. These updated positions are then fed into the ’Drift’
operator which advances the particle momentum by the full time interval. Fi-
nally, the updated momentum is then fed into the ’Kick’ operator and the posi-
tions are advanced another half-interval.

The timesteps of particles are assigned using the following criterion;

∆ t = min
[

∆ tmax,
2η ε

|a|

]
(2.25)

(Springel, 2005), where a is the acceleration of the particle, ε is the gravitational
softening, η is an accuracy factor and tmax is a maximum timestep set as a free
parameter of the simulation. This timestep criterion is used for both SPH and N-
body particles in the simulation. However, SPH particles have a further timestep
criterion;

∆ ti =
Ccouranthi

maxj(vsig,ij)
(2.26)

(Springel, 2005), where Ccourant is the Courant factor (Courant, Friedrichs, and
Lewy, 1928), while wij is defined in section 2.2.4. The timestep of an SPH particle
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is taken to be either equation 2.25 or 2.26 depending on which is the smallest.
Additionally, particles are assigned timesteps which are factors of 2 lower

than a global timestep. If the motion of a particle is changing rapidly (for ex-
ample, if its undergoing gravitational collapse), this means a smaller timestep
can be assigned. If, however, the reverse is true, this means the particle can be
assigned a longer timestep. Moreover, if a particle timestep needs to increase
it can only do so every other timestep. This method means all times-steps are
synchronized while allowing an efficient distribution of computational resources
(Springel, 2005).

2.4 Cooling

In order to bridge the gap between star forming gas and hot ionised gaseous
outflows, the simulations in this thesis are required to follow gas across a large
range of temperatures, from 20 K up to 108 K. In order to do so, one must take into
account the variety of cooling processes in different temperature regimes. Here I
will discuss the dominant cooling processes in different temperature bands, along
with how these depend on the metallicity of the gas. I will then detail how cooling
is implemented in GADGET-3.

2.4.1 Below 104 K

Below 104 K, Hydrogen is considered to be neutral and cooling predominantly
occurs via the collisional excitation of electrons into the low-lying fine structure
energy levels of ions such as O I and N II (Spitzer, 1978). The subsequent de-
excitation and loss of energy as radiation has the net result of cooling the gas.
Since this cooling process requires the collision between two particles, it is known
as a two-body process. All the cooling processes presented in this thesis are con-
sidered to be two-body, rather than three-body, due to the relatively low density
of astrophysical fluids (e.g. Mo, Bosch, and White, 2010). Furthermore, cooling
can also occur via the collisional excitation of molecules such as H2, where the
rotational and/or vibrational states are excited. This means gas containing no
metals (known as primordial gas) requires the presence of significant amounts of
H2 in order to cool (Saslaw and Zipoy, 1967). The formation of H2 is enhanced by
the presence of dust grains in the gas. Therefore, through the presence of metal
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ions and the enhanced rate of H2 formation, higher metallicity gas is able to cool
more efficiently below 104 K. How primordial gas cools below ∼ 100 K (the limit
of cooling via H2 molecules e.g. Bromm and Larson, 2004) and form the first (Pop-
ulation III) stars, is still a matter of debate (see Bromm, Coppi, and Larson, 2002,
for a recent review on the topic).

2.4.2 104 K - 106 K

In this temperature band three main radiative cooling processes are at play; col-
lisional excitation, collisional ionisation and recombination. During collisional
ionisation, a bound electron is ionised during a collision with a free electron,
causing the free electron to lose the ionisation threshold energy and the gas to
cool. On the other hand, during recombination an electron is captured by an ion,
radiating the energy difference between its free and bound state. As we can see
from Figure 2.1, which plots the cooling curves used in the simulations presented
in this thesis (where different colours/line-styles indicate different metallicities),
there a multiple peaks in the cooling rate corresponding to specific excited states
associated with different ions. For example, in both enriched and primordial gas
there is a peak at ∼ 104.2 K, due to the collisional excitation of Hydrogen, as well
as a peak at ∼ 105 K, which is due to excited energy levels associated with the
He+ ion. Moreover, this second peak is stronger in higher metallicity gas due
to excited levels in Oxygen, Carbon and Nitrogen. There is also a peak at ∼ 106

K present in metal-enriched gas that is not present in primordial gas, which is
due to elements such as Neon and Iron. For an overview of radiative cooling
processes see Spitzer (1978), along with Mo, Bosch, and White (2010).

2.4.3 Above 106 K

Above 106 K (or 107 K in metal-enriched gas) the dominant cooling process is
considered to be Bremsstrahlung (or free-free) cooling. Bremsstrahlung cooling
describes the acceleration and subsequent emission of electromagnetic radiation
by an election when it interacts with the electromagnetic field associated with
positive ions. This is the main cooling process in this temperature regime due to
the fact the majority of the gas is considered to be ionised.
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FIGURE 2.1: Plot to show the normalised cooling rate (Λ/n2
H) across a temperature range

20 K - 108 K, where nH is the number density of Hydrogen atoms in cm−3. The solid black
line is the cooling curve for primordial metallicity gas, while the blue (dashed) and red
(dotted) lines show the cooling curves for gas with metallicities [Fe/H] = -1.2 and [Fe/H]
= 0 (solar metallicity) respectively. Here [Fe/H] is the log10 of the ratio between the metal
content of the gas compared with that of our sun. These metallicity values were plotted

since they are those used for the simulations presented in this thesis.
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2.4.4 Cooling in GADGET-3

The simulations in this thesis use look-up tables representing the cooling curves
shown in Figure 2.1, along with the density and temperature of each gas particle,
in order to calculate the cooling rate of the gas. The cooling curves shown in Fig-
ure 2.1 are a combination of two methods; below 104 K I use the method described
in Mashchenko, Wadsley, and Couchman (2008). Here the metal-dependent cool-
ing rate is calculated using the expression;

log(Λ/n2
H) = −24.81 + 2.928x− 0.6982x2 + log(Z/Z�) (2.27)

where x ≡ log(log(log(T))), T is temperature, Z/Z� is the gas metallicity in solar
units and nH is the number density of Hydrogen atoms in cm−3 (Mashchenko,
Wadsley, and Couchman, 2008). This is an approximation of the cooling function
between 20 K and 104 K which takes into account the fine structure transitions of
C, N, 0, Fe, S and Si.

Above 104 K the cooling function is approximated using look-up tables gen-
erated using the MAPPINGS III code (an updated version of the MAPPINGS II
code presented in Sutherland and Dopita, 1993). MAPPINGS III follows the elec-
tronic transitions of 16 atomic species across the temperature range from 102 K to
108 K, including all associated ionisation states.
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Chapter 3

Investigating stellar feedback in
GMCs: Part I (Z�)

3.1 Introduction

The next two chapters of the thesis focus on the interplay between different feed-
back processes in GMCs. As we saw in Chapter 1, stellar feedback is integral to
galaxy evolution; it affects both the formation of individual stars, as well as the
global gas reservoir in a galaxy. This large dynamic range makes disentangling
the complex mix of positive and negative stellar feedback effects a difficult task.
Cosmological simulations often invoke subgrid prescriptions to encompass the
global effects of an entire stellar population, focusing on the larger scale impacts
of stellar feedback. Here stellar feedback is studied on resolved scales, instead
looking at the effects of individual massive stars on the star formation rate and
the state of the gas in isolated GMCs. In this way complex feedback effects that
would be missed on larger scales can be studied. However, through these smaller
scale interactions between different stellar feedback processes there can be larger
global impacts on the galaxy.

In this thesis high mass GMCs of mass∼ 106 M� are investigated. The clouds
have a large enough stellar mass to support multiple high mass stars (although
this is dependent on the star formation efficiency of the cloud gas) and hence
they offer an interesting laboratory for investigating the effects of stellar feed-
back. Moreover, the free-fall timescales of these clouds are over 10 Myr, which
is enough time for the most massive stars to leave the main sequence (which oc-
curs beyond 3 Myr). Furthermore, a typical OB-type star will have left the main
sequence by 29 Myr (Schaller et al., 1992), which represents the timescale of the
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simulations run in this chapter.
Molecular clouds can in principle be disrupted due to other stellar feedback

processes prior to the onset of SNe feedback. One of the processes that can lead
to molecular cloud disruption is the expansion of HII regions, ionised by stellar
radiation. However, Dale, Ercolano, and Bonnell (2012) find that clouds of mass
∼ 106 M� are not significantly disrupted by photo-ionising winds prior to the
onset of SNe feedback. Rogers and Pittard (2013) find that molecular clouds are
able to survive the stellar winds from O-stars by forming low-density pillar-like
chimneys in the cloud, through which hot gas can escape, allowing the dense star
forming material to survive until SNe feedback begins. Also, taking the galactic
environment into account, Dobbs and Pringle (2013), find typical GMC lifetimes
ranging between 4− 25 Myr for clouds with masses greater than ∼ 105 M�. This
puts them in the regime where SNe feedback can become important.

As stated in Chapter 1, the primary interest of this thesis is in the interplay be-
tween gradual feedback mechanisms and instantaneous energy injections. This
follows on from work by Rogers and Pittard (2013); in this case the ‘gradual feed-
back’ I refer to would be stellar winds, which represents a constant (compara-
tively low power) heat source for the ISM, while SNe feedback is an instantaneous
injection of the canonical 1051 ergs of energy. However, rather than focusing on
stellar winds as a gradual heating source, the next two chapters investigate the
mechanical energy input from a population of HMXBs (High Mass X-ray Bina-
ries, see Chapter 1 for a review).

3.2 The numerical model

3.2.1 Basics of the model

The simulations in the next two chapters both used GADGET-3; a hybrid N-
body/SPH code that is an updated version of the publicly available code GADGET-
2 (Springel, 2005). The SPH method, along with GADGET-3 was introduced
earlier. I also used the SPHS extension described in Read and Hayfield (2012)
and detailed in Chapter 2, which is designed to model mixing of multiphase gas.
Moreover, the Wendland-2 kernel was used (Wendland, 1995; Dehnen and Aly,
2012) with 100 neighbours. In all simulations presented in this thesis I use an ideal
equation of state, P = (γ− 1)ρu, where P is the gas pressure, γ is the adiabatic
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constant, set to 5/3, u is gas internal energy and ρ is particle density. For tempera-
tures above 104 K, gas cooling is implemented using the look-up tables generated
by the MAPPINGS III code (Sutherland and Dopita, 1993). Below 104 K I use
the metal line cooling scheme described in Mashchenko, Wadsley, and Couch-
man (2008). For more details on radiative cooling and how it is implemented
into GADGET-3 see Section 2.4. A maximum temperature of ∼ 108 K is set for
the gas, in order to avoid prohibitively small timesteps. I note that typically only
∼ 10 particles in my simulations are at this temperature limit, so the results are
unaffected by this. Whilst I vary parameters between different simulations, the
canonical values are a total mass of 2× 106 M� modeled using 5 million SPH par-
ticles, meaning the mass of each individual particle is ∼ 0.4 M�. I employ both
adaptive smoothing lengths and softening lengths for the SPH particles with a
minimum value of 0.1 pc. For convenience, any unbound gas particles beyond an
outer radius of 5 kpc are removed from the simulation.

In these simulations the minimum resolvable mass is given by 2Nneighmp,
where Nneigh is the number of neighbours within a smoothing kernel and mp

is the mass of an SPH particle (Bate and Burkert, 1997). Therefore gas particles
are replaced with sink particles if they reach a density corresponding to the Jeans
density for this minimum resolvable mass, i.e.

ρJ =

(
πkBT
GµmH

)3 1
(2Nneighmp)2 (3.1)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, µ is the mean molecular weight and mH is the
mass of Hydrogen. I also require that the gas must be converging (i.e. ∇ · v < 0)
and that the temperature of the gas particle must be < 500 K. In calculating ρJ I
use approximate values of µ (1.291 for Z�) for simplicity (Sutherland and Dopita,
1993). However, for calculating the cooling rates, µ is calculated self-consistently
using the electron fraction. Once the sink particles are formed, they accrete any
gas particles that enter within a radius of 0.5 pc with a kinetic energy less than
the gravitational potential energy with respect to the sink particle. This avoids
gas particles being assigned prohibitively small timesteps within the simulation
and also allows sink particles, which represent unresolved star forming regions,
to grow in mass.

Once a sink particle accretes enough gas to reach a mass of 180 M�, it is con-
sidered to contain 1 massive (> 8 M�) star, which in a fraction of cases is situated
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in a binary system with a second high mass star - see below for details. The value
of 180 M� lies in the range between 95 M� and 210 M�, which correspond to the
masses inferred from a Kroupa IMF (initial mass function) (Kroupa, 2001) with-
out/ with the contribution from unresolved binaries, evaluated in the mass range
0.01 M� – 100 M� . These values are arrived upon using the mean masses, along
with the number fractions, given in supplementary table 2 in Kroupa (2002). The
number fraction I use, 0.2%, is conservative compared with that found in Power
et al. (2009) (hereafter P09); which was 1.1%.

Furthermore, it is assumed all stars with a mass >8 M� are in binaries, which
is consistent with the high multiplicity fractions (>50 %) observed for massive
stars (e.g. Sana, James, and Gosset, 2011; Chini et al., 2012). The properties of the
binary system within the sink particle are determined using a Monte-Carlo ap-
proach described below. Furthermore, a physical selection process is used to de-
termine which systems go on to become HMXBs. These processes are described
in detail in the next section (Section 3.2.2).

There is only one HMXB system (1-2 linked SNe events) per sink particle,
as the likelihood of a second within the time window of the 33 Myr simulations
is small. This method results in a random distribution of SNe/HMXB events in
likely locations of dense star formation. Moreover, using this method the number
of SNe/HMXB events obtained is roughly consistent with star forming mass.

It is important to note that throughout these simulations, the binary proper-
ties of the stellar population are considered separately to the properties of the
sink particle within the simulation. In other words, each sink particle has a mass
from which its gravity in the simulation is calculated, and an associated ‘primary
star mass’ of the binary which is a virtual property solely used to set the HMXB
feedback properties of the sink particle.

3.2.2 Binary Population Synthesis

The relevant parameters when considering a population of binaries are: the ini-
tial mass of the primary star, the mass ratio, q, of the primary to secondary star
and the lifetime of both stars. Since a HMXB consists of a neutron star or black
hole accreting material from an O or B companion star, the primary star needs to
exceed ∼ 8 M� to form a neutron star or 20 M� to form a black hole. Therefore,
as soon as a sink particle exceeds the minimum mass of 180 M�, a Kroupa IMF
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is sampled between 8 M� and 100 M� to determine the primary star mass. Next,
the binary mass ratio is sampled uniformly between 0 to 1 since the distribution
of q values is still considered to be largely flat (e.g. Sana et al., 2013). If this sam-
pling results in a secondary mass of less than 8 M�, then the system is discounted
as a HMXB progenitor since the secondary is required to be a massive OB type
companion.

A lifetime of the primary star is then determined and, in the case when the sec-
ondary mass meets the criteria, a companion stellar lifetime. The primary lifetime
will determine the time of the first Type II supernova and the secondary lifetime
sets a limit on the lifetime of the HMXB feedback phase, along with the time of
the companion supernova. In order to obtain the lifetime of the primary star and
its companion I use the same method as in Power et al. (2009). This method uses
a lookup table which lists mass versus lifetime in order to interpolate the stellar
lifetimes. I use results from Table 1 of Meynet and Maeder (2000) and Table 45 of
Schaller et al. (1992) and calculate lifetime of massive stars by making the approx-
imation tlife ∼ tH + tHe (where tH is the lifetime of the Hydrogen burning phase
of the star and tHe is the same for Helium). The mean delay time between a sink
particle being created and accreting enough gas to reach 180 M�, is ∼ 0.8 Myr
(dependent on the simulation). Furthermore, sink particles begin to be created
at ∼ 5-6 Myr in all runs (see Fig. 3.19). This delay time depends on the initial
velocities of the gas particles (e.g. comparing Runs A and E in Fig. 3.19), along
with the size of the cloud (for example the sink particles are formed earlier in Run
V - a larger cloud - than Run A; see Fig. 3.19). I take into account the age of the
sink particle when determining the delay time before the first SNe. If this delay
time is longer than the lifetime of the primary star, the sink particle immediately
undergoes SNe feedback. Therefore, given the minimum lifetime of a massive
star in the simulations is ∼ 3 Myr (corresponding to 100 M�), this results in the
first SNe and HMXB events occurring at ∼ 9-10 Myr (see Fig. 3.16).

It is worth noting a limitation to this method is that I do not include the effect
of binarity on the evolution of the massive stars. Recent work has concluded in-
teractions in close binary systems (such as Roche-lobe overflow) can significantly
affect the evolution of both the primary star and its companion (e.g. Eldridge,
Izzard, and Tout, 2008; Yoon, Woosley, and Langer, 2010; Song et al., 2016). Fo-
cusing on stellar lifetimes, mass accretion onto the primary star in a binary sys-
tem could prolong its lifetime by providing addition nuclear fuel, however the
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additional stellar mass also acts to speed up the nuclear burning process. More-
over, the loss of mass from the secondary star can also prevent it undergoing
core-collapse at the end of its life. The interplay between these two conflicting
processes was explored in Zapartas et al. (2017), where the delay times of core-
collapse SNe (or SNe rate versus time) was compared between a single-star stel-
lar population and a population containing binary stars. The paper found the
largest differences between the distribution of delay times occurred beyond 20
Myr. Prior to this the two distributions were very similar - indicating there are no
significant divergences in SNe rate between single star/ binary star populations
in the time-frame I am interested in.

A fraction of the possible HMXB progenitors will not survive the supernova of
the primary, becoming unbound when mass is lost. In order to estimate this frac-
tion, as in P09, the assumption is made that the binary system becomes unbound
if over half its mass is lost in the supernova. A significant factor in determining
the surviving remnant mass is the amount of ‘fallback’ that occurs during the SNe
explosion, a quantity that is metal-dependent. For example, Zhang, Woosley, and
Heger (2008) found the supernova of massive stars at lower metallicity are more
likely to result in a black hole, compared with those at solar metallicity. In order
to calculate the mass of the system post-supernova, I use look-up tables with rem-
nant masses taken from a combination of Tables 4-5 from Sukhbold et al. (2016),
Table 4 of Maeder (1992) and Table 4 from Zhang, Woosley, and Heger (2008).
Zhang, Woosley, and Heger (2008) also explore the difference between explosion
mechanisms; altering piston locations and explosion energies. For this work, I
average over the results for each initial mass at Z = Z�. From Zubovas, Wynn,
and Gualandris (2013) I expect > 93 per cent of all (including low mass) binary
systems to be disrupted. The remaining systems then switch on their HMXB
phase immediately and this lasts for the lifetime of the secondary star. At the
end of the secondary lifetime the sink particle switches off HMXB feedback and
undergoes SNe feedback for a second time. After this the sink particle ceases to
produce feedback. The lifetime of the HMXB feedback is typically of the order
of 10 Myr, while the timestep of the simulation is ∼ 104 yrs. This ensures the
gradual heating of the HMXB feedback is resolved.

I implemented this binary population synthesis method into GADGET in such
a way as to tie the random seed to the particle identity and the number of the
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current time step, neither of which should vary between runs with identical ini-
tial conditions prior to the onset of feedback. In this way, for runs with identi-
cal initial conditions, prior to the first HMXB event, the gas will have the same
phase/morphology and the massive stars will occur at the same locations. For
example, Runs A and C will be identical prior to the first HMXB event, when
they will diverge. At this point the underlying stochasticity of massive star feed-
back will play a role. The same is true of Runs E and F, V and W and so on. This
facilitates easy comparison between different feedback effects.

3.2.3 Feedback Mechanisms

Throughout the simulations supernova feedback is implemented by injecting the
canonical value of 1051 erg of thermal energy into the surrounding Nneigh ∼ 100
neighbouring gas particles. The amount of energy each gas particle receives is
kernel weighted, hence those particles closest to the star particle receive the most
energy. As I saw in Chapter 1, thermal supernova feedback commonly results in
the ‘over-cooling’ problem. This is a consequence of low resolution simulations,
where energy is initially injected into a large gas mass, causing the gas to cool
artificially quickly and stall feedback (Springel and Hernquist, 2003; Stinson et al.,
2006; Creasey et al., 2011). However, the mass resolution of this set of simulations
is such that they can capture the Sedov-Taylor phase of the shock expansion and
hence are not significantly affected by over-cooling, as I will see in section 3.3.

In this chapter I explore HMXB feedback with two different implementations;
the first is using thermal energy injection and the second is using kinetic energy
injection. For the thermal case the internal energy of the particles is increased,
while for the kinetic case the energy is delivered as a radial velocity kick. Simi-
larly to the SNe feedback, the HMXB schemes weight the amount of energy given
to their neighbouring particles using the SPH kernel. Here I have assumed the
shock-heating of the jets has isotropically raised the temperature of the surround-
ing gas. This assumption is dependent on factors such as the angle of jet preces-
sion and cone angle (Goodall, Alouani-Bibi, and Blundell, 2011), along with jet
power and the density of the surrounding ISM (Abolmasov, 2011). These factors
are beyond the scope of this work, however would be interesting to investigate in
future work. Moreover, there are multiple observations of superbubbles around
ULXs , which have been collisionally energized by jets (e.g. Russell et al., 2011),
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which support the inclusion of HMXB as a isotropic heating of the surrounding
gas.

Both the thermal and kinetic HMXB feedback schemes inject the same amount
of energy across the total HMXB lifetime. This value is set to 1052 erg and the
amount of energy a sink particle injects is proportional to its time-step. This re-
sults in a mean energy injection rate of 3× 1037 erg/s for a lifetime of 10 Myr. I
find lifetimes between 5− 35 Myr in the simulations reported below. I have cho-
sen this rate of energy injection as it is consistent with rates observed for HMXBs.
For example, the wind-fed jet in Cygnus X-1 is estimated to input∼ 1035−37 erg/s
into the ISM (Gallo et al., 2005), and SS433 inputs ∼ 1039 erg/s into the ISM
(Brinkmann, Kotani, and Kawai, 2005). Thus the value of injected energy falls
in the observed range. Similar numbers were used by Artale, Tissera, and Pel-
lizza (2015). HMXBs exhibit time variability in their luminosity and energy in-
jection rate, associated with a spectral transition from hard to soft X-ray (as is
seen in Cygnus X-1), however this is on a much smaller timescale than the time
resolution of these simulations, where a single time-step roughly corresponds to
104 yrs.

I note that massive star winds inject ∼ 1036 erg/s of energy into the ISM. This
value is based on a mass loss rate of 10−5 M�/yr (Repolust, Puls, and Herrero,
2004) and wind velocities of 1, 000 km/s (Leitherer, Robert, and Drissen, 1992).
Thus the energy input from a single massive star wind is expected to be smaller
than the energy input I assume for an HMXB, owing to the fact jets are produced
further into the potential well of the stellar object than line-driven winds, along
with the fact observations indicate much of the accretion energy in XRBs is chan-
neled into the mechanical power of the jets (Gallo et al., 2005; Sell et al., 2010;
Soria et al., 2010). However, there are many massive stars for every HMXB. Very
crudely, if I assume all massive stars are in binaries, and I expect only 1-10%
of these systems to form HMXBs, then I would expect 10-100 massive stars per
HMXB. Thus the energy injected by massive stars would be comparable to that
injected by HMXBs. I therefore anticipate that the results will be qualitatively
similar to considering feedback from massive star winds. Although including
HMXBs as an anisotropic source of heating would most likely affect this com-
parison. Moreover, stellar winds would be present prior to the first SNe event,
which could affect the efficiency of the SNe feedback by lowering the density of
the surrounding ISM (e.g. as in Rogers and Pittard, 2013). This will be considered
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in more detail in Chapter 5.

3.3 Sedov-Taylor Comparison

In order to ascertain whether the SNe implementation in GADGET-3 can capture
the Sedov-Taylor phase of the shock expansion, I performed a simulation of a
single supernova explosion in a homogeneous gaseous sphere and compared the
results with the Sedov-Taylor solution. The particle resolution was set to 1 M�
(lower than the result runs), while the SNe injected 2× 1051 erg of thermal energy
into the surrounding ∼ 100 SPH neighbours according to the kernel weighted
scheme I described in the previous section (3.2). The radius of the cloud was set
to 60 pc and the initial temperature of the gas was set to the virial temperature,
which was 534 K. The simulations are unable to resolve the initial free expansion
phase of the shock, since this breaks down when the swept-up mass equals the
mass ejected during the supernova explosion; a condition which is instantly met
when I inject the SNe energy into the surrounding 100 SPH particle neighbours.

Firstly, Figure 3.1 plots density slices taken in the x-y plane at varying times
into the evolution of the supernova remnant (SNR). The dashed circle on each
plot indicates the expected radius at that time (calculated using the Sedov-Taylor
solution). From Figure 3.1 we can see the simulation can recover the expected lo-
cation of the shock front during the Sedov-Taylor phase. Additionally, Figure 3.2
plots the shock radius, velocity, post-shock temperature and total internal energy
inside the SNR, against the analytic Sedov-Taylor solution. The shock radius,
velocity and temperature were defined as the mean values of particles in a 2 pc
radial bin, centered on the position of maximum density. The total internal en-
ergy is just the sum of the internal energies of the gas particles located inside the
spherical shock front. The SNe energy was injected at ∼ 0.01 Myr. From 3.2, it
can be seen the shock radius, velocity and temperature align well with the ana-
lytic solution until ∼ 0.6 Myr, when the temperature of the particles in the 2 pc
radial bin drops steeply. There is also a corresponding drop in shock velocity
and total internal energy inside the remnant. The drop in temperature indicates
the post-shock medium immediately behind the shock-front has been able to cool
efficiently, forming a cool shell. This shell is being pushed forwards by the hot,
lower density gas in the centre of the remnant and indicates the SNe remnant
(SNR) has left the Sedov-Taylor phase. As a result, the expansion of the SNR is
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FIGURE 3.1: Density slices for the Sedov-Taylor test, taken in the x-y plane at z = 0 at t =
0.1 Myr (top left), 0.2 Myr (top right), 0.4 Myr (bottom left) and 0.6 Myr (bottom right).
The dashed circles on each plot indicate the expected shock radius at that time (calculated

using the Sedov-Taylor solution).
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no longer adiabatic, which can be seen in the total internal energy plot in Fig. 3.2;
at ∼ 0.6 Myr, the total internal energy of the gas inside the shock front begins
to drop. Once the gas inside the centre of the remnant has cooled, it will have
entered the ‘snowplough’, or momentum-conserving phase.

The roughly constant radial power-law is likely due to the fact the simulation
volume is finite and the shock has reached the outer-parts of the gaseous sphere.
The lack of gas outside the shock causes a break-down in the analytic progression
of the shock, however it would be expected once the SNR enters the snowplough
phase, the radius would increase as t1/4 instead of the t2/5 power law seen in Fig.
3.2.

The fact the Sedov-Taylor phase of the SNR expansion can be resolved in-
dicates the resolution and SNe feedback implementation are both sufficient to
capture the effect of SNe explosions on the ISM down to tens of parsec scale.

3.4 Initial Conditions

In the next two chapters the GMCs modelled range from being globally bound
to marginally unbound. I measure the boundedness of each cloud using the
virial parameter αvir = |Ekin + Etherm|/|Epot|, which is varied between 0.7 and
1.2 (the cloud is considered virialised at αvir = 0.5). The cloud mass is taken
to be 2 × 106 M�, with some additional simulations run with 2 × 105 M� for
comparison. The clouds are initially seeded with a non-driven turbulent velocity
spectrum based on Dubinski, Narayan, and Phillips (1995). I use a Kolmogorov
power spectrum with P(k) ∼ k−11/3 to generate a velocity field with homoge-
neous, incompressible (divergence-free) turbulence. This is achieved by defining
the velocity field as the curl of a vector potential A. The Fourier transform of this
vector potential is then taken and each k mode is assigned an amplitude drawn
from a Rayleigh distribution of variance ∼ k−(11/3+2)/2; and an associated phase
is drawn uniformly from 0 to 2π. I then take the inverse Fourier transform of the
curl of A in order to obtain the real velocity components. As I take the inverse
Fourier transform, I sum over k values between kmax and kmin. These limiting
values are set by the minimum length scale and maximum length scale of the sim-
ulation respectively, for the simulations in the next two chapters kmin = 2π/Rout,
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FIGURE 3.2: Plots to show the time evolution of the shock radius (in pc, upper left),
velocity (in km/s, upper right), the post-shock temperature (in K, lower left) and the
total internal energy of the gas inside the shock front (in erg, lower right). The Sedov-
Taylor analytic solution for the radius, velocity and temperature of the shock is plotted in
red. At t ≈ 0.6 Myr the shell is able to cool, meaning the expansion is no longer adiabatic

and the solution deviates from the Sedov-Taylor result.
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TABLE 3.1: The different simulations run through the course of this chapter. All runs are
at [Fe/H] = 0, aside from J and M which are at [Fe/H] = 1.2 and contain no feedback
(where [Fe/H] is the log10 of the ratio between the metal content of the cloud compared
with that of our sun). Here M0 is the initial gas mass (in M�) of each simulation, R0 is
the initial cloud radius in pc, Ti is the initial temperature in K, αvir is the initial virial
parameter (|Ekin + Etherm|/|Epot|), tff is the free-fall time of the cloud, mpcl is the gas
particle mass in each simulation, and HMXB is the type of HMXB feedback present (either

kinetic or thermal).

Run M0
(× 106

M�)

R0
(pc)

Ti
(K)

αvir Mach
No.

tff
(Myr)

mpcl
(M�)

HMXB SNe
(Y/N)

A 2 100 50 0.7 14.9 11.7 0.4 Therm Y
B 2 100 50 0.7 14.9 11.7 0.4 Kin Y
C 2 100 50 0.7 14.9 11.7 0.4 None Y
D 2 100 50 0.7 14.9 11.7 0.4 None N
E 2 100 50 1.2 19.5 11.7 0.4 Therm Y
F 2 100 50 1.2 19.5 11.7 0.4 None Y
G 2 100 50 1.2 19.5 11.7 0.4 None N
R 0.5 65 50 0.7 9.1 12.3 0.1 Therm Y
S 0.5 65 50 0.7 9.1 12.3 0.1 None Y
V 5 150 50 0.7 19.3 13.6 1 Therm Y
W 5 150 50 0.7 19.3 13.6 1 None Y
J 2 100 150 0.7 8.3 11.7 0.4 None N
M 2 100 150 1.2 11.0 11.7 0.4 None N

where Rout is the outer radius of the gaseous sphere and kmax = N1/3/2Rout, cor-
responding to the Nyquist frequency (which is set by the number of particles, N,
in the initial conditions).

Table 3.1 summarises the different parameters used in the simulations. I vary
the mass and size of the clouds, along with the virial parameter. In Chapter 4
the simulations are repeated at a lower metallicity. The initial conditions were
chosen in accordance with the parameter space used by Dale, Ercolano, and Bon-
nell (2012), which in turn was derived from a catalogue of 158 galactic molecular
clouds collated by Heyer et al. (2009). I perform simulations with the two (kinetic
and thermal) HMXB feedback schemes. I also performed control simulations con-
taining no HMXB feedback, however with SNe feedback still included and oth-
ers with no feedback at all. The results of these simulations are presented in the
next section. Finally I explore the effects of numerical resolution on the results in
Chapter 4.
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3.5 Results, [Fe/H] = 0

In the next two chapters I present the main results of this work. I split these
into two main categories; simulations run with [Fe/H] = 0 (this chapter) and
those run at [Fe/H] = −1.2 (Chapter 4). However, firstly I discuss the results
of the simulations with no feedback at both metallicities, for comparison in later
sections.

On a general note, during the results and discussion I refer to ‘star-forming
gas’ and the ‘star formation efficiency’. In the context of this work, I am actu-
ally referring to the mass contained in sink particles and the efficiency of the gas
particle to sink particle conversion. Once the gas has been accreted onto a sink
particle I have no further information on its fate and it is assumed that a fraction
of the mass contained in sink particles will actually be involved in star formation.
However, this is beyond the scope of the simulations in this thesis. Furthermore,
once a sink particle has reached 180 M� the properties of the massive star(s) that
are considered to be located there are calculated and further accretion is ignored.
However, the mean mass accreted by a sink particle with a mass of 180 M� or
higher is 41 M� across all runs which included stellar feedback, hence I consider
this to have negligible impact on the massive star population in the simulations
and therefore on the results.

3.5.1 Runs with no feedback: D, G, J, M

Fig. 3.3 plots the total energy of the gas in clouds (or Runs) D, G, J and M. None
of these runs include feedback, instead the cloud is allowed to evolve under the
action of the initial turbulent velocity field and collapse under its own gravity.
Furthermore, Fig. 3.4 gives an example of the time evolution of αvir along with the
thermal, kinetic and potential energies of the gas for a run with no feedback (in
this case Run D). From Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4, we can see the initial kinetic energy
given to the gas particles at the beginning of the simulation is quickly converted
into thermal energy and radiated away prior to the first snapshot time. The cloud
then collapses and gravitational potential energy is converted to kinetic energy
until 10-13 Myr (which is roughly the free-fall time for each cloud - see Table 3.1).
At this point the majority (> 90 %) of the gas is converted into sink particles.
The high sink particle mass and resulting low gas mass in the simulation beyond
this point leads to a high gravitational potential (see Fig. 3.4), which explains the
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rapid jump in total energy seen in Fig. 3.3. This can also be seen in Fig. 3.5, which
plots the time evolution of the fraction of the initial gas mass contained in sink
particles. Beyond the free-fall time, the remaining gas in each cloud continues
to collapse, increasing the kinetic energy of the gas as the gravitational potential
energy decreases.

From Fig. 3.5 it is noticeable the mass fraction contained in sink particles is less
in the runs at a metallicity [Fe/H]= −1.2; G and M. This is expected as cooling
is less efficient at lower metallicity below 104 K, due to a lower amount of ions
such as OII, OIII and CII (Mo, Bosch, and White, 2010). This relatively inefficient
cooling means the temperature of the gas in the low metallicity runs is higher,
resulting in a higher Jeans density and a reduction in the number of particles
reaching this required density to form stars. However, the sink mass fraction still
reaches 90% by 35 Myr in the low metallicity runs, indicating the majority of the
gas is able to become star-forming within the time frame of the simulation.

Overall, despite the initial velocity field imposed on each cloud, the majority
of the gas is able to cool and collapse to form sink particles in the free-fall time.
Furthermore, the free-fall time of the clouds corresponds to the lower end of the
lifetimes of massive stars (which can be as short as 3 Myr). However, in this suite
of simulations, the average formation time. As a result, the number and locations
of feedback events between 9− 13 Myr is expected to be crucial in determining
the star formation efficiency of each cloud.

3.5.2 The injection of HMXB: Runs A (HMXB and SNe), C (Just

SNe)

Density slices for the Z = Z� runs, taken at t = 35 Myr into each simulation,
are shown in Fig. 3.6. Focusing on Runs A (HMXB and SNe feedback) and C
(just SNe feedback), the addition of HMXB feedback on top of SNe feedback has
resulted in a larger amount of high density (10−24 gcm−3) gas inside the inner 2
kpc. Moreover, a lobe of lower density gas can be seen to extend from the inner
∼ 100 pc out to 5 kpc of cloud A. This low density lobe represents a possible
‘chimney’ – a region of lower density gas through which hot, feedback-heated
gas can expand and escape the core of the molecular cloud. Looking instead at
the temperature slice for Run A (Fig. 3.7), we see the lower right chimney does
indeed contain hot gas, extending to the outer regions of the simulation (∼ 5 kpc).
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FIGURE 3.3: The time evolution of the total energy (calculated as the sum of the total
potential, kinetic and thermal energies of the gas particles (i.e. minus sink particle mass)

in the simulation) of the clouds with no feedback included; D, G, J and M.
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FIGURE 3.4: An example of the time evolution of the virial parameter (upper left plot),
thermal energy (upper right), kinetic energy (lower left) and potential energy (lower

right) of the gas particles in a run without feedback (Run D).
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These chimneys are also present in the corresponding x-z density slice (see Fig.
3.8). For Run C in Fig. 3.6, the dominant feature is the multi-lobed superbubble. It
is also evident the central kpc of the molecular cloud has been efficiently cleared
of gas (this can also be verified in the corresponding x-z and y-z plane density
slices). Moreover, this isotropic heating of the central kpc can also be seen in
the corresponding temperature slice for Run C (Fig. 3.7), where the inner kpc is
filled with gas heated to ∼ 108 K. There is no obvious correlation between the
superbubble lobes visible in Run C and the chimneys in Run A at the end of each
simulation. However, both the chimney and the superbubbles are surrounded by
arcs of cold gas (seen in Fig. 3.7).

To ascertain the difference between the global properties of the gas in Runs A
and C, I plot the net radial momentum of the gas, along with the mean temper-
ature, mean radius and maximum radius in Fig. 3.10. From this plot we can see
both the net (outwards) radial momentum and mean radius of the gas in Run C
is consistently higher than in Run A. Moreover, the mean temperature of Runs
A and C converge beyond ∼ 10 Myr, at a value of ∼ 104.4 K. This indicates the
mean temperature of both runs is dominated by the 104 K gas, where cooling via
collisional excitation is highly inefficient.

To investigate the formation of the low density chimneys of Run A further,
I binned the density and temperature data in spherical polar azimuthal angle θ

(ranging from -π to π), using a maximal radius set by the largest radius of each
θ bin, and plotted the mean temperature and density in each bin (Fig. 3.9) at 3
different snapshot times; 12 (∼ a free-fall time) Myr, 24 Myr and 35 Myr (∼ 2
and 3 times the free-fall time of the cloud respectively). It should be noted the
temperature seen in Fig. 3.9 is expected to be lower than that seen in Fig. 3.7
since it represents an average value, encompassing all radii within each θ bin.
On Fig. 3.9, a chimney manifests as a peak in the temperature at a specific θ,
corresponding with a trough in density at the same θ value. The steepness of
the temperature and density gradient indicates the prominence and efficiency
of the chimney. Using Fig. 3.9 we can therefore investigate when and where
chimneys develop. I chose the x-y plane since this corresponds with the density
and temperature slices in figures 3.6 and 3.7.

At 12 Myr, the θ-density profiles of A and C have already diverged, despite
the initial conditions prior to the first HMXB feedback event (inside Run A) being
identical. The density is consistently lower in Run C than Run A, across all θ bins.
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FIGURE 3.9: Plots to show the mean temperature (red) and density (blue) in θ bins rang-
ing from -π to π radians. The maximal radius of each θ bin is set to the maximum radius
of the gas in the individual bin. The left column is for snapshots taken at 12 Myr, the
middle column is for 20 Myr and the right column shows snapshots at 32 Myr. The name

of the corresponding run is in the upper left hand corner of each plot.
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FIGURE 3.10: Upper row - the net radial momentum of the gas across Runs A,B,C,E,F,V
and W (evaluated at each snapshot time). Second row - the time evolution of the mean
temperature of the gas across each simulation. Third row - the time evolution of the
maximum radius of the gas. Bottom row - the time evolution of the mean radius of the

gas particles.
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This indicates gas has been heated isotropically (as was seen in the inner kpc of
Run C in Fig. 3.7) and that the maximal radii of the gas in each θ bin is larger
in Run C than Run A (as verified in Fig. 3.10). There is also a two orders of
magnitude density drop at θ ∼ −2.5 rad and no corresponding positive density
gradient until beyond 2 rad. On the other hand, Run A contains both a two orders
of magnitude density drop and rise within -2 to 0 rad. This indicates a clearly
defined low density chimney. Moreover, comparing the location of the chimney
in Run A with the corresponding location in Run C, we can see there is a density
peak in Run C spanning a single order of magnitude. Again, given that Run A
and Run C are identical (with respect to both the gas density inhomogeneities and
the locations of massive stars) prior to the onset of stellar feedback, this suggests
the gas in Run C was able to cool efficiently, preventing a chimney forming. On
the other hand, the addition of HMXB feedback in Run A kept the gas in the
chimney hot and retained the low density channel, through which hot gas can be
funneled.

The chimney in Run A (seen in Fig. 3.9) develops in prominence from 24-35
Myr, finally spanning approximately 3 orders of magnitude in density and one
order of magnitude in temperature. Looking at Fig. 3.10, we can see by 35 Myr
the maximum radius is the same in Runs A and C, hence the higher density peaks
in Run A indicate mass clustering in particular directions. Chimney-like features
can also be seen to develop in Run C, however the density gradient across these
features only spans 1 order of magnitude, while the temperature of the gas as-
sociated with them is consistently lower than in the chimney in Run A. It is also
worth noting the x-z and y-z planes were also investigated, which showed the
same behavior as the x-y plane; i.e. the density in each θ bin was lower in Run C
than Run A, while there were hot, low density chimneys present in Run A which
were not present in Run C.

In order to visualise the developing chimneys in 3D I plotted the density and
temperature slices across z slices spanning z = -0.2 kpc to 0.2 kpc for both Runs
A (figures 3.11 and 3.13) and C (3.12 and 3.14) at 12 Myr (∼ 1 free-fall time).
Comparing figures 3.11 and 3.12, we can see there are chimneys present in both
Runs, however those in Run A are filled with lower density gas (< 10−26 gcm−3).
They also appear to be more spatially extended, particularly in the z=-50 pc slice.

Looking at figures 3.13 and 3.14, we can see the gas inside the chimneys in
Run A is also an order of magnitude hotter than in Run C. The hot gas in Run
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FIGURE 3.11: Density slices in the x-y plane of Run A at z=-0.2, -0.1, -0.05, 0.05, 0.1 and
0.2 kpc at 12 Myr into the simulation (∼ 1 free-fall time.)

C reaches a peak in temperature of ∼ 106 K, which corresponds to an enhanced
region of the cooling function for solar metallicity gas; primarily due to the colli-
sional excitation of elements such as neon and iron. However, the hot gas in the
chimneys in Run A peaks around 107 K, corresponding to Bremsstrahlung domi-
nated cooling, which is relatively inefficient, particularly due to the low densities
in the chimneys. In this way, the HMXB feedback has acted to increase the tem-
perature of the gas in the chimneys and in so doing has reduced its ability to cool
efficiently. The chimneys can then continue to provide a ‘path of least resistance’
through which hot gas can escape, allowing star formation to continue in other
regions of the cloud.

In Fig. 3.15 I plot the time evolution of the total energy; Etot (where Etot is the
sum of the total thermal, kinetic and potential energy of the gas in the system)
of selected solar metallicity runs. Again, focusing on the results for Runs A and
C, we see the addition of HMXB feedback on top of SNe feedback (Run A) has
resulted in a lower total energy of the system. Moreover, Fig. 3.16 plots the
number of SNe and HMXBs active between snapshot times, where we see Runs
A and C have similar numbers of SNe throughout the simulation, however Run
A has an additional energy source from the ∼ 10 extra HMXB feedback events
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FIGURE 3.12: Density slices in the x-y plane of Run C at z=-0.2, -0.1, -0.05, 0.05, 0.1 and
0.2 kpc at 12 Myr into the simulation (∼ 1 free-fall time.)
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FIGURE 3.13: Temperature slices in the x-y plane of Run A at z=-0.2, -0.1, -0.05, 0.05, 0.1
and 0.2 kpc at 12 Myr into the simulation (∼ 1 free-fall time.)
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FIGURE 3.14: Temperature slices in the x-y plane of Run C at z=-0.2, -0.1, -0.05, 0.05, 0.1
and 0.2 kpc at 12 Myr into the simulation (∼ 1 free-fall time.)

occurring at any one time. Furthermore, Fig. 3.17 plots the cumulative injected
energy from both HMXB feedback in Run A and just SNe feedback in Run C and
it is clear the injected energy for Run A is greater than Run C.

In Fig. 3.18 I plot the fraction of the original gas mass in each run that has; (a)
become unbound (first column) or (b) ended up in sink particles (second column).
Fig. 3.18 shows 5% less gas has been unbound in Run A compared with Run C.
This gas has instead become star forming, adding to the total sink particle mass
in the simulation. Furthermore, as expected from Fig. 3.15, fractionally more gas
has been ejected from the simulation domain in Run C than in Run A. From the
sink mass fraction, we can also see the majority of the star formation has occurred
in the free-fall time of the cloud, making the first 11.7 Myr crucial in determining
the star formation efficiency of the cloud.

Fig. 3.19 plots the number of sink particles created between snapshots versus
time into the simulation. The chimney seen in Run A, e.g. Fig. 3.6, has acted to
keep a fraction of the gas cool and dense enough to become star forming beyond
11.7 Myr. This has resulted in additional sink particles being formed at 16 Myr
and 23-24 Myr (∼ 2 free-fall time-scales). In contrast, the gas in Run C ceases to
produce sink particles beyond 14 Myr (just over 1 free-fall time of the molecular
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and W. The total energy was found by summing the total thermal, kinetic and potential

energies across all gas particles in each simulation.
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FIGURE 3.16: Plots to show the number of SNe (solid lines) and HMXB (dashed lines)
active between snapshots for Runs A,C,E,F,R,S,V and W.
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FIGURE 3.18: Plots to show the fraction of the initial mass that has (a) been unbound
(first column) or (b) either been accreted by, or become sink particles (second column).

The runs plotted are: A,B,C,E,F,R,S,V and W (which are all at solar metallicity).
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FIGURE 3.19: Plots to show the number of sink particles produced between timesteps for
Runs A,B,C,E,F,R,S,V and W (solar metallicity).

cloud).
Comparing Fig. 3.19 to Fig. 3.5, we can see the addition of feedback in Runs

A and C has had little impact on when the majority of sink particles are formed
inside the cloud. Most of the sink particles in each simulation are produced in a
single burst of star formation between 6-13 Myr.

In Fig. 3.20 I investigate the state of the gas in Runs A and C at t = 14 Myr,
in order to ascertain why Run A continues to form sink particles beyond this
point and Run C does not. I plot the temperature versus density of the gas in the
simulation, rendered according to the number of particles. From Fig. 3.20, we
can see both Runs A and C have a ‘tail’ of low temperature gas, formed primarily
by fine structure cooling of the heavier elements (e.g. C II, O I), however this
‘tail’ contains more gas particles in Run A, resulting in the extended sink particle
formation seen in Fig. 3.19.

Overall, by comparing Runs A and C we can see that adding HMXB feedback
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FIGURE 3.20: Plots to show the temperature versus density of the gas in Runs A (top) and
C (bottom), 14 Myr into each simulation. The plot is rendered according to the number

of gas particles.

on top of SNe feedback can result in an increase in star formation efficiency and
period, despite more energy being injected into the ISM. This result arises primar-
ily through the action of low density ‘chimneys’, funneling hot gas from the inner
regions, maintaining enough cool, dense gas to fuel further star formation. These
chimneys are also present when just SNe feedback is present (see Fig. 3.14), how-
ever the gradual heating from HMXBs acts to increase the temperature of the hot
gas in these chimneys and reduces its ability to cool efficiently – enhancing their
effectiveness at funneling hot, destructive gas away from the inner regions of the
cloud. Despite this, the majority of star formation in clouds A and C still occurs
within the free-fall time of the cloud, as in Run D, making the first ∼ 11.7 Myr
pivotal in determining the star formation efficiency and rate of these molecular
clouds.
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3.5.3 Changing the virial parameter, αvir = 1.2: Runs E,F

Looking at the density slices for Runs E (including HMXB feedback) and Run F
(just SNe feedback) in Fig. 3.6, the differences are less apparent than between
Runs A and C. Immediately, we can see making the molecular cloud marginally
unbound has particularly affected the run containing just SNe feedback (F). Cloud
F has retained a larger amount of higher density (> 10−24 gcm−3) gas inside the
inner region than Run C. This is likely the work of chimneys; a few cavities of
low density (∼ 10−(26−27) gcm−3) gas can be seen in the inner 1 kpc of Run F.

On the other hand, comparing Runs E and F, we still see a larger fraction of
higher density gas towards the centre of Run E, as well as two clearly defined
chimneys. Indeed, the mean density of the gas inside a radius of 500 pc is 1.5
×10−24 gcm−3 for Run E, compared with 5.6 ×10−25 gcm−3 in Run F. Moreover,
the total gas mass inside the inner 500 pc of Run E is 3.8 ×104 M�, compared
with 3.3 ×104 M� for Run F. The fact that the mean density inside this radius
varies more widely than the total gas mass between the two simulations, sug-
gests the gas is more clustered inside the inner 500 pc of Run E than Run F. The
chimneys visible in the x-y plane of Run E (Fig. 3.6) are also apparent on the
corresponding temperature slice (Fig. 3.7), which shows two lobes of high tem-
perature gas expanding from the centre of the gas cloud through the chimneys.
One chimney of low density gas is visible in cloud F in Fig. 3.6 and the hot gas
filling it can be seen in Fig. 3.7. The chimney seen in Run F roughly corresponds
to the top-right chimney seen in Run E. This suggests the early SNe (i.e. those
initialised prior to the first feedback event and hence shared between Run E and
Run F) were primarily responsible for determining the location of this chimney in
both clouds. Furthermore, the x-z and y-z planes were also considered; with both
clouds showing a hot, dense chimney in the upper right corner of the y-z plane,
of similar spatial extent and both containing gas heated to∼ 108 K. Moreover, the
x-z plane showed very similar density and temperature trends to the x-y plane,
with Run E containing two chimneys (one in the upper right corner and one in
the lower left corner) and Run F containing one in the upper right corner. This is
indicative of the 3-d structure of the chimneys visible in the x-y plane.

However, looking instead at the time evolution of the total energy in both
Runs E and F (Fig. 3.15), the picture is more complicated than in Runs A and
C. This is due to the fact the total energy of Run E initially exceeds that of the
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FIGURE 3.21: Temperature versus density plot, rendered according to gas particle num-
ber, for Runs E and F, 19 Myr and 22 Myr into each simulation.
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the successive dotted circles beyond this indicate radii at 100 pc intervals (until 500 pc.)
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gas in Run F, until 22 Myr, when this situation is reversed. Additionally, Fig.
3.10 shows the mean temperature and net radial momentum of the gas in Run
F is less than that of Run E prior to 22 Myr and then exceeds it afterwards. At
the end of Run E and F, Run F has ∼ 25 % more energy than Run E. In order to
investigate this large energy jump in Run F, I plot temperature versus density at
19 Myr and 22 Myr for Runs E and F in Fig. 3.21. We see the energy jump in Run
F is caused by approximately 5000, high density (>10−25 gcm−3), gas particles,
located inside the inner 200 pc of the cloud, being heated to above 106 K (shown
in the top right hand corner of plot). Fig. 3.16 shows there are only ∼ 5 SNe
during this simulation snapshot, however Fig. 3.15 shows the rise in total energy
is equivalent to ∼ 50 SNe.

In order to ascertain the underlying mechanism driving this leap in energy,
I ran Run F again between 19 Myr to 23 Myr at higher time resolution between
snapshots (∼ 0.02 Myr). I then plotted the evolution of the temperature, density,
radius and velocity of ∼ 4600 of the high density particles that were heated to
106 K at 22 Myr. We can see the particles were heated to above 106 K at 21.75
Myr and prior to this they occupied radii between ∼ 100 – 350 pc and had corre-
spondingly high densities of between 10−25 gcm−3 to 10−22.5 gcm−3. However,
at 21.75 Myr we can see the peak density of the gas particles has increased and
the radii have converged to a value of ∼ 120 pc. Furthermore, the absolute ve-
locities of the particles have increased by an order of magnitude. The increase in
density of the particles, coupled with the velocity increase, indicates this region
has undergone gravitational collapse, which has resulted in the shock-heating of
the gas particles. Furthermore, there were no SNe active between 21.72 Myr and
21.75 Myr, indicating this heating was not due to direct heating via SNe feedback.
Beyond 21.75 Myr the gas particles have begun to cool, however the mean radius
of the particles has increased. This, coupled with the fact the velocities are still
larger than they were prior to the gravitational collapse, indicates the gravita-
tional shock-heating has generated an outflow.

Looking instead at the z = 0 temperature slice in the x-y plane, for Runs E
and F at 19 Myr and then at 22 Myr (shown in Fig. 3.22), we see Run E in the
process of funneling large amounts of hot gas away from the central 100 pc of the
molecular cloud, inflating the two high temperature lobes between 19 Myr and
22 Myr. However, Run F only shows a small increase in the amount of hot gas
outside 200 pc, indicating the gas heated by SNe/gravitational collapse inside the
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FIGURE 3.23: Plots to show the time evolution of 4604 high density (> 10−25 gcm−3)
particles that were heated to above 106 K 21.75 Myr into Run F. The first column shows
the properties of the gas particles at 21.72 Myr, the second column shows the same at
21.75 Myr and the third column corresponds to t = 21.77 Myr. Top row - plot to show
the temperature and density of the particles at 3 different times. Middle row - plots to
show the densities and radii of the particles at the 3 different times. Bottom row - plots

showing the magnitude of the particle velocities and how this varies with radius.
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TABLE 3.2: A table listing the total sink mass as a fraction of the initial gas mass at the
end of each [Fe/H] = 0 simulation (m fsink), the number of sink particles present at the
end of each run (Nsink), the total number of SNe (NSNe) and HMXBs (NHMXB) across the
whole simulation, the mean sink particle mass (mpsink), the fraction of the total number
of sinks with a mass > 180 M� and finally the mean mass accreted by sinks with masses

above 180 M� (denoted Mmean,180).

Run m fsink Total
Nsink

NSNe NHMXB Mean
mpsink
(M�)

Number frac-
tion of sinks >
180 M� (%)

Mmean,180
(M�)

A 0.39 9898 119 17 78.5 1.4 23
B 0.46 12615 67 7 72.2 0.72 25
C 0.33 8372 133 21 79.0 1.9 26
E 0.49 14376 86 15 68.7 0.9 24
F 0.50 14246 92 14 69.9 0.9 24
R 0.02 88 15 2 104.4 19.3 61
S 0.02 82 15 2 109.4 20.7 62
V 0.44 31501 209 32 70.4 0.9 27
W 0.42 28652 208 30 72.7 1.0 28

inner region of the cloud has not escaped this central 200 pc. Instead, it has shock
heated a large amount of gas in this region and resulted in the high temperature,
high density region of gas visible in Fig. 3.21, along with the total energy jump
seen in Fig. 3.15. These results point to the effectiveness of HMXBs at using the
SNe-generated low density chimneys to funnel hot gas away from the central ∼
200 pc of the cloud.

As a result of the energy jump in Run F seen in Fig. 3.15, the unbound mass
fraction for Run F converges on ∼ 0.5, indicating the majority of the remaining
gas in the cloud (that has not been accreted onto/ become sink particles) has been
unbound (Fig. 3.18). Comparing with Runs A and C, it is clear the increase in the
initial virial parameter of the cloud has resulted in a greater fraction of the initial
gas mass in sink particles, along with a decrease in the mass fraction of gas being
unbound. As well as this, the period of sink particle formation has increased
in both Runs E and F, when compared with the bound cloud in Fig. 3.19. This
appears to be largely due to a lower number of HMXBs and SNe events (see Fig.
3.16 and Table 3.2) acting across the simulation. Looking at Table 3.2, the mean
sink particle mass in Runs E and F is lower than Run A, while the fraction of sinks
with a mass above 180 M� is also smaller in these runs. However, the mean mass
accreted by sinks with masses above 180 M� is comparable with Run A.
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FIGURE 3.24: The number of sink particles occupying different mass bins in Runs A and
E.

I compare the distribution of sink masses between Run A and E in Fig. 3.24.
Here we see Run E has a stronger peak at 70 M�, along with a sharper negative
gradient beyond its mean sink particle mass than Run A. As such, Run E has con-
sistently more sink particles than Run A in mass bins below 125 M�, however this
situation is more or less reversed beyond this sink mass. Therefore, by increas-
ing the turbulent velocity of the gas initially, the net effect has been to reduce
the number of massive stars (> 180 M�) and increase the number of stars with
masses less than 125 M�, reducing the mean sink mass in these clouds. Moreover,
the higher virial parameter has also resulted in a marginal difference between the
run containing HMXB feedback (E) and the run containing just SNe feedback (F).

I next investigate the ineffectiveness of the chimneys in Run E at prolonging,
as well as increasing, star formation with respect to Run F, as was seen in Run A
(and C). To do this I focus on Fig. 3.9; at 12 Myr (∼ the free-fall time of the clouds)
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we see the density and temperature versus θ profiles are remarkably similar be-
tween Runs E and F. The peaks and troughs in both density and temperature are
at the same locations in both clouds. However, the two runs diverge significantly
at t = 24 Myr, where a large fraction of the gas has been blown out in Run F,
corresponding to the large regions of lower density (which indicate a larger max-
imal radius). In contrast, two clear chimneys are present in Run E. These are still
present at t = 35 Myr, meanwhile, although there two wide-angle chimney-like
structures in Run F, from the density scale we can see the density has dropped by
at least an order of magnitude when compared with Run E.

These results point to the fact the chimneys, though present and working effi-
ciently beyond 11.7 Myr in Run E, did not form early enough to have an impact on
the star formation and gas expulsion in that crucial free-fall timescale. The most
likely cause for this delay is the reduced number of SNe and HMXB active prior
to the free-fall timescale, as seen in Fig. 3.16. Comparing Run E to Run A in the
table, we see Run A has approximately 1/3 more SNe, although a similar number
of HMXB events. However, in Fig. 3.16 we see the HMXB feedback is initiated
sooner (∼ 9 Myr) in Run A than Run E (∼ 11 Myr). These results suggest SNe
and a higher number of HMXB events are crucial in the process of chimney for-
mation in the cloud. This is likely due to the fact SNe help to carve the chimneys,
while HMXBs act to increase the temperature above 107 K (as in Run A, figure
3.13), preventing the collapse of the chimneys via efficient cooling. Furthermore,
the gravitational collapse-generated outflow seen in Run F indicates the cooling
and subsequent gravitational collapse of material inside the central region of the
cloud can be more effective at heating the highest density gas than SNe. It is likely
subsequent SNe are then more efficient at maintaining hot gaseous outflows since
their environment has a lower density, which decreases the internal energy losses
of the gas particles by limiting radiative cooling.

3.5.4 Changing the size of the molecular cloud: Runs R, S, V, W

This sections looks at the results of increasing (Runs V and W) and decreasing
(Runs R and S) the size of the molecular cloud in the simulation. Firstly, using
the z=0 density slices in Fig. 3.6 we can immediately see the gas inside the inner
2 kpc of both cloud R and S has been efficiently blown out. However, the run
with HMXB feedback included (R) has more high density gas inside a radius of
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∼ 2 kpc, compared with Run S (just SNe feedback). Similarly to previous results
at solar metallicity, this is likely due to multiple low density chimneys, extending
from the inner kpc to the outskirts of the cloud. However, these chimneys are
only just visible in the temperature slice for Run R (Fig. 3.7) and the temperature
of the gas being funneled is between 106−6.5 K, as opposed to the 107−8 K gas
seen in earlier runs. Although the gas is hotter in Run S, extending to ∼ 107 K,
the temperature distribution is more isotropic and concentrated at the centre of
the cloud. This suggests the SNe heated gas in the inner regions of Run S has
been unable to escape to the outskirts of the simulation and has instead collided
with, and shock heated, the surrounding high density gas. This has raised the
temperature in the central 2 kpc more or less uniformly.

Instead comparing the density slices of Run V (HMXB and SNe feedback) and
W (just SNe feedback), we can see, contrary to previous results, Run W contains
two low density chimneys, while Run V contains only one. Similarly to Runs E
and F in section 3.5.3, the left-hand chimney of Run W corresponds with the chim-
ney seen in Run V. This also points to the fact it is the initial SNe feedback events
in both clouds V and W (prior to the onset of HMXB feedback) that determines
the chimney locations.

Focusing instead on the temperature slices of Runs V and W (Fig. 3.7), we see
the left hand chimney visible in Fig. 3.6 in both clouds V and W, has hotter gas in
Run V (∼ 107 K). However, the right-hand chimney, which is only present in Run
W, is efficiently funneling hot gas from the inner regions.

From Fig. 3.15, the total energy of Run R at the end of the simulation is less
than Run S. However, for the larger cloud the situation is different; at ∼ 20 Myr
the total energy of Run V converges with Run W and beyond this, the total energy
of Run V is larger than in Run W. Additionally, Fig. 3.10 shows the net radial
momentum of the gas in Run W is consistently higher than Run V beyond 12
Myr. However, beyond 15 Myr the mean temperature of the gas is lower in Run
W than Run V. This helps to explain the lower total energy seen in Fig. 3.15 for
Run W beyond 20 Myr. Finally, the maximum and mean radius of the gas in Runs
V and W follow the same values across each simulation, indicating the bulk of the
gas mass is distributed similarly across cloud radius in each run.

It is also interesting to note the number of SNe/HMXB feedback events active
between snapshots for Runs V and W – shown in Fig. 3.16. Like in Run E, the
HMXB feedback kicks in at a time of 11 Myr, 2 Myr later than in Run A. The effect
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of the delayed HMXB feedback on the effectiveness of the chimneys is perhaps
negated due to the longer free-fall time (13.6 Myr), which is due to a higher initial
density. There are also a higher number of SNe and HMXBs active throughout
Runs V and W, compared with the other runs at solar metallicity. Looking at Table
3.2, we can see Run V contains almost twice as many SNe and HMXB feedback
events throughout its lifetime as Run A. On the other hand, Run R also shows
the delayed HMXB phase and only contains 2 HMXB events, along with 15 SNe
across the simulation.

Despite only a few HMXBs acting at 12 Myr, Run V shows a clear chimney
towards the edges of the θ versus temperature/density plot in Fig. 3.9. This was
likely carved by the∼ 20 SNe events seen in Fig. 3.16. This chimney is also visible
in the corresponding plot for Run W. At later times (24 and 35 Myr) a second
prominent chimney can also be seen at∼ 0.5 radians in Run W. This chimney can
also be seen in Run V in the density profile - there is a corresponding density drop
across 3 orders of magnitude. However, there is no clear corresponding peak in
temperature, as is seen in cloud W. It is also narrower in θ than the chimney
present in Run W. These results point to the fact HMXBs are not necessary for
chimneys to form. They also support the assertion that the efficiency of a chimney
is determined by the feedback power; HMXBs are not necessary to keep the gas
hot inside the chimneys if the power required to do so is supplied by SNe. The
gradual heating of HMXBs simply offers a ready power source to keep the gas in
the chimneys hot and working efficiently.

Focusing on Fig. 3.19, the creation of sink particles in both Runs R and S
occurs at around 10 Myr and beyond this there is no further star formation in
either simulation. However, Run V continues to produce 10-100 sink particles
between snapshots from 15 Myr up until the end of the simulation. In contrast,
sink particle formation continues sporadically up until 29 Myr in Run W, with
fewer sink particles being produced beyond 13.6 Myr (the free-fall time) than in
Run V.

Fig. 3.18 looks at the unbound mass fractions for Runs R,S,V and W. A large
fraction of the initial gas mass (> 90 %) is unbound in Runs R and S as soon
as feedback is turned on at around 10 Myr into each simulation. This is due to
the lower binding energy of the gas in clouds R and S and is despite only 15
SNe being present throughout the simulation. As a result, the 2 HMXBs, which
were switched on after the majority of the star formation (and unbinding) had
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FIGURE 3.25: Temperature versus density plot, rendered according to gas particle num-
ber, for Runs V and W, at 35 Myr.
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occurred, have had a negligible impact on the fraction of gas that is star forming
or expelled. Despite the total energy of Run V being greater than Run W beyond
20 Myr, a larger fraction of the gas is unbound in Run W, while a smaller fraction
becomes star forming (i.e. goes into sink particles).

In Fig. 3.25 I plot the temperature of the gas in Runs V and W, versus density
at t = 35 Myr. From this plot, we can see although there is a larger amount of high
temperature (> 105 K), low density (< 10−28 gcm−3) gas in Run V than in Run
W, there is also a larger amount of gas with temperatures < 100K and densities
> 10−24 gcm−3. Moreover, in Fig. 3.26 I plot the cumulative feedback injection
energy in both runs against time. We see despite the fact less gas is unbound in
Run V, the energy injected across the simulation is an order of magnitude higher
than Run W through the addition of HMXB feedback.

In order to help ascertain the cause of the higher sink mass fraction in Run V
compared with Run W, despite an order of magnitude more energy being injected
into the simulation, I use Fig. 3.27 to plot the mean cooling time in 200 different
θ bins 14 Myr into Runs V and W. I only use particles within a 200 pc radius of
the centre of the cloud. I chose 14 Myr since this represents the free-fall time
of both clouds and where the star formation histories of both clouds diverge;
from Fig. 3.19 it is at this point Run V continues to form between 10-100 sink
particles between snapshots and Run W drops noteto between 1-10. Looking at
Fig. 3.27 we can see the order of magnitude drop in density towards both -π and
π radians, which corresponds with the low density, hot chimney also seen in Fig.
3.9. Looking at the cooling times, we can see the cooling time is generally higher
inside the chimney for Run V: reaching as high as 10 Myr at ∼ 2.5 rad, as well as
1 Myr at -π rad (compared with ∼ 10−2 Myr in Run W). This provides evidence
for the hypothesis that the HMXB feedback in Run V has acted to increase the
cooling times of the gas in the chimneys, keeping it hot and flowing outwards.
This has allowed star formation to continue in the inner parts of the cloud. It is,
however, worth noting there is a second chimney visible in Run W, that is not
present in Run V. This was also visible in figures 3.7 and 3.6. The gas in this
chimney peaks at a cooling time of around 1 Myr, which indicates SNe feedback
is also acting to efficiently keep hot gas flowing outwards from the centre of the
cloud. The presence of the second chimney in Run W is perhaps a product of a
higher number of SNe within 14 Myr – 171 exploded within cloud W prior to this
time, as opposed to 153 in cloud V.
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In summary, the effect of adding a prescription for HMXB feedback on top
of SNe feedback is largely washed out in smaller molecular clouds, where the
number of massive stars is smaller and the binding energy is lower. However,
in larger molecular clouds the combination of HMXB and SNe feedback can lead
to an increase in star formation efficiency and period, compared with the clouds
which just include SNe feedback. Just as for Runs E and F, the results from the
larger molecular cloud also suggest it is the SNe feedback that determines the un-
derlying density profile of the cloud, while in order for the chimneys to be effec-
tive, they must form within the crucial free-fall timescale of the cloud. Moreover,
from Fig. 3.27 there is evidence to suggest HMXBs act to increase the efficiency of
chimneys at funneling hot gas away from star-forming material by increasing its
cooling time to between 1-10 Myr. As well as this, from the additional chimney
present in Run W, there is also evidence to suggest a higher number of SNe leads
to a higher number of chimneys.

3.5.5 Thermal vs Kinetic HMXB feedback: Runs A and B

Firstly, looking at the density slices for both Runs A (thermal HMXB feedback)
and B (kinetic HMXB feedback) in Fig. 3.6, Run A appears to have a more anisotropic
gas distribution than Run B out to 2 kpc, with long extended filaments of high
density gas and multiple bubble-like cavities filled with lower density gas. How-
ever, there is a cavity spanning∼ 200 pc present in Run B, indicating the feedback
has effectively blown out this inner region of gas. The cavity has been maintained
by the additional thermal energy injection of SNe and the continuous energy in-
jection from HMXBs (see Fig. 3.17), similar to the bubbles described in Weaver et
al. (1977). This cavity is also present in the x-z and y-z planes, excluding the pos-
sibility the cavity seen in the x-y plane is a chimney viewed outside its principal
axis. No gas above 106 K can be seen inside Run B, indicating any thermalisation
of the kinetic feedback, along with the internal energy inputted into the ISM via
SNe, has been rapidly lost via radiative cooling. Additionally, in Fig. 3.28 we
plot the mean radial velocity and the net radial momentum in radial bins up to
1 kpc for both Runs A and B. Looking at Run B, we see the kinetic feedback has
resulted in a momentum driven outflow, which can be seen at 400 pc. This also
corresponds to a small dip in the mean radial velocity, indicating the outflow has
been slowed by the swept up mass.
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Next, comparing the temperature slices of Runs A and B in Fig. 3.7 the tem-
perature of the gas cloud is lower in Run B, while Fig. 3.10 shows the mean
temperature of Run B is lower than Run A across the the majority of the simula-
tion. This indicates efficient cooling by any shock-heated gas in the central 100
pc, along with possible ’leaking’ of high velocity gas through low density cavities
such as the one visible in Fig. 3.6. Two such cavities are seen to be working in
the temperature slice for Run B. They are chimney-like, however the gas inside
these regions is cooler than is seen in the chimneys for the other runs, indicating
a momentum-driven flow as opposed to a pressure-driven outflow. Additionally,
Fig. 3.10 shows the net radial momentum is consistently lower in Run B than
Run A, while the mean radius of the gas is smaller across the simulation. This
points to the fact the stellar feedback in Run B has been less effective at driving
large-scale outflows.

Looking instead at Fig. 3.15, the total energy of Run B is consistently lower
than Run A, with two jumps in energy, initially when feedback kicks in at ∼ 10
Myr, and again after 20 Myr. The lower total energy of Run B is reflected in Fig.
3.18, where Run A contains a higher unbound mass fraction than Run B, along
with a smaller sink particle mass fraction.

Fig. 3.19 shows the number of sink particles formed is not only higher in
Run B, but occurs over a single longer period of star formation (between 6 - 23
Myr). This is in contrast to the ‘bursty’ sink particle formation seen in Run A.
However, despite 27% more sinks forming in Run B (see Table 3.2), the number
fraction of these that have masses above 180 M� is half that of Run A, resulting
in ∼ 45% fewer SNe and ∼ 60% fewer HMXBs than Run A. Hence, by includ-
ing momentum-driven HMXB feedback the mean mass of the sink particles has
been reduced, resulting in fewer massive stars and hence feedback events. A con-
tributing factor to the lower sink masses in Run B is likely to be the lower mean
temperature seen in Fig. 3.10. This will lower the Jeans mass (MJ), which scales as
T3/2, resulting in smaller sink particles masses forming from the Jeans criterion.

Another contributing factor to the lower total energy seen for Run B in Fig.
3.15 is the ‘leaky’ nature of the kinetic feedback; high velocity gas particles will
escape through the path of least resistance, while others are expected to hit the
surrounding high density gas and thermalise, as well as subsequently cool, effi-
ciently. The dissipation of the feedback energy via cooling can be artificially fast
due to the high density of the surrounding material. This is a common problem
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encountered when modelling SNe feedback using radial kicks of the surround-
ing particles. In their 2003 paper (Springel and Hernquist, 2003), Springel and
Hernquist provided a solution to this problem by kinetically decoupling the wind
particles until their density has dropped to a threshold value or a set amount of
time has elapsed. The cold, low density central region of cloud B (see Fig. 3.6)
indicates the rapid dissipation of SNe energy has manifested inside Run B. This
may have artificially limited the effectiveness of the feedback in quenching star
formation beyond this radius.

To conclude, implementing HMXB feedback as kinetic energy has resulted in
a momentum-driven outflow which has been slowed at a radius of ∼ 400 pc due
to the large swept up mass. Furthermore, it is likely this ’stalling’ has resulted
in the thermal SNe events occurring in dense environments, which has caused
the rapid dissipation of thermal energy via radiative cooling, perhaps artificially
limiting its effectiveness at reducing star formation at radii beyond ∼ 200 pc.
As well as this, the efficient cooling seen in Run B, compared with Run A, has
resulted in lower sink particle masses, due to a reduction in MJ , which in turn
has led to fewer HMXB/SNe events (as a consequence of the numerical method).

3.6 Discussion: Z� Runs

This chapter has investigated the effects of including a prescription for HXMB
feedback (a gradual heating source) on top of SNe feedback in star-forming giant
molecular clouds at solar metallicity. The simulations follow the molecular cloud
over 3 free-fall times. Simulations were run which varied metallicity, cloud size,
and the way the HMXB feedback was implemented. Below I summarise the main
results of the chapter.

• In the clouds studied here, the addition of feedback does not change the fact
the majority of star formation occurs within the free-fall time of the clouds.

• However, the combination of SNe and HMXB feedback can lead to efficient
use of low density ‘chimneys’ in the gas cloud, funneling hot gas from the
central regions of the cloud in order to maintain cold, high density gas to
fuel further star formation at later times.

• At solar metallicity, primarily through the action of chimneys, the combi-
nation of HMXB and SNe can extend the period of star formation as well
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as increase the star-formation efficiency compared with clouds that just in-
clude SNe.

• Due to the similarity between density profiles of runs with just SNe feed-
back and runs with HMXB feedback included on top, it appears that the
initial SNe events (prior to the onset of HMXB feedback) set the preferential
direction of the hot gaseous outflows from the centre of the cloud. In other
words, SNe set the locations of the chimneys and the addition of HMXB
feedback increases their effectiveness at funneling hot gas outwards. This
is despite the addition of HMXBs increasing the energy injected into the
cloud.

• There is evidence to suggest HMXBs increase the efficiency of chimneys at
removing energy from the cloud by increasing the temperature of the gas
inside to beyond 107 K, where the cooling is predominantly Bremsstrahlung
dominated and relatively inefficient.

• The number of HMXBs and SNe in each simulation seems to be the defining
factor of the fate of the gas in the cloud. This can vary between clouds due to
the inherent stochasticity in HMXB formation. For example, simulations A
and C were re-run with different seeds for the turbulence generator (which
introduced stochasticity into the massive star properties that were assigned
to sink particles). I found the defining factor in these runs was the inherent
stochasticity in the number of massive stars and hence feedback events. In
this way, clouds with the same initial conditions can have different fates
based purely on the random sampling of the underlying IMF.

• However, the main factor in determining the number of stellar feedback
events in these simulations was the average sink particle mass. For exam-
ple, efficient cooling (as was seen in the kinetic HMXB feedback run; Run B)
led to a higher number of sink particles with lower mean masses and hence
ultimately fewer HMXBs/ SNe (see Table 3.2).

• At solar metallicity, the positive feedback effects of combining SNe and
HMXBs are more apparent in larger molecular clouds (>106 M�). This
is because the gravitational binding energy of the smaller clouds is small
enough that∼ 10 SNe can unbind the majority of the gas in the cloud. Also,
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the rarity of HMXB events means there are typically just ∼ 2 HMXBs acting
in the lower mass clouds.

• Kinetic HMXB feedback resulted in a momentum-driven outflow, which
was slowed at ∼ 400 pc due to the large swept up mass. The continuous
injection of energy within the central 200 pc of the cloud resulted in a low
density, cold cavity. Furthermore, the effects of feedback beyond ∼ 400 pc
were limited by the efficient cooling of injected SNe energy and thermalised
HMXB kinetic energy input.

• The results are comparable to the case when the stellar wind feedback from
massive stars is included on top of SNe feedback. The key element in
chimney efficiency is the presence of a constant heating source of sufficient
power.

3.6.1 The set-up in context

The initial conditions, while typical of those in other works investigating feed-
back effects in molecular clouds (e.g. Dale, Ercolano, and Bonnell, 2012; Feder-
rath et al., 2014), represent an idealised set up. In reality, molecular clouds are
dynamic objects which are often unbound (Dobbs, Burkert, and Pringle, 2011).
Also the galactic environment likely plays an important role in cloud evolution
(Rey-Raposo et al., 2017). However, to isolate the effects of different processes and
parameters a relatively simple set of initial conditions is required. Furthermore,
in this paper I employ a basic method to produce a population of massive stars
with a set of lifetimes and masses that are physically motivated. An alternative
method would have been to use the outputs from the existing binary population
code BPASS (Eldridge and Stanway, 2009; Eldridge et al., 2017). This would al-
low us to follow the properties (e.g. temperature, luminosity) of individual stars,
taking into account those in binaries. This would be particularly useful in fu-
ture work where I want to take into account the radiative luminosity of the stars
alongside their mechanical luminosity.

The simulations have followed the evolution of the clouds for 35 Myr. This is
longer than the lowest estimates for molecular cloud lifetimes which range from
∼ 1 Myr to 102 Myr. Thus the simulated cloud lifetimes represent an interme-
diate value (Heyer and Dame, 2015; Cohen et al., 1980). From observations of
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the solar neighborhood, shorter lifetimes are favoured due to a missing popula-
tion of older (over 3 Myr) stars inside molecular clouds (e.g. Ballesteros-Paredes
and Hartmann, 2007). This suggests molecular clouds are destroyed before this,
whether by photo-ionising radiation, stellar winds, SNe or a combination of these
effects (e.g. Rahner et al., 2017; Skinner and Ostriker, 2015; Dale and Bonnell,
2011; Krumholz, 2014). Furthermore, work by Elmegreen (2000) and Hartmann,
Ballesteros-Paredes, and Bergin (2001) suggests molecular clouds should be de-
stroyed within 1 free-fall time. However, the clouds studied here are of masses
comparable with GMCs and their free-fall time is ∼ 12 Myr, which is comparable
to the lifetimes of massive stars. This means they exist towards the upper limit of
molecular cloud masses and in a regime where the feedback from massive stars
becomes important. Moreover, Dale, Ercolano, and Bonnell (2012) found that
such clouds are unlikely to be significantly disrupted by photo-ionising radiation
within 3 Myr, while Matzner (2002) predict cloud lifetimes between 10-30 Myr on
the grounds this represents the time it would take HII regions generated by the
photo-ionising flux, predominantly from massive stars, to evaporate the cloud.
Furthermore, work by Murray (2011) which cross-correlates 32 star-forming com-
plexes identified by WMAP in the Milky Way with a GMC catalogue and found
the mean free-fall time of the massive GMCs in the Milky Way to be 27 ± 12 Myr.

All of the clouds in these simulations exist below the upper mass limit 6 ×
106 M�, which represents the largest of the molecular clouds in the Milky Way
(Williams and McKee, 1997). As the upper limit of the expected lifetimes is com-
parable to the length of the simulations, it would be interesting, in future work, to
investigate the effect of including photo-ionising radiation from massive stars on
top of HMXBs and explore how this influences the formation of chimneys and ul-
timately the star formation efficiency of the clouds. The impact of prior feedback
mechanisms on the way SNe interact with their environment has been investi-
gated in a number of works; for example Walch et al. (2015) (photo-ionisation),
Fierlinger et al. (2015) (winds) and Kim, Kim, and Ostriker (2016) (radiation pres-
sure).

I have described the simulated clouds as either ’bound’ or ’unbound’ with
virial parameters ranging from 0.7 to 1.2. However, this relates to the initial con-
ditions. In reality both clouds are free-falling by the time feedback kicks in (see
section 3.5.1). This is due to the fact the initial turbulent velocity field is quickly
thermalised and lost due to subsequent cooling, as was also seen in work by Dale,
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Ercolano, and Bonnell (2012). Therefore, in reality the higher virial parameter in
the initial conditions manifested as an alteration to the distribution of sink masses
(see Fig. 3.24), with a lower mean sink particle mass (see Table 3.2) and hence
fewer HMXB and SNe events. However, how HMXB and SN feedback would
interplay in an unbound cloud remains an interesting and important question,
hence a method of modeling an unbound cloud would be of interest the future.

Despite focusing on HMXB feedback in this paper, the results are also compa-
rable to including massive stellar winds in the GMC. Table 3.2 shows the number
of HMXBs in each simulation is between 10% and 20% of the number of mas-
sive stars leaving the main sequence. Given the 35 Myr timescale of the simula-
tions, this means the energy injected via stellar winds would be comparable to
the power input from HMXBs. Crucially, it would also mimic the gradual heat-
ing from HMXBs and hence would likely lead to the formation of the kpc-scale
chimneys (as was seen in previous work by Rogers and Pittard, 2013). In Chapter
5 I therefore include both stellar winds and HMXBs. In future work I would also
like to scale the energy injected by HMXBs according to the mode of accretion
and mass of the companion star.

Beyond the alternative modes of accretion in HMXBs (as well as the several
orders of magnitude increase in luminosity this can produce), another key differ-
ence between HXMB feedback and stellar wind feedback is that, on the spatial
scale of the jets, the energy input is delivered to the medium an-isotropically in
the HMXB case and isotropically by stellar winds. I have shown chimneys can be
produced without any directionality to the feedback, however in future work it
will be interesting to investigate the interaction of directional HMXB jet feedback
with an inhomogeneous ISM, along with how this affects chimney formation.

3.7 Next chapter, low Z runs

In the next chapter I will present the result of running the simulations in this
chapter, at low metallicity instead. I will also the discuss the results of numerical
convergence tests. Finally the chimneys seen here are discussed in the context of
wider literature.
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Chapter 4

Investigating stellar feedback in
GMCs: Part II (low Z)

4.1 Introduction

This chapter will investigate the interplay between HMXB feedback and SNe
feedback in low metallicity GMCs. These results are directly comparable to those
in Chapter 3, since they have the same initial conditions.

I chose to run two sets of simulations at metallicities of Z = Z� (or [Fe/H]
= 0) and Z ∼ 0.001 (or [Fe/H] = −1.2) in order to compare the effects of the al-
tered cooling regimes and HMXB populations on the gas cloud. In particular, the
Z ∼ 0.001 value was chosen since this is beyond the ‘critical metallicity’ for Pop-
ulation II stars, hence the gas in the simulations has been metal enriched via the
SNe of Population III stars. This allows cooling below 200 K via metal-line cool-
ing, which is inhibited at zero metallicity since here cooling is limited to the ro-
tational/vibrational excitations associated with H2 molecules (Larson, 2005). For
further details on low temperature cooling and its implementation in GADGET-3
see Section 2.4. The mass resolution is such that the gas in the [Fe/H]= −1.2 runs
can cool enough to meet the Jeans density criterion and undergo star formation,
something that was not possible at zero metallicity.

It is of particular interest to model HMXBs in low Z environments since there
is evidence HMXBs play an enhanced role at high redshift (e.g. Basu-Zych et al.,
2013b; Basu-Zych et al., 2013a; Fragos et al., 2013a), both due to these systems
being more numerous (e.g. Dray, 2006; Douna et al., 2015), as well as more lu-
minous due to a higher fraction following the ULX/Roche-Lobe overflow evolu-
tionary pathway (e.g. Linden et al., 2010). Blue Compact Dwarf galaxies (BCDs)
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are often used to investigate this hypothesis, since they are low metallicity and
are thought to be analogous to high redshift environments. Recent work into
these systems has found a significant increase in the HMXB population of BCDs,
compared with solar metallicity environments (e.g. Kaaret, Schmitt, and Gorski,
2011; Brorby, Kaaret, and Prestwich, 2014).

Projects such as BPASS (Eldridge et al., 2017) have also highlighted the impor-
tance of considering binaries when exploring stellar feedback at high redshift.
BPASS is a stellar population synthesis code which includes the effects of binary
evolution and in this case it was used to explore the role of binary interactions
during re-ionisation (e.g. Stanway, Eldridge, and Becker, 2016). It was found
that including binaries in a stellar population increases the population of mas-
sive stars beyond 3 Myr into star formation, which provides a supply of ionising
photons that can escape through channels/ chimneys carved in the surrounding
ISM by previous stellar feedback events, thereby increasing the escape fraction of
ionising photons into the IGM (Ma et al., 2016).

Altering the metallicity of the simulations presented in Chapter 3 will shorten
the lifetimes assigned to massive stars (e.g. Schaller et al., 1992) and therefore in-
crease the input power of the HMXB events. As well as this, lowering the metal-
licity of the ISM will reduce the cooling efficiency of the gas (as we saw in Chapter
3, section 3.5.1), which could effect the distribution of sink masses, as discussed
in Chapter 3, section 3.6.

In this chapter I will briefly discuss my numerical method before presenting
the results of the low metallicity runs, along with a number of numerical conver-
gence tests, before discussing the results of both this chapter and Chapter 3 in the
context of wider literature.

4.1.1 The numerical model

As in Chapter 3 this work uses GADGET-3 (Springel, 2005), along with the SPHS
extension described in Read and Hayfield (2012). Furthermore, the Wendland-
2 kernel (Wendland, 1995; Dehnen and Aly, 2012) is used with 100 neighbours.
Once again, the gas is modeled using an ideal equation of state, with separate
cooling schemes for gas above and below 104 K (Sutherland and Dopita, 1993;
Mashchenko, Wadsley, and Couchman, 2008) and a temperature cap of 108 K.
These simulations use the same sink particle accretion and formation criterion as
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TABLE 4.1: The different simulations run through the course of this chapter. All runs are
at [Fe/H] = -1.2. Here M0 is the initial gas mass (in M�) of each simulation, R0 is the initial
cloud radius in pc, Ti is the initial temperature in K, αvir is the initial virial parameter
(|Ekin + Etherm|/|Epot|), tff is the free-fall time of the cloud, mpcl is the gas particle mass
in each simulation, and HMXB is the type of HMXB feedback present (either kinetic or

thermal).

Run M0
(× 106

M�)

R0
(pc)

Ti
(K)

αvir Mach No. tff
(Myr)

mpcl
(M�)

HMXB SNe
(Y/N)

H 2 100 150 0.7 8.3 11.7 0.4 Therm Y
I 2 100 150 0.7 8.3 11.7 0.4 None Y
K 2 100 150 1.2 11.0 11.7 0.4 Therm Y
L 2 100 150 1.2 11.0 11.7 0.4 None Y
T 0.5 65 150 0.7 5.0 12.3 0.1 Therm Y
U 0.5 65 150 0.7 5.0 12.3 0.1 None Y
X 5 150 150 0.7 10.8 13.6 1 Therm Y
Y 5 150 150 0.7 10.8 13.6 1 None Y

described in section 3.2, however the mean molecular weight used in equation
3.1 is 1.242 for Z ∼ 0.001.

Regarding the binary population synthesis, the method is principally the same
as that described in section 3.2.2, however with two differences. Firstly, the
lookup tables used to interpolate the massive star lifetimes were generated using
Table 46 from Schaller et al. (1992) (again making the approximation tlife ∼ tH +

tHe). Secondly, revised remnant masses were obtained from Table 4 of Maeder
(1992).

Again, the random seed associated with the binary population synthesis scheme
in GADGET-3 is tied to the particle identity and the number of the current time
step, neither of which should vary between runs with identical initial conditions
prior to the onset of feedback. Moreover, the turbulent velocity spectrum in each
GMC was seeded in the same way as section 3.4.

The initial parameters of the runs in this chapter are summarised in Table 4.1.
The main difference is that the initial temperature for the gas in these runs is set
to 150 K instead of 50 K, reflecting the relative inefficiency of cooling seen at low
metallicity. This is due to the fact the primary cooling mechanism below 104 K is
via electronic excitation of the fine structure levels associated of metal ions (e.g.
Mo, Bosch, and White, 2010).
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TABLE 4.2: A table listing the total sink mass as a fraction of the initial gas mass at the
end of each [Fe/H] = -1.2 simulation (m fsink), the number of sink particles present at the
end of each run (Nsink), the total number of SNe (NSNe) and HMXBs (NHMXB) across the
whole simulation, the mean sink particle mass (mpsink), the fraction of the total number
of sinks with a mass > 180 M� and finally the mean mass accreted by sinks with masses

above 180 M� (denoted Mmean,180).

Run m fsink Total
Nsink

NSNe NHMXB Mean
mpsink
(M�)

Number frac-
tion of sinks >
180 M� (%)

Mmean,180
(M�)

H 0.16 2739 334 45 116.3 14.9 36
I 0.17 2835 389 74 118.1 15.5 42
K 0.11 1913 184 25 113.6 12.6 35
L 0.11 1905 190 24 114.3 12.5 38
T 0.02 105 16 2 104.2 19.0 112
U 0.02 84 30 6 141.8 38.1 65
X 0.08 3681 418 65 114.7 11.9 35
Y 0.10 4557 452 71 112.0 11.9 33

4.2 Results, [Fe/H] = -1.2

Overall, the lower metallicity runs contain more SNe and HMXBs than their solar
metallicity counterparts due to a higher mean sink particle mass (see Tables 3.2
and 4.2) - resulting from a higher MJ (see section 3.5.5).

4.2.1 The injection of HMXB: Runs H, I

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the density and temperature slices for the low metallic-
ity runs ([Fe/H]=-1.2) 35 Myr into each simulation. Looking at the density and
temperature slices for Run H, we see the inner region of the cloud has been ef-
fectively blown out to a radius of ∼ 1.5 kpc, whereupon the remaining hot gas
has carved a low density ‘hole’ on the right of the slice. This hole cannot be con-
sidered to be a chimney since it does not extend and narrow towards the central
kpc of the cloud. The morphology does, however, resemble a champagne flow
(Tenorio-Tagle, 1979) - in this case formed by the hot pressurised gas generated
by the SNe and HMXB events escaping into the lower density ISM of the cloud’s
outer regions. As in the case of champagne flows, the anisotropic morphology
of this outflow is most likely due to the fact the HMXB and SNe events are not
spatially isotropic and hence will be closer to one edge of the cloud than another.
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FIGURE 4.1: Density slices taken in the x-y plane at z=0 for runs at a metallicity of [Fe/H]
= -1.2, taken 35 Myr into each simulation.

The temperature of the gas within∼ 1.5 kpc of cloud H is uniformly 108 K (which
is radiatively inefficient), indicating there is no cool dense gas remaining in this
region which can collapse to form stars within the timescale of the simulation.
Similarly in cloud I, the gas has been blown out to 1 kpc and the remainder of the
feedback-heated gas has carved a hole towards the bottom of the density slice.
Once again the inner 1.5 kpc of cloud I has been uniformly heated, ceasing all
star formation in this region. However, the temperature of the hot gas is slightly
cooler than in cloud H - between 107−8 K.

Looking instead at Fig. 4.3, which plots the mean density and temperature
across various θ bins for the [Fe/H] = -1.2 runs, there is a chimney-like structure
in the θ-density profile of Run H, which develops from 12 Myr to 35 Myr. How-
ever, looking at the density scale at 12 Myr, it is clear this trough in the density
profile represents less than an order of magnitude drop in density. This is in stark
contrast to the two orders of magnitude density drop seen in the corresponding
plot for Run A (Fig. 3.9). Even 35 Myr into the simulation, the ‘chimney’ seen in
Run H only represents < 1 order of magnitude density drop. The corresponding
peak in the mean gas temperature, however, is 3 orders of magnitude larger in
Run H (108 K) than Run A (105 K). Moreover, the rise in temperature in Run H
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FIGURE 4.2: Temperature slices taken in the x-y plane at z=0 for runs at a metallicity of
[Fe/H] = -1.2, taken 35 Myr into each simulation.

spans 3-4 orders of magnitude, while the chimney in Run A spans ∼ 2. Run I
follows a similar trend in density across different θ bins as Run H; the ‘chimneys’
only span ∼ 1 order of magnitude in density. However, the gas in Run I has a
lower peak temperature than Run H at 35 Myr.

Fig. 4.4 plots the cumulative injected energy for each [Fe/H]=-1.2 run, while
Fig. 4.5 plots the number of SNe and HMXBs between snapshots. The injected
energy for Run H is greater than Run I, due to a similar number of SNe events in
each run and an additional∼ 10-50 HMXBs active between snapshots. Moreover,
if we compare the number of HMXB events and SNe events in Runs A and H
(Tables 3.2 and 4.2), we see Run H has nearly 3 times as many SNe and over 2.5
times as many HMXBs as Run A. Also, the number of SNe is higher in Run I
than Run A. In Fig. 4.6 I plot the time evolution of the ratio between the energy
injection from HMXBs to the energy injected by SNe events for a selection of runs.
From Fig. 4.6, we can see the ratio between the energy injected by HMXBs and
the energy injected via SNe is typically above 1 in all runs plotted. However, the
ratios are particularly high in Run X, while Run H also has peaks above 5, where
Runs A and E do not. This helps explain the high peaks in gas temperature seen
for Run H in Fig. 4.3.
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FIGURE 4.3: Plots to show the mean temperature (red) and density (blue) in θ bins rang-
ing from -π to π radians for runs at [Fe/H] = -1.2. The maximal radius of each θ bin is set
to the maximum radius of the gas in the individual bin. The left column is for snapshots
taken at 12 Myr, the middle column is for 24 Myr and the right column shows snapshots
at 35 Myr. The name of the corresponding run is in the upper left hand corner of each

plot.
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Looking at the total energy of the gas in Runs H and I, plotted in Fig. 4.7, we
see between 10-35 Myr the total energy of Run H is greater than Run I, due to the
higher amount of energy injected through feedback (see Fig. 4.4). However, at 35
Myr the total energies of the two simulations converge to the same value. This
suggests the hot, feedback-heated gas has cooled faster in Run H.

Fig. 4.8 plots the fraction of the initial gas mass that has been unbound (left
column) or formed sinks (right column). We can see there is marginal difference
between these fractions for Runs H and I, with a slight increase in the sink mass
fraction in Run I, with a corresponding decrease in the mass unbound. Since these
fractions are so similar, we can rule out significant mass loss in Run H compared
with Run I. Overall, the mass fraction in sink particles (which is also displayed
in Tables 3.2 and 4.2) in Run H is much lower than for Run A. This is true of all
the low metallicity runs and is down to inefficient cooling due to a relative lack
of heavier ions (e.g. OII, OIII).

Fig. 4.9 plots the number of sinks produced between snapshots versus time.
Similar to the solar metallicity runs, the majority of the sinks are formed around
10 Myr into the simulation (i.e. at the cloud’s free-fall time). Comparing figures
4.9 and 3.5, we see the addition of feedback has not altered the sink particle for-
mation time significantly in either Run H and Run I, compared with Run G (the
Z=0.001 run without feedback).

Since the fate of these gas clouds appears to be decided 10-12 Myr into each
simulation, I use Fig. 4.10 to plot the average cooling time and the average value
of the ratio R=ρ/ρJeans in three different temperature bins, all under 104 K, at
10 Myr. Only bound gas is included in these plots. From Fig. 4.10, we can see
the average cooling time, predominantly through excitation of the fine structure
levels of ions such as OI (Mo, Bosch, and White, 2010), is lower for Run I than
Run H in each temperature bin. We can also see from Fig. 4.10, the ratio R is
higher in Run I, indicating the lower temperature gas in Run I is denser than the
corresponding gas in Run H, leading to the marginal increase in star formation
efficiency in Run I seen in Fig. 4.9.

Overall, compared with Runs A and C, the overall effect of adding HMXB
feedback on top of SNe feedback in Run H (compared with Run I) is far less pro-
nounced. This is likely due to the larger numbers of both HMXBs and SNe seen
in Table 4.2, which are in turn a result of the higher Jeans masses present at low
metallicity and the resulting top-heavy sink particle mass distribution compared
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with solar metallicity. These additional HMXB and SNe events prevent the gas in
the cloud from cooling and forming any more stars.

4.2.2 αvir = 1.2 Runs: K (HMXB and SNe), L (SNe), M (no feed-

back)

Runs K (αvir=1.2, with HMXB and SNe feedback) and L (αvir = 1.2, with SNe
feedback) show very similar density structures in Fig. 4.1, while there are no
obvious chimneys present in Fig. 4.3. As seen in the corresponding temperature
slices in Fig. 4.2 and again in Fig. 4.3, the temperature of Run K is marginally
higher the Run L at three free-fall times, however very similar at 12 Myr and 24
Myr. This similarity in temperature has resulted in a similar total energy in Runs
K and L (see Fig. 4.7). This contrasts with the large energy gap seen when αvir =

0.7 (Runs H and I). Looking at Fig. 4.7, we see the total energy of cloud K is
consistently higher than cloud L between 10-35 Myr.

Moreover, approximately the same mass of gas has been unbound/formed
sinks in Runs K and L - Fig. 4.8. Comparing figures 3.5 and 4.9, we can see
the duration of star formation has been shortened by the addition of feedback in
Runs K and L (where Run M had the same initial conditions as K and L, with no
feedback included). From Fig. 4.9, sink particle formation ceases at 10 Myr in Run
L and 2 Myr later in Run K. Hence the addition of both HMXB and SNe feedback
in the gas cloud has acted to increase the period of sink particle formation, com-
pared with the purely SNe feedback case, similar to previous results (e.g. Runs A
and C, along with V and W).

Fig. 4.4 shows the injected energy (top plot) of Run K is significantly higher
than Run L, due to a similar number of SNe (middle plot) and around 10 HMXBs
being active at any point in the simulation beyond 11 Myr (bottom plot). Further-
more, looking at Table 4.2, the number of HMXBs and SNe in Run K is just over
half of the corresponding numbers in Run H. This difference in the number of
feedback events is also evident in Fig. 4.4, which shows the cumulative injected
energy of Run H is approximately twice that of Run K. However, Fig. 4.7 shows
the total energy (of the gas) in Run H is lower than Run K. This is in part due
to the fact Run H contains 5% more mass in sink particles, lowering the total en-
ergy of the gas in the system. Also, it indicates the gas in Run H is cooling more
efficiently than the gas in Run K.
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Overall, contrary to the results at solar metallicity, by increasing the virial
parameter at low metallicity the star formation efficiency of the cloud has been
decreased. This is likely to be due to inefficient cooling, which, given the higher
initial energy of the gas particles, leads to less sink particle formation due to fewer
gas particles meeting the required Jeans density criterion. The same result is seen
when comparing Runs G and M in Fig. 3.5, where Run G(M) has the same initial
conditions as Run E(K), only without feedback. In this figure, the mass fraction
in sink particles is marginally less for Run M than Run G by the end of the sim-
ulation. Another important factor is the number of HMXBs and SNe - Run K
contained fewer of each and, as we have seen previously, this can lead to a reduc-
tion in effectiveness of the SNe and HMXB at producing and utilising chimneys
in the gas to funnel hot gas outwards, leading to a reduction in star formation.

4.2.3 Changing the gas cloud size: 5× 105 M� – T, U, 5× 106 M�

– X, Y

Firstly, the density slices (Fig. 4.1) for the smaller molecular cloud (T - with HMXB
feedback, U - just SNe feedback) follow a similar structure with or without HMXB
feedback. Again, this suggests that it is the SNe feedback that determines the
underlying density structure. The main difference is cloud U is slightly more
spatially extended than Run T and contains more 10−24 gcm−3 density gas. Fur-
thermore, from Fig. 4.2, the cloud containing HMXB feedback along with SNe
feedback, Run T, has a higher global temperature of around 108 K within the cen-
tral kpc, while the same region in Run U has a temperature of ∼ 107 K.

The temperature slices for the larger molecular cloud (X – with HMXB feed-
back, Y – just SNe feedback) show a much greater contrast than those for the
smaller cloud. Cloud X shows a much larger fraction of hot (108 K) gas, with a
limb extending to the outer edge of the simulation. On the other hand, Run Y
contains a single sphere of uniform 108 K gas extending to approximately 1 kpc.

Moreover, focusing on the density slices in Fig. 4.1; Run X is more spatially
extended than Run Y and more rarefied in places. Run Y contains a more-or-
less isotropic shell of higher (∼10−24 gcm−3) density gas, with a region of lower
density in the centre.

Focusing on Fig. 4.7, we see the total energies for the smaller molecular
clouds, T and U, are similar, with the cloud without HMXB feedback included
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finishing the simulation with a higher total energy. On the other hand, the larger
molecular clouds, X and Y, show the opposite – the run which included HMXB
feedback (X) has a much higher total energy than the cloud just including SNe
feedback (Y).

Fig. 4.4 shows that the injected energy for Run T is initially lower at the begin-
ning of feedback (∼ 11 Myr), however ends the simulation a factor 2 higher than
Run U. This difference in injected energy can be explained by Fig. 4.5, where 1-2
HMXBs are active at any one time in Run T, beyond 11 Myr. In contrast, Run X
contains 30-50 active HMXBs between snapshots. As well as this, the injected en-
ergy in Run X is at least two orders of magnitude higher than Run Y, most likely
due to the 65 HMXBs present in Run X (see Table 3.1).

The sheer amount of excess injected energy in Run X compared with Run Y
has led to the increased unbound mass fraction seen in Fig. 4.8, coupled with a
decrease in the sink particle mass fraction. On the other hand, both fractions are
approximately the same in Runs T and U. As was seen for the smaller molecular
cloud at solar metallicity, 90% of the gas in Runs T and U is unbound within
the free-fall time of the cloud, due to the lower binding energies. As such, the
addition of 1-2 extra HMXB events on top of the 16 SNe has made little difference
to the star formation efficiency of the cloud.

Looking at Fig. 4.3 we can see tentative evidence for a chimney at 24 and 35
Myr in Run X. However, as has been seen previously, it only spans less then 1
order of magnitude in density and also appears beyond the free-fall time of the
cloud, making it unlikely to influence star formation in the cloud.

Finally, comparing the numbers of sink particles formed between snapshots
as a function of time in Fig. 4.9, we see the duration of star formation is largely
unchanged between Runs Y and X, while Run T has a marginally smaller star
formation period than Run U, however a larger peak in sink particle formation.

To conclude, while the a larger molecular cloud increases the efficiency of both
SNe and HMXB feedback at increasing star formation duration and efficiency
(compared with the purely SNe case) at solar metallicity, this is not the case at
lower metallicity. Instead, the larger number of HMXBs present (due to larger
sink particle masses) results in an order of magnitude jump in energy between
the cloud that includes just SNe feedback (Y) and the cloud that includes both
SNe and HMXBs (X). Although this number is highly stochastic, it is still likely
the larger energy injection of both SNe and HMXB (due to the higher numbers of
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massive stars seen in Table 4.2) would wash out any effects of the combination of
the two types of feedback, were the runs to be repeated with a different random
seed for the binary population synthesis model. On the other hand, the smaller
molecular clouds at low metallicity have the same pitfalls as the smaller ones at
solar metallicity; the lower binding energies and smaller number of HMXBs make
their effect negligible when compared with molecular clouds just containing SNe.

4.3 Resolution Tests

A number of resolution tests were run in order to test for convergence in the
results of both Chapters 3 and 4. Initially, I varied the initial conditions of Run
A between 3-12×106 particles whilst keeping the total gas mass 2×106 M� and
found significant differences in the star formation efficiency and unbound gas
fractions between resolutions. In order to ascertain the source of this disparity,
I first explored whether or not the initial random turbulent velocity field was
having a significant impact on the cloud’s fate.

4.3.1 Nyquist Frequency

When I set up the initial turbulent velocity field, the minimum length scale cor-
responds to the maximum k value (kmax), which is the Nyquist frequency and is
set by the particle resolution of the simulation. In order to investigate whether
it is the choice of kmax that is determining the results of each simulation, I ran 5
simulations, with 3,5,6,7 and 10 million particles respectively, each with a kmax

value corresponding to the lowest resolution run (3× 106 particles). The initial
conditions were the same as Run A in each case (see Table 3.1). If our choice of
Nyquist frequency were the determining factor in the results of Chapters 3 and 4,
it would be expected that these simulations converge.

Figure 4.11 shows the density slice in the x-y plane, at z=0 and taken at the
free-fall time of the cloud; 11.7 Myr, for each resolution. Low density chimneys
can be seen in all runs, however, their spatial extent, location and number do
not appear to significantly correlate between resolutions. This points to another
factor determining the fate of each cloud. This can also be seen in the correspond-
ing temperature slice (Fig. 4.12). However, the run containing 107 particles does
show a significant increase in the amount of hot gas in the cloud, as well as an
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FIGURE 4.11: Plots to show z=0 slices in density, taken at the free-fall time (11.7 Myr) of a
cloud with varying resolution (stated on each plot). The Nyquist frequency in each case

is set by the value at the lowest resolution (3 × 106 particles).

increase in the spatial extent of the low density, hot gaseous chimneys/bubbles
present; in Fig. 4.12 the lower right chimney can be seen to extend to 1 kpc.

In order to find the cause of the differences between each of these simulations,
(despite a constant Nyquist frequency), I instead plotted the number of HMXBs
active between snapshots in each simulation (Fig. 4.13), along with the amount of
energy injected in each snapshot (Fig. 4.14). Fig. 4.13 shows the number of active
HMXBs varies between resolutions, however there is no clear trend with increas-
ing resolution. The same is true for the overall injected energy in Fig. 4.14. When
the two plots are compared, it is apparent there are discrepancies between the
number of HMXBs active and the amount of energy injected between snapshots.
This is due to varying SNe numbers, as well as different HMXB lifetimes (and
therefore rates of energy injection). Moreover, the origin of the large amount of
hot gas seen in Fig. 4.12 can be seen in Fig. 4.14; the energy injected in this run is a
factor of∼ 2 greater than the other runs at around the free-fall time, due to a large
number of HMXBs being active across the simulation (see Fig. 4.13). The results
of these simulations indicate the inherent stochasticity in HMXB feedback is the
most significant factor in determining the clouds fate and also an obstacle when
attempting to perform convergence tests. This stochasticity was introduced in
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FIGURE 4.12: Plots to show z=0 slices in temperature, taken at the free-fall time (11.7
Myr) of a cloud with varying resolution (stated on each plot). The Nyquist frequency in

each case is set by the value at the lowest resolution (3 × 106 particles).

these simulations, since by altering the realization of the turbulent velocity spec-
trum and hence the random velocities assigned to the gas particles in the initial
conditions, the identities and locations of the gas particles that form sink particles
were altered, along with their formation time, which in turn changed the random
seeds utilised when assigning massive star properties (see section 3.4) between
simulations.

In the next section (section 4.3.2) I avoid the stochasticity effects associated
with Monte Carlo-type HMXB population synthesis method by inserting a pre-
determined population of binaries, with set lifetimes, energy injection rates and
locations, into each simulation.

4.3.2 Convergence Testing

For simplicity, in order to ascertain numerical convergence, I set up a population
of 20 sink particles at set locations inside each cloud (of total gas mass 2× 106

M�). The location of each sink particle was set throughout the simulation, along
with the lifetime of both the primary and secondary. Each sink particle therefore
underwent a SNe feedback event, a HMXB feedback phase, along with a second
SNe event. This time I varied the resolution from 3− 12× 106 particles.
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tests of varying particle resolution (where the total cloud mass is kept the same and 3mill

is 3× 106 particles) at the free-fall time (11.7 Myr) of the cloud.

Figures 4.15 and 4.16 plot the density slices and temperature slices (taken in
the z = 0 plane) of the lowest and highest resolution runs respectively. Compar-
ing between 3× 106 particles and 12× 106 particles, both the temperature and
density slices show a high level of agreement, particularly in the location and
of the hot, low density chimneys. This agreement is in contrast to figures 4.11
and 4.12. Given the Nyquist frequency was altered according to the particle res-
olution in each case, this indicates the initial turbulent velocity field is playing a
lesser role in the generation of chimneys and the ultimate fate of the gas in the
cloud. The spatial extent of the chimneys appears to increase with resolution.
This is explored in figures 4.17 and 4.18 below.

The top plots of Fig. 4.17 show the time evolution of the fraction of the initial
gas mass that has been unbound in each simulation, minus the corresponding un-
bound mass fraction of the lowest resolution run (3 million particles). Moreover
the bottom plots of Fig. 4.17 show the fraction of the gas that has been unbound
and subsequently expelled from each simulation domain. It is clear the main dif-
ference between the lowest resolution run and the others is the time delay in the
majority of the gas being unbound once feedback kicks in at 7.5 Myr. This is in-
dicated by the peak in the top row plots of Fig. 4.17 at this time. It also appears
the unbinding occurs faster in runs with higher resolution. However, beyond
this time all runs show good agreement. Furthermore, the amount of gas that
has been both unbound and ejected from the simulation (by reaching a radius of
5 kpc) increases with resolution. This is expected since the higher mass particles
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FIGURE 4.16: Temperature slices taken in the x-y plane at z = 0, showing the convergence
tests of varying particle resolution (where the total cloud mass is kept the same and 3mill

is 3× 106 particles) at the free-fall time (11.7 Myr) of the cloud.

of the lower resolution runs will have lower velocities, arising from the fact the
kinetic energy is not varying while the gas mass is. Overall, these plots indicate
the agreement between the energetics of the gas (thermal, kinetic, potential) is in
good agreement across varying resolution.

I also plot the temperature of the gas versus the density and render this ac-
cording to particle number in Fig. 4.18. We see the bulk of the gas mass at each
resolution is at ∼ 104 K, ranging between 10−30 − 10−24 gcm−3. However, there
exists a low temperature (< 100 K), high density (10−22 gcm−3 tail in the lowest
resolution run (3× 106 particles), that does not exist in the run with the highest
particle resolution (12×106 particles). This tail represents > 1% of the gas mass
and indicates the higher resolution runs are marginally more effective at quench-
ing star formation. Physically, the difference in the amount of high density, cool
gas with resolution can be explained by the higher particle masses in the lower
resolution run - which can form higher mass cold clumps that can effectively cool
and hence are more resistant to heating than the lower mass clumps in the higher
resolution runs.

Overall, the results suggest good agreement between different resolutions,
down to the ∼ 1% level (grouping all unbound gas together). I can therefore
conclude the results runs are at a resolution that shows a good degree of numeri-
cal convergence with runs of higher (and lower) resolution, particularly in terms
of the multiphase ISM (as is seen in Fig. 4.18).
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4.4 Discussion

Similar to the results of the solar metallicity runs, the main factor in determin-
ing the number of stellar feedback events in these simulations was the average
sink particle mass. Inefficient cooling led to higher Jeans masses and hence sink
particle masses at [Fe/H] = -1.2, which resulted in a higher number of HMXB
and SNe events.This meant that the differences between runs that include HMXB
feedback and those that just include SNe feedback is far less pronounced in runs
at low metallicity.

4.4.1 The results: chimneys

Justham and Schawinski (2012) explore the idea that the combination of SNe and
XRB feedback produces ‘chimneys’ leading to an increase in the star formation
efficiency. However, while they suggest XRBs might help create chimneys in
the gas, which would help funnel subsequent SNe-heated gas, here it is the SNe
feedback that helps evacuate the chimneys and HMXBs instead increase their ef-
ficiency. This result comes about because HMXB feedback begins after SNe feed-
back. This is set by the feedback scheme, which requires one SNe in the binary
system before the HMXB feedback can begin. In reality there are a variety of
XRB systems ranging from low to high mass and also a variety of lifetimes. Con-
sequently, it is possible XRB feedback may be present before the first SNe and
may alter the locations of the chimneys. Justham and Schawinski (2012) also dis-
cuss this, referencing the population of lower metallicity stellar mass black holes
which have progenitor masses of > 40 M� and formed via direct collapse, with-
out forming a SNe shock. Further, Eldridge and Tout (2004) find at a metallicity
of 0.001 (the same as I use in the lower metallicity simulations), the transition be-
tween partial and direct collapse of black hole progenitors occurs at a lower value
of ∼ 35 M� (see figure 5 in Eldridge and Tout, 2004).

Therefore it is possible that HMXBs can precede the first supernovae, allowing
HMXB feedback to significantly alter the gas cloud before SNe feedback kicks
in. In order to quantify whether ignoring this population has affected the results,
particularly those at low metallicity (where the number of HMXBs was very high)
I found the time of the first SNe with a progenitor with an initial mass greater
than 35 M� contained in an HMXB (hereafter I’ll refer to these as SNegt35) in
Runs H and X, as well as the times of the first SNe in the simulation, along with
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the number of SNe events prior to the first SNegt35 event. For run H the first
SNe is at 7.6 Myr and the first SNegt35 is at 9.2 Myr, which occurs after 24 further
SNe. As such, during Run H, the SNegt35 events would be unable to affect the
ISM prior to SNe. However, 25% of the HMXBs in Run H contain a primary
with an initial mass greater than 35 Myr. Therefore, these systems represent a
significant fraction of the HMXBs operating in Run H and in future work this
could be factored in when considering the number of SNe. Moreover, 20% of the
HMXBs in Run X contain a > 35M� primary star, however 22 SNe occur before
the first SNegt35 event, mirroring the results of Run H.

The idea of SNe feedback carving chimneys (or channels) in the surrounding
gas has been studied in the literature over the past twenty years (e.g. De Young
and Gallagher III, 1990; Mac Low and Ferrara, 1999). In particular, recent work
by Iffrig and Hennebelle (2015) looked at the effect of SNe in turbulent molecu-
lar clouds, finding the hot SNe-heated gas was able to escape through low den-
sity channels and subsequently form superbubbles. Moreover, work by Martizzi,
Faucher-Giguère, and Quataert (2015) and Kim and Ostriker (2015) also look at
the interaction of a single SNe in an inhomogeneous medium, focusing on the
use of low density channels at smaller scales. Furthermore, Kimm et al. (2015)
hypothesise the use of low density channels by SNe heated gas may be crucial in
modeling star formation in galaxies. On the other hand, other papers focus on
the interaction of stellar winds and SNe feedback and the subsequent formation
of chimneys in molecular clouds; Rogers and Pittard (2013) find stellar winds help
to remove gas from low density channels, through which hot gas can escape and
potentially globally affect the host galaxy. Other works which include chimneys
are; Rosen et al. (2014) Fierlinger et al. (2015) and Ibáñez-Mejía et al. (2016).

Additionally, the fact that the mean sink masses in the simulations are higher
at low metallicity (see Table 4.2) is consistent with other investigations in the lit-
erature. For example, Jappsen et al. (2005) and Bonnell, Clarke, and Bate (2006)
both reference the drop in Jeans mass (and therefore greater fragmentation) seen
with lowering the temperature of the gas through additional cooling. Since star
formation is not resolved in these simulations, I cannot say the top-heavy frag-
mentation I see in the lower metallicity runs occurs down to small scales, how-
ever numerous papers have found massive stars tend to form in isolation at lower
metallicity (or higher redshift equivalently); for example Abel, Bryan, and Nor-
man (2002), Bromm, Coppi, and Larson (2002), OShea and Norman (2007) and
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Yoshida, Omukai, and Hernquist (2007).
Finally, the hot gaseous chimneys seen in the results could have implications

during Re-ionisation; by increasing the UV photon escape fraction from regions
of star formation. At z>6, the contribution of ionizing photons from stars is
thought to outweigh that from quasars (e.g. Madau, Haardt, and Rees, 1999; Fan
et al., 2002; Srbinovsky and Wyithe, 2007). There is a possibility the kpc-scale
chimneys seen in this thesis could act to enhance the UV photon escape frac-
tion by providing low density ’holes’ in the ISM. This would lower the star for-
mation efficiency required to reionize the intergalactic medium at high redshift.
The enhancement in escape fraction could be investigated further by including
the ionizing photons produced by the stellar population and post-processing the
simulations using a radiative transfer model, however this is beyond the scope of
this thesis.
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Chapter 5

Investigating stellar feedback in
dSphs

5.1 Introduction

During this chapter I focus on stellar feedback in dwarf spheroidal galaxies (or
dSphs) and in particular its ability to drive gaseous outflows. As we saw in sec-
tion 1.3.2, the dwarf galaxies of the Milky Way have a wide range of metallicities,
luminosities, stellar populations and hence star formation histories (e.g. Tolstoy,
Hill, and Tosi, 2009; McConnachie, 2012). The shallow potential wells of dwarf
galaxies means they can be significantly influenced by a number of external fac-
tors, for example; ram pressure stripping, cosmic re-ionisation and tidal effects
(e.g Gatto et al., 2013; Emerick et al., 2016; Sawala et al., 2016; Zhu et al., 2016;
Simpson et al., 2017). Moreover, stellar feedback events such as SNe feedback are
thought to drive hot, metal-enriched gas from dwarf galaxies, as evidenced by a
high abundance of metals in the IGM (Schaye et al., 2003), along with observa-
tions of ’superbubbles’ of hot, diffuse gas in star forming dwarf galaxies (e.g. Ott,
Walter, and Brinks, 2005).

The dwarf galaxies I am investigating here are of relatively low density (the
peak density in the canonical simulations is ∼ 106 M� kpc−3), which results in
longer cooling timescales and increases the efficiency of heating from shocked
stellar winds and SNe. These two processes are expected to dominate over other
stellar feedback processes in the creation of galactic-scale gaseous outflows (Hop-
kins, Quataert, and Murray, 2012).

My choice to simulate individual isolated galaxies over a cosmological box
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simulation was due to the requirement to resolve individual massive stellar feed-
back events. Cosmological simulations have the benefit of being able to track
galaxy formation from the initial formation of dark matter haloes, while also tak-
ing into account merger events and the influence of a galaxy’s environment on
its evolution. However, the resolution in these large-scale simulations is such
that stellar feedback is modelled as the integrated output of whole stellar pop-
ulations, encompassing multiple SNe events. This means details of the smaller-
scale physics are lost. For example, in their recent paper, (Su et al., 2017) argue
modelling SNe as discrete events in time and space is pivotal to capturing the
multi-phase ISM, galactic winds and reasonable stellar masses in dwarf galaxies.

This work follows on from work in Cashmore et al. (2017), where the authors
conducted a similar set of simulations of isolated dwarf galaxies and concluded
dwarf galaxies would require an unusual set of properties in order to sustain star
formation beyond a 1 Gyr starburst, if SNe feedback was included. I aim to inves-
tigate whether the inclusion of ’gradual’ feedback mechanisms alters this result.
Previous work by Artale, Tissera, and Pellizza (2015) concluded the addition of
HMXB feedback on top of SNe feedback led to an decrease in the star formation
rate of low mass galaxies (< 1010 M�), however an increase in overall star for-
mation efficiency. This result was also hypothesised by Justham and Schawinski
(2012), who concluded X-ray Binaries have the capacity to warm the ISM without
unbinding it, leading to further star formation at later times.

As we saw in Chapter 3, the mechanical luminosity of XRB systems have
gained interest over the last 10 years due to observations such as Gallo et al.
(2005), which found the kinetic power of the jets associated with Cygnus X-1 is
comparable to its X-ray luminosity. This was further evidenced by observations
of the relativistic jets associated with SS433, which point to a mechanical luminos-
ity of > 1039 erg/s (e.g. Blundell, 2001; Mirabel et al., 2011; Goodall, Alouani-Bibi,
and Blundell, 2011).

This work is novel in that it will not only include a stellar wind feedback phase
and a SNe phase for individual massive stars, but also a HMXB phase and a sec-
ond SNe (where a HMXB is also considered present). In order to investigate the
combined effect of ’gradual’ and ’instant’ feedback, I have conducted very high
resolution simulations of individual dwarf galaxies; this enables me to resolve
the effects of single massive stellar feedback events. Previous work has found
the action of stellar winds on the surrounding ISM prior to a SNe can reduce the
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coupling between the SNe energy and the ISM (e.g. Rogers and Pittard, 2013). I
aim to investigate the impact of including gradual feedback on the ability of a
star-forming dwarf galaxy to retain gas to fuel later episodes of star formation.

5.2 Numerical Model

As in the previous chapters I use GADGET-3, a modified version of the hybrid N-
body/ SPH code GADGET-2 (Springel, 2005). I use the SPHS method (Read and
Hayfield, 2012) in order to help model mixing of feedback-generated multiphase
gas. Furthermore, I use a Wendland-2 kernel with 100 neighbours for the gas
(Wendland, 1995; Dehnen and Aly, 2012), coupled with an ideal equation of state.
This is governed by the relationship: P = (γ− 1)ρu (where P is the gas pressure,
γ is the adiabatic constant, set to 5/3 in the simulations, u is gas internal energy
and ρ is particle density). The gas particles have both an adaptive smoothing and
softening length, with a minimum softening length of 0.1 pc. I also model cooling
down to 104K using look-up tables generated using MAPPINGS III (Sutherland
and Dopita, 1993), based on the metallicity of each simulation. Below 104K I use
the method outlined in Mashchenko, Wadsley, and Couchman (2008) in order to
model the fine-structure metal line cooling of the metal ions in the gas. For further
details on the cooling implementation see Section 2.4. For the runs at primordial
metallicity I take an [Fe/H] value of -6 (corresponding to 10−6 times solar).

In general I use a gas particle mass resolution of 9 M�. In order to model
the dark matter halo of the galaxy I used 105 N-body particles. For the canonical
runs, this means a mass resolution of 1100 M� for the dark matter. These have a
set softening length of 10 pc (approximately based on R200/N0.5, where R200 is the
virial radius of the halo and N200 is the number of dark matter particles within
R200 - which I take to be the full 105). I verify the choice of softening length is not
a defining factor in the results in section 5.5.4. Furthermore, I include stellar pop-
ulations containing massive stars as star particles within the simulation. These
have a fixed softening length of 0.1 pc, corresponding to the minimum soften-
ing length of the SPH particles. A sink particle is included at the centre of the
galaxy. This repositions on the point of minimum potential within its 100 neigh-
bours and is included to remove gas particles with prohibitively small timesteps
by accreting any particles within 0.5 pc, that are also gravitationally bound to the
sink particle.
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I also include the sink particle formation criterion that was used in the pre-
vious chapters, which sets the Jeans mass of the gas particle as the minimum
resolvable mass, which in SPH is 2×Nneighmp (Bate and Burkert, 1997). In order
to form a sink particle, gas particles must have a density greater than

ρJ =

(
πkBT
GµmH

)3 1
(2Nneighmp)2 (5.1)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, µ is the mean molecular weight and mH is the
mass of Hydrogen. I also require that the gas must be converging (i.e. ∇ · v < 0)
and that the temperature of the gas particle must be < 500 K (in order to ensure
high temperature and high density gas particles are not considered star forming).
I set the mean molecular weight in equation 5.1 to 1.24 in all simulations (note
this is not the case when calculating the cooling rates, where µ is calculated self-
consistently based on the electron fraction). I do not have the mass resolution
to follow star formation in the simulations, however this sink criterion exists to
remove high density SPH particle with prohibitively small timesteps.

5.3 Initial Conditions

The initial conditions are summarised in Table 5.1. I chose the initial conditions
of this chapter to represent z∼ 6 progenitors of the classical dwarf spheroidal
satellite galaxies of the Milky Way. At this point the galaxies are massive enough
to support cooling predominately via atomic and molecular Hydrogen (given
the virial temperatures of 6000 K and 1600 K for the largest and smallest haloes
respectively) (e.g. Glover, 2005; Moore et al., 2006; Power et al., 2014) and the
majority of the gas has had time to cool and virialise. Current day halo masses
range from 108−9 M� (e.g. Walker, Mateo, and Olszewski, 2007). Depending on
their merger tree, from Power et al. (2014) I expect the 108 M� redshift 0 halos
to have a mass of ∼ 1.5× 107 M� at z=6 and the 109 M� (z=0) haloes to have a
mass of 1.1× 108 M� at z=6. I set up each halo according to a Hernquist density
profile (Hernquist, 1990), with the virial radius (r200) set according to

r200 =

(
M200G
100H2

) 1
3

(5.2)
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TABLE 5.1: A table summarising the initial conditions of the simulations run in this chap-
ter. The columns listed are: name of run, dark matter halo mass Mdm, dark matter halo
concentration parameter c, the virial radius of the dark matter halo (r200), gas metallicity,
given as [Fe/H] (the log10 of the ratio between the metal content of the galaxy compared
with that of our sun), the standard deviation in the ’wake-up’ times of the star particles

(σstar) and finally the types of feedback included.

Run Mdm
(107 M�)

c r200
(kpc)

[Fe/H] σstar
(Gyr)

Feedback Included

1 11.0 3.54 7.78 -6 0.13 SNe, HMXBs, Winds
2 11.0 3.54 7.78 -6 0.13 SNe
3 11.0 7.08 7.78 -6 0.13 SNe, HMXBs, Winds
4 11.0 7.08 7.78 -6 0.13 SNe
5 1.5 3.68 4.04 -6 0.13 SNe, HMXBs, Winds
6 1.5 3.68 4.04 -6 0.13 SNe
7 11.0 3.54 7.78 -1.2 0.13 SNe, HMXBs, Winds
8 11.0 3.54 7.78 -1.2 0.13 SNe
9 11.0 3.54 7.78 -6 0.06 SNe, HMXBs, Winds
10 11.0 3.54 7.78 -6 0.06 SNe
NoHMXB 11.0 3.54 7.78 -6 0.13 SNe, Winds
NoWinds 11.0 3.54 7.78 -6 0.13 SNe, HMXBs

where M200 is the virial halo mass (which I set accordingly) and H is the Hubble
constant. I based the concentration parameters on equation 20 of Correa et al.
(2015), which is a fitting function for halo mass which is dependent on just red-
shift and halo mass. The function was fit using WMAP5 cosmology and is valid
for z> 4, at all halo masses. Using this fitting function, I obtained concentrations
of 3.54 and 3.68 for halo masses of 1.1× 108 M� and 1.5×107 M� respectively. I
also performed a simulation with double the halo concentration for the halo of
mass 1.1×108 M�, in order to investigate the effect this has on the results.

As discussed in the introduction, the SFH (star formation history), primar-
ily obtained using synthetic colour magnitude diagrams (CMDs) (see review by
Tolstoy, Hill, and Tosi, 2009), varies widely between dwarf spheroidal galaxies.
This means there is likely to be a variation in the level of metal enrichment in
the galaxies, dependent largely on the number of massive stars that have left the
main sequence up until this point. I investigate the effect of altering the metal-
licity, Z, of the gas in the galaxy by varying it between two values: [Fe/H] = -6
and [Fe/H] = -1.2. This alteration in metallicity will manifest as a difference in
the cooling rate of the gas, along with a difference in the lifetimes of the massive
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stars; which in turn will alter the duration of stellar wind feedback and HMXB
feedback. I do not follow metal enrichment in the simulations, however this is
something I would like to implement in future simulations.

Furthermore, I assume the baryons in the galaxy correspond to the 0.16 baryon
fraction of the universe (Planck Collaboration et al., 2014). I further assume the
gas follows the same underlying density profile of the dark matter. The tempera-
ture of the gas in the centre of the halo is set as virial, with a gradual drop at larger
radii in accordance with Komatsu and Seljak (2001). I insert 100 star particles into
each simulation, each representing a stellar population containing one massive
star in a binary system (this assumption is based on the high multiplicity seen in
papers such as Sana et al., 2013). The mass of each star particle is set to 30 M� and
they are placed at random positions consistent with a stellar bulge that follows a
Hernquist density profile with a scale radius of 0.1 times that of the halo. In this
way the stellar population of the galaxy contributes to < 0.02% of the total galaxy
mass and is included purely to represent the locations of massive star feedback
events within the galaxy.

I allowed the initial conditions to relax for 1 Gyr and I also ran a set of simula-
tions with no feedback included in order to ascertain the changes in the baryons
and dark matter we see in this thesis are due to stellar feedback. I show the results
of these in section 5.5.2.

5.3.1 Massive Star Population

The properties of the massive stars are set at the beginning of each simulation,
using the Monte-Carlo approach summarised in 3.2. I will briefly summarise this
method here. Each star particle is assumed to host at least one massive star. The
mass of this star is sampled from a Kroupa IMF between 8 M� – 100 M� (based on
the progenitors of Type-II SNe). Beyond this, the star is given a probability of 0.14
of becoming a HMXB. This number is based on Tables 3.2 and 4.2 and is based
on a flat mass distribution of binary mass ratios (Sana et al., 2013), along with
a survival criterion dependent on whether or not the binary system maintains
more than half its mass during the SNe of the primary star. If the primary star
is considered to be in a HMXB system, the secondary mass is sampled using the
same method as the primary star.
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Both primary and secondary stars were assigned lifetimes according to look-
up tables based on their mass and metallicity. As in Chapter 4, the [Fe/H] =
-1.2 runs used Table 46 from Schaller et al. (1992). For the runs at primordial
metallicity, I used Table 2 from Ekström et al. (2008). In both cases I added the
lifetimes of the Hydrogen and Helium burning phases in order to estimate the
total stellar lifetime.

5.4 Feedback Prescriptions

I assigned ’wakeup’ times for each star particle, based on a Gaussian distribution
of set standard deviation, or σstar, with a mean set to 0.5 Gyr. The majority of
the simulations were run with σstar equal to 0.13 Gyr (see Table 3.1). However
a subset were also run with a σstar equal to 0.06 Gyr. The smaller the value of
σstar, the shorter and more violent the starburst (given the energy injected across
the starburst is the same). Once the simulation has progressed to a star particle’s
’wakeup’ time, the star particle will initialise stellar wind feedback.

I implement the shock-heating from stellar winds as a thermal energy injec-
tion into the 100 SPH neighbours of each star particle, at constant power and
across multiple timesteps until the end of the lifetime of the primary star. The en-
ergy injected into an individual SPH particle is kernel-weighted, while the total
internal energy injected by a star particle is determined by a set power 1035 erg/s
and is proportional to its timestep. I chose this power input based on a wind
velocity of 1000 km/s (Leitherer, Robert, and Drissen, 1992) and a mass outflow
rate of 10−6 M�/yr (Repolust, Puls, and Herrero, 2004).

Once the lifetime of the primary star has been reached, the star particle then
undergoes SNe feedback and injects 1051 erg of thermal energy into its surround-
ing 100 neighbours in one time-step. Beyond this, if the massive star has been
determined to be part of a HMXB, the particle then undergoes HMXB feedback,
which lasts the lifetime of the companion star. If not, the star particle ceases all
feedback. HMXB feedback is implemented as an internal energy injection of set
power; 1036 erg/s. I chose this power based on estimations of the power output
of the wind-fed jet in Cygnus X-1, which is between 1035 to 1037 erg/s. This value
is conservative when considering the estimated power output of SS433, which is
considered to be a ULX on its side and outputs ∼ 1039 erg/s into the ISM.
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At the end of the companion lifetime the star particle will then undergo one
more SNe feedback event and feedback will cease for this particle. A limitation
to the method is that I do not investigate the anisotropy of the jet feedback associ-
ated with HMXBs - which is dependent on the jet precession, power and the den-
sity of the surrounding ISM (e.g. Goodall, Alouani-Bibi, and Blundell, 2011). In
future it would be of interest to compare and contrast wind feedback and HMXB
feedback by including this anisotropy as an additional variable.

In order to avoid spurious effects associated with stars beyond the outer radii
of the gaseous halo attempting to heat SPH particles that are well beyond their
radius of influence, I choose to ignore stellar feedback for particles beyond the
virial radius of the cloud. This only affects 6 star particles across each simulation.

5.5 Results

5.5.1 The massive star population of each galaxy

In Fig. 5.1 I plot the primary and companion stellar masses (top and bottom plot
respectively) assigned to the star particles for all simulations. As expected from
the IMF, the vast majority of the stars have a primary mass of ∼ 10 M�, while the
secondary stellar masses are clustered between 9-10 M�. These stars were then
assigned metallicity-dependent lifetimes, along with wake-up times (which in
turn were dependent on the standard deviation used for the underlying Gaussian
profile).

In figure 5.2 I plot the lifetimes of both the primary and companion stars in
all simulations, along with the wake-up times of the star particles in simulations
with either σstar (0.13 Gyr) and 0.5σstar (0.06 Gyr). By increasing the metallicity of
the gas in the galaxy, the assigned primary lifetimes have increased in range from
∼ 22 Myr to 30 Myr. Additionally the companion lifetimes have also increased
from ∼ 21 Myr to ∼ 30 Myr. This will mean more energy will be deposited into
the ISM of the lower metallicity galaxies across the lifetime of the HMXB phase
and the stellar winds phase. Moreover, the delay time until the onset of SNe
feedback will be greater.
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FIGURE 5.1: Top plot - the masses of the primary stars in the 100 binary systems contained
in each simulation. Bottom plot - the corresponding masses of the companion stars in

HMXB systems.
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FIGURE 5.2: Upper plot - histograms to show the distribution of assigned primary star
lifetimes for the stellar population, either at primordial metallicity (green) or [Fe/H] = -
1.2 (blue). Middle plot - the wake-up times assigned to star particles, set using a Gaussian
with a standard deviation of either σstar or 0.5 σstar. Bottom plot - a histogram to show the

distribution of assigned companion star lifetimes.
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FIGURE 5.3: The time evolution of the virial parameter (evaluated as αvir = Ekin + Etherm
/ |Epot|), along with the total thermal, kinetic and potential energy of the gas in simula-

tions which do not include feedback.

5.5.2 Simulations with no stellar feedback included

In order to check the changes associated with the gas and the dark matter we see
in the results are entirely the result of stellar feedback, I ran three simulations
with the initial conditions of Runs 1 (labelled 1.1e8), 3 (labelled Double c) and 5
(labelled 1.5e7), however with no feedback included.

In Fig. 5.3 I plot the time evolution of the energetics of the gas, finding this is
unchanging in all three simulations, indicating the gas is in a steady state. Fur-
thermore, the virial parameter is consistently at 0.5, indicating all three systems
are virialised.

I also check the density profile of the gas (Fig. 5.4) and dark matter (Fig. 5.5) in
all three simulations. I find both are in good agreement across all times, however
the gas density profile does show noise at the lowest density end (where there
are ∼ 102 particles per kpc−3). This noise is more apparent in the smallest halo
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(labelled 1.5e7), however insignificant in the halo with the largest concentration
parameter (labelled Double c).

5.5.3 Gradual versus instantaneous feedback (Runs 1 and 2)

In this section I compare the effects of including just instantaneous feedback (SNe,
Run 2) or a combination of gradual (HMXB and stellar winds) and instantaneous
stellar feedback (Run 1) during a Gyr starburst in a 1.1 × 108 M� primordial
metallicity dwarf galaxy. In figure 5.6 I compare the gas density profiles of Runs
1 and 2. It is clear the central kpc of the galaxy in Run 2 has been efficiently
cleared of gas by 1 Gyr, however gas has survived down to a radius of a few tens
of parsec in Run 1, although with a ∼ 2 orders of magnitude drop from the initial
central gas density. Furthermore, there is evidence for inflowing gas in both runs,
given the density profile for both runs at 1 Gyr extends down to a smaller radius
than the corresponding profiles taken at 0.86 Gyr.

I explore this idea in Fig. 5.7 which plots the mass inflow and outflow at
various radii, evaluated at snapshot times across Runs 1 and 2. The mass inflow
into the central kpc of the galaxy is consistently higher in Run 1, however drops
off in both runs beyond 500 Myr, despite mass continuing to outflow beyond
this time (see top right plot of Fig. 5.7). Furthermore, the mass inflow and mass
outflow at 1 kpc is comparable between ∼ 200 - 400 Myr in Run 1, indicating
the energy injected into the gas in the centre of the galaxy is being efficiently lost
to radiative cooling, resulting in re-accretion of the gas. However, a peak in the
mass outflow rate at ∼ 250 Myr during Run 2, resulting in the mass outflow rate
being∼ 3 times the inflow rate, indicates the cooling is less efficient when gradual
feedback is ignored. The mass inflow at 5 kpc and 10 kpc initiates at ∼ 450 Myr,
indicating a significant mass fraction of the gaseous halo has expanded beyond
these radii by this time in both Runs 1 and 2. Furthermore, mass is continuing to
inflow into a radius of 5 kpc at the end of both simulations. The mass inflow rate
is higher than the mass outflow rate at a radius of 10 kpc between ∼ 450 Myr to
700 Myr in both simulations, indicating efficient cooling of the gas at this radii.
In general, the mass inflow rate is higher at all radii in Run 1 than Run 2.

On the other hand, at a radius of 1 kpc, the mass outflow rate of Run 1 is
generally larger than Run 2 beyond ∼ 450 Myr (despite a higher inflow rate).
This is most likely due to the lower gas mass towards the centre of the galaxy in
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Run 2 (as indicated by the density drop in Fig. 5.6). Indeed, in Fig. 5.8 I plot
the total gas mass below each radii (10 kpc, 5 kpc and 1 kpc) for Runs 1 and 2.
As expected from the higher mass inflow rate, coupled with the density profile
of Fig. 5.6, the gas mass below each radii is higher in Run 1. Moreover, the total
gas mass inside the inner 1 kpc of Run 2 drops to 103 M� at a time of 650 Myr,
compared to 104 M� for Run 1. Additionally, the positive trend in the total gas
mass inside 1 kpc towards the end of the both Runs 1 and 2 indicates mass inflow
that was not captured in Fig. 5.7 and hints at further cooling and collapse of the
remaining gas at the centre of the halo, a process which is more efficient in Run 1
than Run 2. Therefore, by including gradual feedback, more cool, dense gas has
been retained at the centre of the halo, which could fuel more star formation.

However, the bottom right plot of Fig. 5.8 shows the total gas mass within 5
and 10 kpc is decreasing beyond ∼ 550 Myr and 650 Myr respectively, indicating
a global outflow of gas. This is further evidenced by the high mass outflow rates
(comparative to the inflow rates) seen at these radii in both Runs 1 and 2. This is
expected since the energy injection of 100 SNe - 1053 erg - is greater than the total
binding energy of the dwarf galaxy (∼ 1052 erg). The mass outflow rate inside
Run 2 is larger than inside Run 1 between ∼ 400 - 600 Myr at a radius of 5 kpc
and between 600 - 900 Myr at a radius of 10 kpc, indicating a persistent large-scale
outflow of gas. However, the mass outflow rates of Runs 1 and 2 have converged
at 5 and 10 kpc by the end of each simulation.

As well as this, the top plot of Fig. 5.9 plots the fraction of unbound mass in
both Runs 1 and 2. We can see, despite less energy being injected across the simu-
lation, Run 2 has a consistently higher mass fraction of unbound gas throughout
the Gyr starburst. By the end of the simulation, including gradual feedback has
lowered the unbound mass fraction by 8 %. Moreover, in Fig. 5.10 I plot the virial
parameters (αvir = Etherm + Ekin/|Epot|) of both simulations, along with the total
kinetic, thermal and potential energies of the gas. We can see Run 2 has a higher
total thermal and kinetic energy throughout the starburst compared with Run 1,
which results in a higher global virial parameter. These plots indicate the gas in
Run 1 is able to cool more efficiently than the gas in Run 2.

In figure 5.11 I plot the mass contained in 20 temperature bins between 10−
105.5 K for Runs 1 and 2. From this plot we can see a general trend of higher
gas mass at temperatures . 103.5 K for Run 1 when compared with Run 2, along
with a lower gas mass at ’warm’ temperatures above 104 K. Moreover, beyond
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FIGURE 5.7: Left column - the mass inflow rate of bound gas at radii of 1, 5 and 10 kpc,
evaluated at snapshot times across Run 1 (blue, solid lines) and Run 2 (red, dashed lines).
Right column - the mass outflow rate of unbound gas, evaluated at 1, 5 and 10 kpc at

snapshot times for Runs 1 (again, blue solid lines) and 2 (red,dashed lines).
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FIGURE 5.9: Plot to show the fraction of the gas which is unbound in runs containing
gradual types of feedback alongside SNe feedback (red, solid lines), as well as those
containing just SNe feedback (blue, dotted lines). The simulations on each individual

plot have identical initial conditions.
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FIGURE 5.11: A plot of the mass contained in 20 temperature bins taken across the total
gas particle temperature range of Runs 1 (hatched) and 2 (solid filled).

104 K the mass in each temperature bin is larger in Run 2 than Run 1. However,
in both runs the majority of the gas mass is at temperatures between 103−4 K,
corresponding to the point when collisional excitations become rare. Run 1 also
contains an order of magnitude lower gas mass at temperatures above ∼ 105 K
compared with Run 2 (however this represents a very small fraction of the overall
gas mass; ∼ 0.01%). Below 105.5K cooling is dominated by collisional excitations
of electrons in atoms, followed by their subsequent de-excitation and emittance
of radiation. The lower densities present in Run 2 (figure 5.6) and the resulting
decrease in the number of collisions at a specific temperature compared with Run
1, is therefore a likely cause of the inefficient cooling seen in figures 5.10 and 5.11.
However, figure 5.12 plots the mean temperature across both runs, alongside the
the 90th and 10th percentile temperatures. This figure shows there is marginal
difference between the mean temperature of the gas in both runs, only in the
mass of gas occupying each temperature bin.
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FIGURE 5.12: A plot to show the evolution of the mean (solid lines), 10th percentile
(lower shaded areas) and 90th percentile (upper shaded areas) temperatures across the 1

Gyr starburst in Runs 1 (left plot, red) and 2 (right plot, blue).
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I also plotted the mean radius of the gas particles across the simulation for
both Runs 1 and 2 (see figure 5.13), finding beyond ∼ 0.5 Gyr the mean radius is
larger in Run 2 than Run 1 and the gap between the two increases with time. By
1 Gyr the mean radius in Run 2 is ∼ 1 kpc larger than in Run 1. Since the mean
radius is increasing in both simulations, this indicates the presence of gaseous
outflows. I investigated this by plotting density/temperature slices of Runs 1
and 2 in all three planes at the end of each simulation, taken with the origin at
the centre of each galaxy. The most pronounced difference occurred in the y-z
plane (see 5.14). Here it can be seen both the SNe in Run 2 and the combination
of SNe/HMXBs/stellar winds in Run 1 have inflated a 20 kpc low density bubble
filled with gas between 104−5K, bordered by a ring of higher density (∼ 10−28

gcm−3) gas. However the ring is broken in Run 2, while in Run 1 it is intact. In
Run 2 this has allowed hot gas to escape into regions of lower density and this
process can be seen occurring in the bottom right plot of figure 5.14.

This excess of hot/warm, low density gas seen in Run 2 compared with Run 1,
is highlighted in Fig. 5.15, which plots the temperature versus density of the gas
in Run 1 and 2 at 998 Myr, which has been rendered according to particle num-
ber. Comparing the populations of gas particles with densities between 10−32 and
10−30 gcm−3, we see Run 2 has a higher number of gas particles within this den-
sity range, with a wider range of temperatures. In particular, Run 2 has an excess
of gas particles with temperatures of between∼ 15 000 K to 17 000 K, which corre-
spond to a peak in the primordial metallicity cooling curve, due to the collisional
excitation of H0 and He+ (Mo, Bosch, and White, 2010). However, Run 1 contains
no gas in this temperature range that has a density less than 10−31 gcm−3. This
suggests the cooling of the gas is being suppressed in Run 2 compared with Run
1 due to the comparative low density of the gas (which is also shown in Fig. 5.14).
This cooling suppression means the hot gas will likely retain enough energy to
escape the galaxy entirely and hence constitutes a galactic wind.

In Fig. 5.16 I show the evolution in density of the outflow seen in Fig. 5.14 for
Runs 1 (left column) and 2 (right column). By 0.59 Gyr, we can see the interplay of
multiple low density bubbles, surrounded by rings of high density gas and driven
by the shock-heating from stellar feedback events. The location of SNe events in
Runs 1 and 2 largely correspond due to the underlying stellar populations being
identical. However, current and previous gradual feedback events in Run 1 have
acted to limit the radii of these low density bubbles (for example, comparing
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the lower portion of Runs 1 and 2 at 0.59 Gyr). Furthermore, more high density
filaments have been retained inside the virial radius (7.78 kpc) of Run 1 than Run
2, suggesting the mixing of the hot feedback-generated bubbles is more efficient
in Run 2 than Run 1. Beyond this, by 0.78 Gyr spatially and temporally coincident
feedback events have acted to inflate two bubbles in the y-z plane of Run 2; one
on the bottom right of Fig. 5.16 and another in the top right. On the other hand,
Run 1 also contains low density bubbles at the corresponding locations, however
they are less spatially extended and the interior gas is higher in density.

In order to ascertain any effect of the feedback on the underlying dark matter
halo, in figure 5.17 I plot the density profile for the dark matter in Runs 1 and 2 at
varying times. Run 1 shows a 22 % drop in density at 100 pc, between 0 and 0.67
Gyr, however it also shows a∼ 20 % rise between 0.67 Gyr and 1 Gyr. This means
by the end of the simulation the inner dark matter profile has only dropped in
density by ∼ 7 %. On the other hand, the density of the dark matter above a
radius of ∼ 200 pc is lower at 1 Gyr than at all other times. Looking instead
at Run 2, the main difference arising from neglecting gradual feedback is the
inner ∼ 200 pc of the density profile, which is lower than Run 1 beyond 0.67 Gyr
and also does not show a rise in density to correspond with the density increase
seen in Run 1 between 0.67 to 1 Gyr. This increase in the inner density profile
of Run 1 could indicate that, post-starburst, recovery of the original dark matter
halo profile is possible in the runs which include gradual feedback. However,
this increase in density inside the inner 200 pc is comparative to the noise level
seen in section 5.5.4, hence it is difficult to ascertain if this result is a result of the
gradual feedback or noise in the dark matter profile.

These changes to the underlying dark matter density profile link to work such
as Pontzen and Governato (2012) , which shows SNe feedback can lead to galac-
tic winds, which will result in sudden, sharp variations in the galactic potential
and an irreversible increase in the total energy of the dark matter. In this case I
hypothesise including gradual feedback has acted to make the changes in poten-
tial smoother, leading to a smaller increase in the total energy of the dark matter,
along with a denser core. I investigate this hypothesis by plotting the time evolu-
tion of the total energy (which I evaluate as the sum of the potential and kinetic
energy) of dark matter particles taken at various radii within the central 150 pc
of the halo in Run 1 and 2 (Fig. 5.18). As a note, I compare the same dark matter
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particles in each run. In both runs, the feedback has acted to increase the total en-
ergy of the particles across time, via rapid changes in the potential of the system
caused by galactic winds. Comparing the energy of the innermost dark matter
particle (initially situated at a radius of less than 20 pc) between runs, we see
prior to the onset of feedback (at ∼ 200 Myr) any changes to the total energy of
the particle (via gravitational interactions) have been small and reversible. How-
ever, once feedback kicks in at 200 Myr, the total energy of the particle increases
in both runs. The two runs significantly diverge at ∼ 700 Myr, where Run 2 sees
3 peaks in total energy, while Run 1 sees only two. Moreover, the total energy
gained is larger by the end of Run 2 than Run 1. The difference in the total en-
ergy of the dark matter particle with a radius less than 50 pc is less pronounced.
The particle in Run 1 ends the simulation with a total energy of ∼ - 4.0 × 1048

erg, while the same particle in Run 2 ends with ∼ - 3.9 × 1048 erg. However, the
particles at 100 pc and 150 pc both show larger peaks in total energy in Run 2
across the simulation. In particular, Run 2 has a peak in the total energy at 0.9
Myr, which is 0.5 × 1048 erg smaller in Run 1. Despite this, the total energy of the
particles at the end of each run is similar.

Overall, the density drop in both runs is marginal when compared with the
dark matter density cores seen in work such as Teyssier et al. (2013), along with
the density drop seen in the smaller haloes investigated in Cashmore et al. (2017).
However, Fig. 5.18 indicates including gradual feedback can reduce the change
in the total energy caused by a burst of SNe feedback, which, in the case of the in-
nermost particle, has acted to globally reduce the energy of the particle across the
time window of the simulation, compared with the case where only SNe feedback
is included.

To conclude, the addition of gradual types of feedback on top of instantaneous
feedback in Run 1 has resulted in a lowering of the total internal energy and
kinetic energy of the gas in the galaxy, along with a decrease in the mass fraction
of gas unbound during the 1 Gyr starburst. Moreover, the lack of any type of
gradual feedback has also led to a higher mass of gas at temperatures above 105

K, along with a decrease in gas mass below ∼ 300 K. Additionally, the mass
inflow rate was increased when HMXB and SNe feedback was included. There
is also evidence to suggest the addition of gradual feedback results in less energy
being transferred to the dark matter by outflowing gas and hence a larger dark
matter density in the central 200 pc of the halo.
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FIGURE 5.19: The time evolution of the fraction of the initial gas mass that has been
unbound in simulations that have the same initial conditions (as Run 1), however dark

matter softening lengths varying from 1 pc to 100 pc.

5.5.4 Changing the dark matter softening length

In order to ensure my choice in softening length for the dark matter is not deter-
mining the results in this chapter, I ran simulations varying the softening length
between 1pc to 100 pc.

I plot the time evolution of the unbound mass fractions of each run in Fig. 5.19.
Here we see the total unbound mass fraction varies by 0.025, however the run at
the highest resolution (with a softening length of 1 pc) is converged with the
results run (which uses a softening length of 10 pc). Moreover, when we plot the
total kinetic, thermal and potential energies of the gas in each simulation, along
with the virial parameter (Fig. 5.20), we see all runs are converged - indicating
changing the softening length of the dark matter has had little effect on the final
state of the gas in the simulation.

Furthermore, in Fig 5.21 I plot the density profile of the dark matter density
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FIGURE 5.21: The dark matter density profiles taken at 1 Gyr for simulations with the
same initial conditions, however different softening lengths for the dark matter.

profile in each run. We see the profiles are converged above ∼ 0.5 kpc, however
at the smallest scales (below 200 pc) the runs diverge, with no clear trend with
softening length. This indicates a degree of noise on these scales.

5.5.5 Decreasing σstar (Runs 9 and 10)

In the top two plots of Fig. 5.22 I plot the energy injection by the 3 different mech-
anisms; stellar winds, HMXBs and SNe, temporally binned in units of 5 Myr for
both the σ and 0.5σ primordial metallicity runs where all three feedback types are
included (Runs 1 and 9). As expected from Fig. 5.2, by decreasing σstar we have
created a more concentrated starburst and by maintaining the same stellar pop-
ulation as the σstar runs, the net result is a more concentrated injection of energy,
focused between 350-650 Myr. In both cases the stellar winds create a low-level,
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near-constant energy injection between SNe events, with HMXB events contribut-
ing an order of magnitude more energy, however over shorter timescales towards
the second half of the starburst. Given stellar winds are present prior to the first
SNe, along with their ubiquity throughout the starburst, this likely means they
have a larger overall impact on the simulation than the higher powered, less fre-
quent, HMXB events. We go on to investigate their comparative impact in section
5.5.9. The main difference between the σstar and 0.5σstar runs is the unsurprisingly
larger gaps between feedback events (particularly stellar winds) in the σstar run
(Run 1).

Despite the longer times between massive star feedback events in Run 9, Fig.
5.9 indicates there is only marginal difference between the mass fraction of un-
bound gas between runs with corresponding feedback mechanisms at different
σstar. On further analysis, Run 9 had a higher unbound gas mass fraction than
Run 1 of 1%, while the fraction in Run 2 was 3% higher than that of Run 10. This
indicates the feedback energy injected into Runs 1 and 2 has not been lost to ra-
diative cooling, causing the energetics of the gas in Runs 1 and 2 to converge with
Runs 9 and 10 respectively, since the total feedback energy injected is the same in
both cases.

Furthermore, in Fig. 5.23 I compare the global energetics of the Runs 1, 2, 9
and 10. As expected the total kinetic and internal energies of the gas in Runs
1 and 2 initially dominate that of the 0.5σ runs (Run 9 and 10), due to the fact
feedback kicks in earlier (see figure 5.22). However, at∼ 0.5 Gyr the total internal
energies and kinetic energies (along with αvir) of Runs 9 and 10 overtake that of
the corresponding larger σstar runs. As was seen at σstar = 0.13 Gyr, the run at
0.5σstar (or σstar = 0.06 Gyr) that lacks any type of gradual feedback (Run 10) has
a higher virial parameter, along with global kinetic and thermal energy, than the
corresponding run containing stellar winds and HMXBs (Run 9). However, the
total kinetic energy of both Runs 1 and 9, along with 2 and 10 converge around
700 Myr. However, the total thermal energy of the gas in both Runs 9 and 10 is
lower than in their higher σstar counterparts, indicating the gas in the runs that
include a shorter, more violent starburst is able to cool more efficiently. Both
Fig. 5.23 and Fig. 5.9 indicate changing the timescale of the starburst has had a
marginal impact on the multiphase ISM of the galaxy; the main factor being the
presence of stellar winds and HMXB feedback.

In order to investigate the formation of galactic winds in Runs 9 and 10, I
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(smaller σstar, middle plot) and Run 7 (higher metallicity, bottom plot).
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FIGURE 5.25: The gas density profiles taken at various times into Run 9 (left) and 10
(right), with the final density profiles of Runs 1 and 2 overlaid onto Run 9 and 10 respec-

tively (dotted lines).
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plotted slices rendered in density and temperature in all three planes, finding the
y = 0 slice in the x-z plane (Fig. 5.24) contained low density ’superbubbles’ akin to
those seen in Fig. 5.14. Comparing Run 9 with Run 10, we see in both cases there
appears to be a mushroom-shaped low density bubble filled with gas at ∼ 105 K,
towards the bottom half of each plot. In both cases the bubble is surrounded by
a shell of higher density (∼ 10−28 - 10−29 gcm−3), slightly cooler (∼ 104 K) gas.
The bubble in Run 10 is larger than Run 9, indicating excluding gradual feedback
aids the development of these large-scale (∼ 20 kpc), wide-angle outflows. On the
other hand, Run 9 shows two smaller-angle ’chimneys’ of low density, hot gas on
the left and right of Fig. 5.24 . These are not present in Run 9, in this case the
hot, low density gas associated with these regions has been effectively funneled
into the growing larger-scale ’superbubble’. In this way the addition of gradual
feedback on top of SNe feedback appears to have facilitated the production of
smaller ’chimneys’ of hot/warm, low density gas. The energy being funneled
through these chimneys would otherwise have been added to the work done on
the main ’superbubble’ and further driven the large-scale galactic wind.

Fig. 5.25 plots the gas density profiles of Runs 9 and 10 at various times into
each simulation, alongside the gas density profiles taken at the end point of Runs
1 and 2 (corresponding to 1 Gyr). We see there is marginal difference between
the density profiles of Runs 1 and 9 above 1 kpc, however below this the gas
density is higher in Run 9 than Run 1. Therefore, a shorter, more violent starburst
has resulted in the retention of a higher gas mass in the centre of the galaxy. As
well as this, Run 10 also shows a significantly higher gas mass at radii of 1 kpc
than Run 2. By decreasing the starburst duration, this has also minimised the
variation between runs which include gradual types of the feedback and runs
which just include SNe feedback; Runs 9 and 10 differ less than Runs 1 and 2.
Furthermore, Runs 1 and 9 differ less than Runs 2 and 10, indicating gradual
feedback acts to reduce the differences in gas radial distributions, which arise
by altering the period of a starburst. However, despite the mean radius of the
inner density profile being smaller in Run 10, the unbound gas mass fraction
is not significantly altered from Run 2. These results indicate the bound gas in
Run 10 is located closer to the centre of the galaxy than the same gas in Run 2,
likely through efficient cooling or higher resistance to heating via stellar feedback
processes.

I next plot the density profile of the dark matter in both Runs 1 and 2, along
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with Runs 9 and 10 in Fig. 5.26. Here we see the dark matter density inside the
inner regions of the galaxy is less in Run 2 than in Run 10, indicating the violent
starburst and temporally concentrated SNe feedback has had less of an effect on
the underlying dark matter profile than the longer, less violent starburst. On the
other hand, comparing the dark matter density profiles of Runs 1 and 9, we see
Run 1 reaches a higher peak in density than Run 9 in the inner ∼ 150 pc of the
halo. However this is within the noise level of the inner dark matter profile (see
section 5.5.4). Furthermore, the differences between the density profiles of Runs
9 and 10 are significantly fewer than those between Runs 1 and 2.

I further investigate by plotting the total energy (Ekin+ Epot) of 4 dark mat-
ter particles at varying radii between 0 and 150 pc (Fig. 5.27). Here we see by
shortening the starburst I have reduced the differences between the total energy
increase of the dark matter in Runs 9 and 10; the peaks are comparable in magni-
tude and occur at approximately the same times. It is also apparent the particle
located below 20 pc in Run 9 is slightly out of phase with its partner in Run 10.
However, the global increase in energy from 0 Gyr to 1 Gyr is comparable in both
runs and this is larger than in the longer duration starburst (comparing with Fig.
5.18). It is possible, due to the short duration of the starburst, the SNe are frequent
enough to contribute a near-continuous energy source which is comparable to the
continuous energy injection from HMXB/ stellar winds on top of SNe in Run 9.
Moreover, the shorter starburst has resulted in a more sudden variation in galac-
tic potential which has manifested as a larger change in the global energy of the
dark matter particles in Runs 9 and 10.

To conclude, altering the duration of the starburst in the galaxy has had only
a marginal impact on the final state of the gas at 1 Gyr. The main factor is still the
presence of gradual feedback, which has acted to reduce the unbound gas mass
fraction (see Fig. 5.9) and decrease the total kinetic and thermal energy of the
gas in the system (Fig. 5.23). Furthermore, the gradual feedback in the shorter
starburst has facilitated the production of∼ 10 kpc, comparatively narrow ’chim-
neys’ which have funneled hot, volume-filling gas away from the growing wide-
angle superbubble that exists in both Run 9 and 10.

Altering the duration of the starburst does, however, have an effect on the
underlying dark matter halo profile. A shorter starburst has increased the total
energy transferred to the particles within 150 pc, while also reducing the differ-
ences in energy transfer to the dark matter between runs which do and do not
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FIGURE 5.26: The dark matter density profiles taken at various times into Run 9 (left)
and 10 (right), with the final density profiles of Runs 1 and 2 overlaid onto Run 9 and 10

respectively (dotted lines).
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include gradual feedback mechanisms.

5.5.6 Changing metallicity (Runs 7 and 8)

Changing the metallicity of the gas in the galaxy has had very little impact on the
unbound mass fraction (see figure 5.9). As was seen at primordial metallicity, the
[Fe/H] = -1.2 run containing gradual feedback on top of SNe feedback (Run 7)
has a lower unbound mass fraction across the simulation than equivalent Z run
containing just SNe feedback (Run 8).

In Fig. 5.28 we can see the net radial momentum, mean temperature and the
mean radius of the gas in Run 8 is greater than Run 7, once again showing includ-
ing gradual feedback can lessen the efficiency of galactic winds. Furthermore, the
mean temperature is the same for runs at primordial metallicity as those at [Fe/H]
= - 1.2. In both runs the majority of the gas is at ∼ 6000 K, which corresponds to
the virial temperature of the halo. The fact the mean temperature of the gas is
similar between different metallicity runs indicates the bulk of the gas is at a high
enough density to have a similar cooling timescale.

Moreover, Fig. 5.29 shows the gas density of Runs 7 and 8 do not vary sig-
nificantly for their low metallicity counterparts (Runs 1 and 2). The same trends
that are present in Runs 1 and 2 are also present at higher metallicity, namely the
inclusion of gradual feedback has prevented the efficient clearing of gas below 1
kpc. As well as this, the central dark matter profiles of Runs 7 and 8 follow the
same trend as Run 1 and 2 (see Fig. 5.30 ); the inner 200 pc has a higher density
in the run with gradual feedback included.

Overall, altering the metallicity of the dwarf galaxy has had very little impact
on both the gas phase and the dark matter/ gaseous halo. This is most likely due
to the fact the density of the ISM at the location of the SNe events is high, resulting
in similar cooling timescales between different metallicity runs and hence the
gas in both runs converging on the same temperature (see Fig. 5.28 and Fig.
5.12). Furthermore, since by altering the metallicity I have effectively altered the
lifetimes of the stellar wind and HMXB phase (see Fig. 5.2), these results indicate
the additional energy input from winds and HMXB has had little impact on the
state of the gas in the galaxy.
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5.5.7 Increasing the concentration parameter (Runs 3 and 4)

Firstly, from Fig. 5.9 it is clear by increasing the concentration parameter, the
amount of gas that has been unbound in the galaxy has dropped by 20%. This is
expected since the potential in the centre of the dark matter halo will be higher
for a more concentrated halo, hence feedback will have to do more work on the
ISM to unbind the gas. However, Runs 3 and 4 also show the addition of gradual
feedback has reduced the amount of gas being unbound, despite more energy
being injected into the ISM.

In order to investigate whether or not the ’superbubbles’ seen in Fig. 5.24 and
Fig. 5.14 also occur in Runs 3 and 4, I plotted density and temperature slices in
the x, y and z planes. In Fig. 5.31 I show an example in the y-z plane at x = 0.
Here we see both the SNe and HMXB/stellar winds have successfully produced
warm/hot (104 - 105 K) lobes of low density gas in the upper left hand corner of
the plot. Unlike in previous instances, these lobes still contain smaller ring-like
structures of dense gas less than 10 kpc in scale. Furthermore, two smaller (∼ 5
kpc in diameter) bubbles of warm gas at densities of ∼ 1029 gcm−3 can be seen in
the bottom right of both Runs 3 and 4. As seen previously, the run which excludes
gradual types of feedback (4), contains a larger ’superbubble’.

From Fig. 5.32 we can see the gas density profile is much less affected by
feedback than the runs that have a lower dark matter halo concentration. As
seen previously, once feedback has switched off (prior to 850 Myr) the gas has
re-accreted onto the inner 1 kpc of the halo, increasing the density of the gas in
this region between 0.86 Gyr to 1 Gyr. Furthermore, the gas density inside the
inner 1 kpc of Run 3 is higher than Run 4. In this way, once again including
gradual feedback has increased the re-accretion of gas onto the centre of the halo
once the starburst has ended. The density profiles of Run 2 and Run 4 differ
significantly at the end of the simulation; with the gas in Run 4 extending to
an order of magnitude smaller radius than Run 2. The difference is less drastic
when comparing Runs 1 and 3, however, the density is approximately an order
of magnitude greater inside the inner kpc of Run 3.

I next plot the time evolution of the global energetics of the gas in Run 3 and
4 in Fig. 5.33. As expected from Fig. 5.9, the total kinetic and thermal energy of
the gas in Run 4 is larger than Run 3, along with the virial parameter, while the
potential energy is correspondingly lower. This is due to more efficient cooling
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FIGURE 5.31: Density (top row) and temperature (bottom row) slices taken in the y-z
plane at x = 0, for Runs 3 (left column) and 4 (right column) at 1 Gyr.

in Run 3, which is most likely caused by the increased density of the majority of
the gas (as seen in Fig. 5.32).

Looking instead at the time evolution of the inner 1 kpc of the dark matter
density profile in Fig. 5.34, we can see the dark matter density is largely un-
changing in both Runs 3 and 4. As in previous runs, I also plot the time evolution
of the sum of the kinetic and potential energy of dark matter particles taken from
a range of radii (see Fig. 5.35). Comparing with Fig. 5.18 and Fig. 5.27, we see
the oscillations in total energy of the dark matter particles in Runs 3 and 4 are
2 orders of magnitude larger, however they fluctuate about a largely unchang-
ing mean potential, which contrasts with the increase in potential seen for the
runs with a lower concentration parameter. The only particle that seems to be
uniformly increasing in energy is the particle at ∼ 150 pc. This is occurring in
both Runs 3 and 4. Comparing Run 3 with Run 4, the particles at 20 pc and 50
pc end the simulation with a higher total energy in Run 3, since they appear to
be slightly out of phase with the oscillations in Run 4. This helps to explain the
smaller density peak seen in Fig. 5.32 at 1 Gyr.
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Overall, as is expected, increasing the concentration of the dark matter halo
(and thereby increasing the potential at the centre of the halo) has resulted in less
gas being unbound by stellar feedback. Furthermore, the underlying dark matter
halo is less affected by the galactic winds, largely recovering from changes in the
galactic potential caused by the outflow of gas particles. These runs also show
the same trend that has been seen throughout this chapter; gradual feedback has
acted to decrease the amount of gas unbound by the feedback and also increase
the central gas density (below 1 kpc) of the halo at the end of the simulation.

5.5.8 A smaller galaxy (Runs 5 and 6)

From Fig. 5.9 we can see altering the size of the galaxy has had the largest impact
on the amount of gas unbound from the halo. In both Run 5 and 6 the fraction
of the initial gas mass that has been unbound approaches unity by the end of the
simulation. However, including gradual feedback has had a large impact on the
timescale over which the majority of the gas has been unbound; by 0.5 Myr ∼
100% of the gas has been unbound in Run 6, however, approximately 50 % has
been unbound in Run 5.

Looking at the corresponding temperature and density slices taken in the x-z
plane at y=0 (Fig. 5.36), we see Run 5 has gas extending to beyond 200 kpc, while
the gas in Run 6 is confined to below 100 kpc. The central 40 kpc of Run 6 has
been uniformly heated to 106 K, while the same radius in Run 5 contains regions
of cooler (< 103 K) gas. Run 5 appears to be in the process of funneling hot (105

- 106 K) gas away from the galactic centre, via multiple lower density (< 10−32

gcm−3) ’chimneys’ or channels, similar to those seen in Chapters 3 and 4. This
chimney can also been seen in the corresponding y-z and x-y planes.

To investigate the large difference between the mass fraction of unbound gas
seen for Run 5 and 6 in Fig. 5.9 approximately half way through the simulation, I
plot the temperature and density of the gas in both runs for a snapshot at 489 Myr
(Fig. 5.37). Here we see a large difference in the gas phases between runs. There is
a branch of low density (< 10−29 gcm−3) gas spanning a temperature range from
20 K to 3× 104 K in Run 6 that is not present in Run 5. I explore the origins of this
gas in Run 6 by coloring a subset of these particles red and plotting both the radial
velocity and the density of all particle in the simulations, as a function of radius
(Fig. 5.38 and Fig. 5.39) respectively. Here we see multiple SNe in the centre of the
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FIGURE 5.36: Density and temperature slices (upper row and bottom row respectively)
for Runs 5 (left column) and 6 (right column), taken at 1 Gyr in the x-z plane at y = 0.
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6 (right), rendered according to particle number.
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subset colored red according to their position in Fig. 5.37. These particles have a density
lower than 10−29 gcm−3 temperatures spanning 20 K to 3 × 104K. Particles with this

temperature and density range are missing from Run 5.

galaxy have resulted in a roughly spherical shock front, indicated by the density
peak in Fig. 5.38. The low density particles we are interested in constitute the
swept-up mass of the shock. Here the gas has been accelerated radially (shown
by the positive radial velocity) to the outskirts of the gas halo. If I also plot the
density profile for the particles in Run 5 (Fig. 5.40), this swept-up mass is absent,
while the global density peak is more fragmented, consisting of multiple shocks
that are out of phase with one another (as opposed to the smoother density peak
of Run 6).

I also plot the x-z density and temperature y = 0 slices for Run 5 and Run 6 at
489 Myr (Fig. 5.41), to investigate the origin of the swept-up mass that is present
in Run 6 (Fig. 5.38) and absent in Run 5 (Fig. 5.40). Here we see, as was indicated
by Fig 5.38, multiple SNe have created a more or less isotropic, hot bubble of gas,
which is expanding and sweeping up the surrounding ISM to produce a dense,
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FIGURE 5.41: Density and temperature slices (upper row and bottom row respectively)
for Runs 5 (right column) and 6 (left column), taken at 489 Myr in the x-z plane at y = 0.

cool/warm (∼ 104-102 K, as was seen in Fig. 5.37) shell of gas, which is 4 kpc
thick in places. On the contrary, adding HMXB and wind feedback to Run 5 has
resulted in a bubble that is less spatially extended and ’pinched’ in places. These
’pinches’ represent regions of high density, cold gas that have survived the ex-
pansion of the feedback-heated ISM. In this way, the gradual feedback has acted
to reduce the mixing of the feedback-heated gas and the colder, denser gas. In
particular, dense regions have formed between feedback-heated bubbles, repre-
senting areas where shells of swept-up mass have collided. In the case of Run
6 these have been efficiently heated and hence destroyed by the more powerful
SNe explosions. However, since the stellar winds are less powerful, the warm gas
inside the bubbles has instead escaped through the low density channels either
side, carving low density chimneys as they do so. These then provide a path of
least resistance for the SNe energy to escape the galaxy and less efficiently couple
to the cold, dense ISM.
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FIGURE 5.42: Density and temperature slices (upper row and bottom row respectively)
for Run 5, taken at times ranging from 587 Gyr to 665 Gyr in the x-z plane at y = 0.

In Fig. 5.42 I follow the evolution of Run 5 across 78 Myr from 587 Myr to 665
Myr in order to track the development of the chimney seen in Fig. 5.36. Compar-
ing with Fig. 5.22, we see winds are ubiquitous throughout this period, however
there are also two episodes of HMXB feedback between 600 Myr and 700 Myr.
It is at this point the hot, pressurised gas inside the bubble punches through the
least dense areas of the surrounding shell (to the left of the plots) and beyond this
hot gas is in the process of being vented through these gaps. This suggests the
more powerful HMXB events facilitate the formation of ’chimneys’ in the swept-
up high density shell, which act to vent hot gas. Looking at Fig. 5.36, at 1 Gyr
it appears these chimneys have acted to reduce the temperature of the gas in the
centre of the halo, as well as maintain regions of high density, cold gas in the cen-
tral 10 kpc of the halo. We can also see this when I plot the maximum, mean and
minimum temperature of the gas located in the central 10 kpc of the halo for both
Runs 5 and 6 (Fig. 5.43). Here we see the maximum, mean and minimum tem-
peratures are generally higher in Run 6 than Run 5. Furthermore, the steep rise
in the minimum temperature of the gas in Run 6 beyond 600 Myr, is not present
in Run 5, while the maximum gas temperature converges at this time, indicating
the effect of the chimney seen in Fig 5.42 has been to prevent the coldest gas from
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FIGURE 5.43: A plot to show the evolution of the mean (solid lines), minimum (dot-
dashed line, bordering the lower shaded areas) and maximum (dotted line, bordering
the upper shaded areas) temperature of the gas inside a radius of 10 kpc, across the 1 Gyr

starburst in Runs 5 (left plot, red) and 6 (right plot, blue).

being heated by an order of magnitude.
Fig. 5.44 shows the total thermal and kinetic energy of the gas in Run 5 is

lower than in Run 6, until beyond 600 Myr, where the total kinetic energies of the
two runs converge. Moreover, due to the fact the thermal energy of the gas in Run
6 is higher throughout the simulation, the virial parameter is also consistently
higher. Looking instead at the gas density profile (Fig. 5.45), we see the gas
density in the inner 10 kpc of the halo is uniformly higher in Run 5 than Run 6,
however beyond this radius the gas in Run 5 extends to lower densities than the
gas in Run 6 - indicating the low density, warm/hot outflowing gas seen in Fig.
5.36. Moreover, contrary to the simulations with the larger halo mass, there is no
evidence for inflowing gas from the density profile of the smaller halo runs.

Interestingly, when I plot the evolution of the inner dark matter halo density
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(Fig. 5.46), we can see very little evolution of the density profile across both simu-
lations, indicating the changes to the total energy of the dark matter caused by the
outflowing baryons have been reversible. We see this when I plot the time evo-
lution of the total energy (Ekin + Etherm) of the dark matter in Runs 5 and 6 (Fig.
5.47). The dark matter particles gain and lose potential/kinetic energy in such
a way as to oscillate about approximately the same total energy. The particles
at 20 kpc and 50 kpc show a slight increase in total energy, however the particle
at 100 pc is losing energy across the simulations. There are also no significant
differences between the fate of the same particles in Runs 5 and 6.

In summary, the inclusion of gradual feedback (on top of SNe feedback) in a
smaller galaxy of halo mass 1.5×107 M� has increased the time it has taken to
unbind the majority of the gas. It has also facilitated the production of chimneys,
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which have vented hot gas from the centre of the halo and lowered the temper-
ature of the gas in the central 10 kpc. Furthermore, the centre of the dark matter
halo was largely unaffected in both Run 5 and 6, due to the fact the increase in the
total energy of the dark matter particles (via gaseous outflows) was reversible.

5.5.9 Evaluating the relative impact of HMXBs and stellar winds

(Runs NoHMXB and NoWinds)

Fig. 5.48 plots the unbound gas mass as a fraction of the initial mass in Runs 1,
2, NoWinds and NoHMXB. All runs had the same initial conditions (halo mass -
1.1× 108 M�, [Fe/H] = - 6), however used different combinations of stellar feed-
back (see Table 3.1). We can see Runs 1 and NoHMXB are in good agreement,
indicating the decrease in the amount of gas unbound via the addition of grad-
ual feedback in Run 1 (compared with Run 2) is due to stellar winds, rather than
HMXB feedback. Furthermore, by excluding stellar winds the unbound mass
fraction has converged with Run 2, which just includes SNe feedback. Again,
this points to the fact the ubiquity of stellar winds (seen in Fig. 5.22), despite
their relatively low power compared with HMXBs, means they have a far more
significant impact on the fate of the gas in the galaxy.

The same trends can be seen in the virial parameter, along with the total
thermal, kinetic and potential energies of the gas in Runs 1, 2, NoWinds and
NoHMXB (Fig. 5.49). Once again, Runs 2 and NoWinds are converged, indi-
cating HMXBs have had little impact on the energetics of the gas when added
on top of SNe feedback. Moreover, Run 1 and NoHMXB also converge, indicat-
ing including stellar winds is the defining factor in determining the total kinetic,
thermal energy of the galactic ISM.

Focusing on the dark matter profile in Fig. 5.50, we see Run 1 converges with
the run without HMXB feedback (NoHMXB), while Run 2 converges with the run
without stellar winds (NoWinds), indicating the addition of HMXB feedback has
an insignificant affect on the underlying dark matter profile.

Overall, it is the inclusion of stellar winds that has driven the observed trends
in the gas and dark matter that are the key results of this chapter.
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5.6 Discussion

In this chapter I investigated the inclusion of ’gradual’ feedback types on top of
SNe feedback in high redshift isolated dwarf galaxies with halo masses between
1.1×108 M� and 1.5×107 M�. The main results of this chapter are as follows:

• The fraction of the initial gas mass that has been unbound after 1 Gyr star-
burst is uniformly lower in the galaxies that include gradual feedback mech-
anisms on top of SNe feedback. This result holds across the galaxy masses I
tested, along with varying metallicity, halo concentration and the duration
of the starburst.

• In all runs the dark matter density in the central 1 kpc of the halo is re-
duced by less than an order of magnitude. There is also evidence to suggest
gradual feedback has acted to reduce the amount of energy transferred to
the dark matter via changes in potential resulting from gaseous outflows.
However this result is dependent on both the starburst duration and the
galaxy mass.

• By varying the standard deviation (σstar) of the ’wake-up’ times of the stars
(and therefore the duration of the starburst), I found the total kinetic energy
of the gas in the simulations with varying σstar converged beyond 800 Myr.
Moreover, the total internal energy of the gas was marginally lower in the
σ0.5 runs, indicating the gas was able to cool more efficiently in the shorter,
more violent starburst.

• Moreover, decreasing the duration of the starburst (while keeping the total
number of feedback events the same) increased the gas density below 10
kpc at the end of the runs which just included SNe feedback, along with
inside the inner 1 kpc of runs which also included gradual feedback.

• However, a more concentrated, violent starburst also transfered more en-
ergy to the dark matter in the central 150 pc. The differences in this energy
transfer between runs which did or did not include gradual feedback was
also reduced.

• Altering the metallicity of the gas in the galaxy from [Fe/H] = -6 to [Fe/H]
= - 1.2 had very little impact on the state of the gas and the underlying dark
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matter halo. This was due to the fact the density of the gas in the galaxy
resulted in comparable cooling times for high and low metallicity gas.

• As expected, increasing the concentration parameter lowered the amount of
gas unbound by the stellar feedback by increasing the potential at the centre
of the halo. As well as this, the dark matter halo was largely unaffected by
the stellar feedback.

• Altering the size of the galaxy had the largest impact on the results. In these
runs the majority of the gas was unbound in both simulations. However, the
addition of gradual feedback acted to delay the unbinding of the gas. Fur-
thermore, the addition of stellar winds facilitated the production of chim-
neys; which are holes in the high density shell surrounding the volume-
filling, pressurised gas that vent the hot gas from the centre of the halo.
These chimneys globally reduce the temperature of the gas in the central 10
kpc of the galaxy.

• Additionally, the central 1 kpc of the dark matter halo density profile was
largely unaffected by the stellar feedback in the smaller galaxy, since any
changes to the total energy of the dark matter particles were reversible.

• Finally, I evaluated the relative impact of HMXB feedback and stellar winds
on the results, finding the ubiquity of stellar winds means they are more or
less solely responsible for changes in the unbound mass and gas/ dark mat-
ter energetics seen in the 1.1×108 M� galaxy. How this changes with galaxy
mass and metallicity would be interesting to follow-up, however is beyond
the scope of this thesis. It would also be interesting to investigate how this
result varies if the HMXB feedback is no longer implemented isotropically.

5.6.1 The results in context

The results of this chapter point to the importance of considering time-resolved
feedback events, including both instantaneous, spatially resolved SNe, along with
the continuous low-powered energy injection of winds. For example, the chim-
ney seen in Run 5 was formed via colliding wind-fed bubbles, a process which is
only possible if individual massive stars are resolved spatially. This result links
to work by Su et al. (2017), who found modelling discrete SNe events was es-
sential to capturing the multiphase ISM along with forming galactic winds with
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physical mass loading factors. Moreover, since the mean temperature of the gas
in the simulations was typically below 104 K, the results also highlight the need
to include low temperature cooling prescriptions in these low mass galaxies.

There is an existing large volume of work on SNe-generated superbubbles,
similar to the 10 kpc-scale bubble of hot pressurised gas seen in Fig. 5.41. This
includes both analytical work (e.g. Weaver et al., 1977; Tomisaka, Habe, and
Ikeuchi, 1981), along with multiple observations of superbubbles such as Pido-
pryhora, Lockman, and Shields (2007) and Ochsendorf et al. (2015). Typically the
radii of these superbubbles are an order of magnitude lower than the superbubble
seen in Run 6, however once I included gradual feedback this radius is reduced.

The superbubbles seen in Run 5 and 6 (see Fig. 5.41) have similar properties to
the superbubbles investigated in Kim, Ostriker, and Raileanu (2017). Like the su-
perbubbles presented in Kim, Ostriker, and Raileanu (2017), the gas in the centre
of the bubble has been heated to between 106−7 K and accelerated to ∼ 102 km/s.
The expansion velocity of between 10-100 km/s is enough to unbind the gas from
the shallow potential well of the dwarf galaxy. In this work the bubble in Run 6
is also surrounded by a cooler high density shell, which was also present in Kim,
Ostriker, and Raileanu (2017). In Kim, Ostriker, and Raileanu (2017), this shell
was formed of warm, swept-up gas that has cooled. The range of (cool) temper-
atures seen in this shell in the simulations would also fit with this hypothesis. In
Run 5, the shell has a more complicated morphology, while the shell is less spa-
tially extended. This makes it easier for the hot, feedback-heated gas to clear low
density channels or ’chimneys’ in the shell. These chimneys have the capacity to
launch hot, high velocity gas to a radius of ∼ 102 kpc (as seen in Fig. 5.36).

The production of ’chimneys’ via stellar winds has been found previously,
particularly in GMCs. In particular, Rogers and Pittard (2013) found winds acting
prior to SNe feedback preferentially escape the inner molecular cloud via paths of
least resistance, creating low density channels through which the proceeding SNe
energy can escape with weak coupling to the higher density molecular clumps at
the centre of the cloud. We can see this process in action in the simulations, in
particular Fig. 5.42.

The result that the addition of HMXB feedback does not significantly alter the
state of the gas in the galaxies is contrary to work by Artale, Tissera, and Pellizza
(2015), who found the addition of HMXB feedback on top of SNe feedback can
significantly impact the removal of gas in low mass haloes (less than 1010 M�).
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However, the halo masses of 107 M� and 108 M� are below their mass range and
hence are not directly comparable. Moreover, it is also possible these results are
dependent on metallicity, as was seen in Chapter 4.

This work neglects the stellar luminosities of the massive stars, which for a
star with a mass of 8 M� is ∼ 1037 erg/s (following calculations by Bressan et al.,
1993, at solar metallicity). However the impact of this radiation and its ability
to produce momentum-driven outflows depends on the coupling of this energy
to the ISM. For example, Krumholz and Matzner (2009) find if the expansion
of massive star wind-fed bubbles are energy driven, the kinetic energy of the
momentum-driven shell produced by the stellar radiation is ∼ 100 times smaller.
Moreover, Rogers and Pittard (2013) argue, based on Krumholz and Matzner
(2009), provided the leakage of wind energy is comparable to the leakage of stel-
lar photons, radiation pressure will be of the same order as the wind pressure.
However, in future work I would like to investigate the inclusion of stellar radia-
tion and HII region expansion on top of line-driven winds in order to assess their
comparative impact on the ISM in dwarf galaxies.

Fundamentally, the fact the dwarf galaxies retain more gas if gradual feedback
is included, means they can fuel further star formation. This can help explain the
star formation histories seen in dwarf satellite galaxies such as Fornax, Leo I,
And VI and Carina, which show multiple starbursts across ∼ 12 Gyr (Weisz et
al., 2014).
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Investigating stellar feedback in GMCs

In Chapters 3 and 4 I explored the effect of gradual heating feedback, as well as
SNe feedback, in GMCs of varying metallicity, size and virial parameter. This
gradual heating can arise from different mechanisms and in this work I focussed
on feedback from HMXBs. The primary result was that the two types of feedback
combine to produce kpc-scale chimneys of low density, hot gas. These chim-
neys help funnel energy away from the inner regions of the cloud, allowing star
formation to continue there. The chimneys are present in runs that just include
SNe feedback, however the addition of the gradual power input from HMXBs
into the ISM can help to prevent the gas inside the chimneys from cooling by in-
creasing its temperature to beyond 107 K, where the cooling is Bremsstrahlung
dominated and relatively inefficient. The chimneys are more prevalent in larger
clouds at higher metallicity. Moreover, the combined effects of SNe and HMXBs
are largely washed out in smaller clouds due to the lower binding energy of the
gas. The most important factor in determining the fate of a cloud was its ability
to cool efficiently; clouds that cooled very efficiently had a large number of lower
mass sink particles and as such a smaller number of HMXB/ SNe events. On the
other hand the runs that showed suppressed cooling, in particular those at low
metallicity, had a smaller number of sink particles with higher masses; resulting
in a higher number of HMXB and SNe events.
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6.2 Investigating stellar feedback in dSphs

In Chapter 5 I investigated the inclusion of stellar winds and HMXBs on top of
SNe in high redshift isolated dSphs of varying mass, metallicity and concentra-
tion parameter. The main result was that the mass of gas unbound by stellar
feedback across a 1 Gyr starburst is uniformly lowered if gradual feedback mech-
anisms are included, independent of metallicity, galaxy mass, halo concentration
and the duration of the starburst. Furthermore, including gradual feedback in the
smallest galaxies (of halo mass∼ 107 M�) delays the unbinding of the majority of
the gas and facilitates the production of chimneys in the dense shell surrounding
a feedback-generated hot, pressurised ’superbubble’. Moreover, the underlying
dark matter halo of the smallest galaxy was less effected by the gaseous outflows
generated by the stellar feedback than the larger halo, despite more gas being un-
bound. Additionally, I found that the global energetics of the gas in simulations
that included a short, violent starburst converged with those that had a longer,
less concentrated starburst by the end of the stellar feedback. Finally, I inves-
tigated the relative impact of HMXB feedback and stellar winds on the results,
finding HMXB feedback has had a negligible impact on the final state of the gas
in the galaxy. On the other hand, the ubiquity of stellar winds throughout each
starburst makes them a defining factor in the final state of the ISM, despite their
relatively low mechanical power.

6.3 Future work

Beyond the scope of this work, I have become interested in how the galactic en-
vironment of the molecular clouds shapes their star formation histories and the
formation of the chimneys seen in Chapter 3. I am keen to develop simulations
of clouds which take into their location within host galaxies by the inclusion of
the galactic potential and shear (building on work by Rey-Raposo et al., 2017),
as well as any galactic winds/ outflows driven by AGN. In this way, I would be
interested in following the evolution of cool (below 104 K)/ molecular gas in the
context of wider galaxy simulations that include both stellar feedback and feed-
back from AGN (both in the form of winds and jets). Moreover, I would also be
interested in conducting simulations which include the radiative feedback pro-
cesses from stars alongside their mechanical feedback. In particular, I would like
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to model the ISM of a galaxy during re-ionisation and investigate the compara-
tive and combined effect of the X-ray luminosity and mechanical luminosity from
ULXs on the ISM, specifically looking for any enhancements in the escape frac-
tion of ionising photons. Furthermore, the initial conditions in this thesis repre-
sent the idealised conditions often used when studying isolated molecular clouds
(e.g. Dale, Ercolano, and Bonnell, 2012; Federrath et al., 2014). In reality, molec-
ular clouds are dynamic and often unbound (Dobbs, Burkert, and Pringle, 2011).
Therefore, I would be interested in developing a scheme to allow the evolution
of an unbound cloud to be traced, with self-gravity turned on, that would also
prevent the majority of the initial turbulent molecular gas from shock heating,
efficiently cooling and becoming bound, while still allowing a small fraction of
the gas to collapse and form stars.

Leading on from Chapter 5, I would enjoy expanding the scope of my work
to include larger scale galaxies (> 1010 M�). It would also be very interesting
to investigate the timing, location and efficiency of star formation in these galax-
ies - for example, whether in some cases it is triggered by stellar feedback and
the timescales of any quenching by stellar processes/ AGN feedback. Further-
more, I think it would be of interest to continue to investigate HMXBs in terms
of dSph galaxies, particularly by taking into account the different evolutionary
pathways and how these change with redshift (e.g. Linden et al., 2010), along
with the anisotropy associated with these sources on local scales. I would also
like to continue modelling dSphs across multiple starbursts, taking into account
their galactic environment, in order to investigate the recycling of gas across a
longer timescale and how this is affected by the ongoing stellar feedback pro-
cesses.
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